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Kurzfassung

In dieser Arbeit wurde zum ersten Mal der Einfluss von resonanten magnetischen Störfeldern
(RMPs) auf den Transport von Material, welches bei der Plasma-Wand-Wechselwirkung
(PWW) freigesetzt wird, untersucht. RMPs führen zu einer Neuorganisation der mag-
netischen Randschicht in einem Tokamak, wobei zwei neue Bereiche entstehen: Drei-
dimensionale Flussröhren mit kurzen magnetischen Verbindungslängen und vorwiegend
parallelen Transport, sowie Bereiche langer, stochastischer Feldlinien mit diffusiven, von
Gradienten getriebenen radialen Transport. Ein allgemein erhöhtes radiales elektrisches
Feld Er und lokale Änderungen der Plasmaparameter durch die neue Magnetfeldstruktur
sowie daraus resultierende druckgetriebene Kräfte und ein lokal höheres radiales Er Feld
können einen Einfluss auf den Transport haben.
Die Experimente wurden am Tokamak TEXTOR durchgeführt, die RMPs wurden durch
den dynamisch ergodischen Divertor (DED) erzeugt. Die Plasmaentladungen und der
DED wurden so konzipiert, dass die 3D Strukturen räumlich derart getrennt waren,
dass die zu Grunde liegende Physik in den beiden Bereichen untersucht werden kon-
nte. Zwei pilzförmige Graphit Testlimiter wurden an unterschiedlichen poloidalen und
toroidalen Positionen dem Plasma ausgesetzt, somit konnte die Materialtransport in der
3D Flussröhre und dem stochastischen Bereich gleichzeitig analysiert werden. Durch die
Testlimiter wurde Methan, dotiert mit 13C in das Plasma injiziert und durch verschiedene
Kameras und Spektrometer beobachtet. Die Deposition der injizierten Teilchen wurde
durch Colorimetrie, Nukleare-Reaktions-Analyse und Sekundär-Ionen-Spektrometrie un-
tersucht.
Die stärkste Änderung vom ungestörten Plasma zu dem mit RMPs ist eine Neuausrich-
tung des Transportes der Kohlenstoff Ionen C+ und C2+ um 90◦ in die Er×B Driftrichtung.
Vergleiche des Experimentes mit numerischer Feldlinienverfolgung zeigen, dass dies ein all-
gemeiner Effekt ist der 3D Randschicht ist. Die Interpretation der Messungen mit Hilfe des
Verunreinigungstransports und PWW Code ERO zeigen eine Erhöhung von Er während
RMPs um den Faktor 2-3 an der Limiterposition. Lokale Änderungen der Randschicht-
struktur spielen eine untergeordnete Rolle. Die Oberflächenanalysen zeigen, dass die
Neuausrichtung des Ionentransports sich nicht oder nur schwach in der lokalen Deposition
der injizierten Teilchen widerspiegelt. Modellierungen mit ERO können diese geringere
Abhängigkeit des Depositionmusters von der erhöhten Er×B Drift erklären: Das Muster
wird in der Hauptsache durch CH+

4 und CH+
3 geformt, die wegen ihrer Masse sehr nah an

der Injektionsstelle deponiert werden. Eine konzeptionelle Analyse zur Übertragbarkeit
Divertor-Tokamaks zeigt, dass RMPs die Nettodeposition in einer zukünftigen Fusions-
maschine, wie z.B. ITER, verändern können.
Die Deuterium Einlagerung während der RMPs war um den Faktor 2-2.4 höher, da die
Oberflächentemperatur Tsurf abnahm. Unabhängig von der Anwendung der RMPs war
die lokale Depositionseffizienz um den Faktor 10 erhöht bei Tsurf ≈ 2700◦C gegenüber
niedrigerer Temperaturen. Ein möglicher Grund ist eine erleichterte Einbindung der
Teilchen, begünstig durch Oberflächeneigenschaften nahe der Sublimationsgrenze.
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Abstract

In this work, the influence of a 3D boundary induced by resonant magnetic perturba-
tions (RMPs) on the material migration, i.e. the erosion from wall material due to the
plasma surface interaction and the transport of these impurities is investigated for the
first time. With applied RMPs two new domains occur in the magnetic field structure.
Three dimensional SOL flux tubes with predominantly transport parallel to short mag-
netic field lines and a region of longer stochastic field lines with diffusive gradient driven
radial transport. The plasma wall interaction and the material transport in these domains
were investigated. A globally higher radial electric field Er as well as local changes in the
magnetic field structure such as pressure driven sonic flows or locally higher Er fields can
potentially influence the material transport with applied RMPs.
The experiments were performed at the tokamak TEXTOR, the RMPs were induced by
the dynamic ergodic divertor (DED). The plasma discharges and DED application was
chosen to have a spatially separated 3D structure to be able to investigate the underly-
ing physics. Two spherical carbon test limiters were positioned in different poloidal and
toroidal positions which allowed to analyse the material migration in a 3D SOL flux tube
and a stochastic region at the same time. Methane doped with 13C was injected through
the test limiters during three different plasma scenarios, without RMPs, with static RMPs
and an RMP sweep. The test limiters and the injected methane were monitored in situ
with different cameras and spectrometers. The deposition of the injected particles was
measured post mortem by colourimetry, nuclear reaction analysis and secondary ion mass
spectrometry.
The most profound change from no RMP to the RMP cases is a 90◦ re-direction of the
low ionised carbon C+ and C2+ into the Er×B-drift direction. From a comparison of
the experiments and numerical field line tracing it was found that this is a global effect
occurring in both 3D domains during applied RMPs. Modelling with the impurity tracing
and plasma wall interaction code ERO supports a 2-3 times higher radial electric field at
the test limiter positions compared to the unperturbed boundary. Local changes from the
plasma geometry do not play a role. Post mortem analysis reveals that the deposition
pattern is less influenced by the higher Er×B-drift. ERO modelling shows that the pat-
tern is formed by CH+

4 and CH+
3 . Due to the higher mass of the molecules a re-direction is

strongly localised close to the injection location. Fist estimations on the material migra-
tion in divertor machines indicate a high potential of RMPs to change the net-deposition
in future fusion devices such as ITER.
Furthermore, the local deuterium retention increased by a factor of 2-2.4 during RMPs
due to a decrease in the surface temperature. Independent from the RMP application, the
local deposition efficiency of the injected particles was more than a factor of 10 higher for
test limiters with high surface temperatures Tsurf ≈ 2700◦C compared to lower tempera-
tures. A reason for this can be an easier binding of the injected particles to the surface
as it is less stable close to the sublimation temperature.
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1 Introduction

The consumption of electric power is growing worldwide not only in the industrialised
countries but also in the developing parts of the world. The big challenge is to provide a
sufficient amount of electric power for all people with a minimal impact on the environ-
ment, i. e. concerning emission of CO2, other greenhouse gases and nuclear waste.
One option to replace the combustion of fossil fuels and nuclear fission reactors could be
thermonuclear fusion. This new source which is yet to be accomplished on industrial scales
is an attractive option for the future energy mix together with renewable energy sources
using wind and water power, solarthermics, photovoltaics and bio fuels [Heinloth 03]. The
biggest advantage of nuclear fusion is its independence of natural resources or of climate
and weather.

Thermonuclear fusion uses the binding energy which is released from the fusion of light
nuclei (mass number < 56). The plasma constituents have to be heated to high energies
in order to enable fusion. The most feasible fusion process on earth is the one between
the hydrogen isotopes deuterium D and tritium T. The highest cross section for fusion is
achieved at about 4 ·107 K (∼ 10 keV). At such temperatures hydrogen is fully ionised
and in the plasma state.
Besides the temperature, the efficiency of the energy gain from fusion processes is also
dependent on the density and the energy confinement time of the plasma. One way to
achieve a good confinement of the high temperature plasma is generating a confining mag-
netic field where ions and electrons follow magnetic field lines. The tokamak [Wesson 04]
is a fusion device generating a high poloidal field using a plasma current together with a
toroidal magnetic field provided by external coils. Together, these fields form the confin-
ing magnetic field with helically wound field lines which are located on cylindric surfaces
of constant magnetic flux - the so-called magnetic flux surfaces.

A key challenge to provide fusion as economic viable energy source is the plasma wall
interaction. Here, a critical issue is the lifetime of the wall and the impact of the pro-
cesses close to and on the wall on the fusion performance. The contact to the wall has
to be controlled in order to prevent damages and lifetime reduction of the plasma facing
components. In addition, sputtered material which penetrates into the plasma can reduce
the plasma temperature and hence the efficiency of the fusion process.
Contact of the plasma boundary with selected areas of the surrounding wall is inevitable
because the helium as fusion product and other impurities have to be exhausted. The
exhaust is realised by means of limiting elements attached to the plasma or in a specific
exhaust device - the so called divertor.
The main plasma is separated from the scrape-off layer (SOL) by the last closed flux
surface. The helical field lines are open and connect directly to the wall, creating plasma
loss channels with dominant parallel transport along open field lines.

1



2 1 Introduction

The plasma wetted area of the first wall is a geometrically thin region. Here, the parallel
heat and particle fluxes are deposited with high flux densities. Hence, the heat loads to
the plasma facing components can approach technical limits concerning material ablation,
erosion and melting. A reduction of the plasma temperature in the SOL together with an
increase of the plasma wetted area is desired to reduce the loads on the wall components.
One promising method to broaden the plasma wetted area and control the particle and en-
ergy exhaust is the application of additional small amplitude magnetic perturbation fields.

These perturbation fields are superimposed onto the confining magnetic field [McCool 89,
Grosman 99, Evans 05, Schmitz 09a, Schmitz 09b], introducing a spectrum of perturba-
tion amplitudes. Field lines in the plasma form standing modes on selected surfaces,
as they close after a finite number of poloidal and toroidal turns into themselves. The
external spectrum is tailored such that it is dominated by modes resonant to field lines
in the plasma edge. This is called resonant magnetic perturbation (RMP). Application
of such RMPs breaks up the toroidal axis symmetry of the tokamak plasma and a three
dimensional (3D) boundary is formed accompanied by adjustments of local and global
particle and heat fluxes to the wall [Jakubowski 06, Schmitz 08b, Schmitz 08a].

A key question connected is to what extent this 3D boundary has an impact on the
plasma material interaction (PMI). In this thesis, the relevance of this new 3D boundary
for the PMI is addressed. Comparisons of experimental observations and computations
of the magnetic topology reveal two new domains. Regions with parallel transport along
short magnetic field lines can be found, similar to the unperturbed plasma boundary with
reduced densities and temperatures. This so called 3D SOL forms helical flux tubes which
are embedded into zones of stochastic field lines with long connection length where the
transport has a diffusive character driven by radial gradients.

The PMI is determined by the actual location of the surface within this 3D boundary.
In this work, the consequences originating from RMPs regarding the PMI and material
migration are addressed for the first time.
This investigation is of particular importance for the next step fusion device ITER
[ITER ]. ITER is being build as a tokamak device and aims on proving the feasibil-
ity of a future fusion reactor regarding steady state plasmas and handling of a stable
and reliable plasma wall interface. RMPs are foreseen in ITER for control of the plasma
boundary. However, any deviation of the PMI and material migration from the unper-
turbed plasma situation can be a crucial issue for the plasma facing wall elements, as
these are designed and optimised for plasma scenarios without RMPs. Assessments of the
relevance of RMP induced deviations on the material migration and the understanding
of the underlying physics is essential to explore the relevance of the RMP induced effects
on these issues.

2
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The tokamak TEXTOR offers a unique test bed for the investigation of basic mech-
anisms of material migration and PMI with applied RMPs. The perturbation field is
imposed onto the confining magnetic field utilising a dedicated coil set at the high field
side of the vessel, the Dynamic Ergodic Divertor (DED) [Finken 05b]. The 3D edge struc-
ture with parallel and diffusive transport regions are spatially well separated and the PMI
can be analysed separately in both domains.
Two vacuum lock systems are available, where test limiters are launched directly into the
plasma. Both limiter locks have a variety of in situ observation systems which are used
for the monitoring of the material transport [Schweer 05]. These in situ capabilities are
accompanied by a variety of post mortem analysis tools.

For this work, spherical carbon test limiters were exposed in axisymmetric and 3D
boundary plasmas in both limiter locks simultaneously. The erosion source was enlarged
by the injection of methane through a hole in the limiters. The methane was doped with
13C to distinguish between the injected material and material eroded from the test limiter
surface as well as the carbon impurities in the plasma. Post mortem analysis methods
(colourimetric fringe analysis [Wienhold 87], nuclear reaction analysis and secondary ion
mass spectrometry in combination with profilometry) were performed to quantify erosion
and deposition and localise the net-erosion and net-deposition zones at the test limiter.
Numerical field line tracing [Eich 00, Frerichs 10] was used to compare with experimen-
tally resolved plasma structures in the 3D SOL flux tubes and in the stochastic re-
gions. For the analysis of trace imputity transport effects the 3D Monte Carlo code
ERO [Kögler 97, Kirschner 00] was applied.

This studies revealed four main results. First, the strongest effect extracted is an en-
hanced Er×B-drift which leads to a 90◦ re-direction of the ion transport. This is seen
in the light emission of low ionised carbon during applied RMPs. This re-direction was
observed for both regions of parallel and diffusive transport (in the 3D SOL flux tubes
and stochastic zones, respectively).
Second, the local 13C deposition pattern is very similar with and without applied RMPs.
ERO modelling shows that the 13C deposition pattern was formed predominantly by singly
ionised hydrocarbons CH+

x which are less influenced by the increased Er×B-drift because
of their higher mass.
Third, a comparison between the two limiter lock systems and former injection exper-
iments indicate a temperature dependence of the amount of deposited to injected 13C.
Surface temperature above 900◦C lead to a higher deposition efficiency presumably due
to an easier binding of impinging particles to the bulk material of the test limiter.
As a fourth point, the deuterium retention in layers formed at the edges of the test limiters
is twice as high with RMP compared to the unperturbed plasma edge. The lower surface
temperature at the limiter edges during RMPs lead to a lower erosion of co-deposited
layers and hence to an increase of the amount of deuterium retained.

3



4 1 Introduction

These results and the introduction of the necessary background and concepts are de-
scribed in this thesis as follows. Results on Er×B-drift and the material transport are
described in chapter 5, followed by the local deposition of 13C in chapter 6 and the
deuterium retention in chapter 7.
A short introduction into thermonuclear fusion (chapter 2), the description of the ex-
perimental setup as well as the experimental methods (chapter 4) and the numerical
codes used (chapter 3) precede the chapters dedicated to the results. In chapter 8 the
summary and outlook of this work are given.
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2 The concept of thermonuclear fusion and magnetic
confinement

This section shortly introduces the concept of thermonuclear fusion and magnetic con-
finement. It is followed by a description of the stochastisation of the magnetic field due
to applied resonant magnetic perturbations (RMP).

2.1 The principle of thermonuclear fusion

The binding energy which is released when two nuclei of masses lower A< 56 fuse can
potentially be used to produce electricity. Understanding the physical basis to make this
process an economically viable energy source are in the focus of an international research
effort.
Sufficiently high probability of light nuclei of building a compound nucleus through fusion
requires high relative energies to overcome the repelling potential of the space charges.
For thermonuclear fusion the fuel has to be heated to several million Kelvin. At these
high temperatures the nuclei are stripped from their electrons. Both species, the electrons
and the ions are separated and form a plasma. A plasma consist of positive and negative
charged particles, which can be confined magnetically.

The heavy hydrogen isotopes deuterium D and tritium T are used because they provide
the highest cross section to fuse at relatively low energies. The fusion process releases
17.6 MeV binding energy:

2
1D +3

1 T →4
2 He+ n0 + 17.6MeV (1)

The energy is carried according to the mass ratio of the fusion products with 3.5MeV on
the helium atom and 14.1 MeV on the neutron.

The basis condition to gain energy by nuclear fusion processes is achievement of a
thermonuclear plasma were every collisional energy loss without fusion is balanced by the
ensemble of particles at sufficient energies. The two machine types designed for this goal
are the tokamak and the stellarator. In both, the concept of magnetic confinement is
used to confine the plasma in a technically feasible vacuum chamber environment. This
vacuum chambers are designed as tori to minimize the losses at the ”end” of a magnetic
field line. As the studies for this thesis were done in a tokamak, this concept is described
after an overview of the magnetic structure and confinement such a toroidal device.

2.2 Magnetic confinement and the safety factor q

As mentioned before, a good way to minimize particle and energy losses in a plasma is
the confinement in a torus. Field coils along the torus create a toroidal magnetic field BΦ.
A gradient in the direction of R from the center of the plasma to the outer edge of the

5



6 2 The concept of thermonuclear fusion and magnetic confinement

torus is intrinsic in this setup. Plasma particles following a field line experience a force
~Fgrad directed radially outward by this so called grad-B drift [Chen 77].

~v∇B =
1

qc

~Fgrad × ~B

B2
(2)

From the curvature of the magnetic field lines the so called curvature drift arises. A
centrifugal force ~Fcf is felt by the plasma particles giving rise to a drift

~vR =
1

qc

~Fcf × ~B

B2
(3)

[Chen 77, Spatschek 12]. Both, the grad-B drift and the curvature drift add and as they
are dependent on the charge state qc of the particles these drifts lead to a spatial separa-
tion of ions and electrons in the plasma.

This charge separation leads to a time dependent electric field which builds up in the
plasma. The corresponding polarisation drift leads to a net drift in the direction of the
electric field as can be seen in fig. 1. This results in an E×B-drift acting on ions and
electrons in the same direction and hence causing both species to drift radially outward.
Therefore, a confinement by a toroidal magnetic field alone can not be achieved.

X

B
�

B
�

E

ExB

- - - -

+ + + +

B
�

R

B
�

~ 1/R

Bgrad

Figure 1: Particle drifts in a toroidal magnetic field configuration.
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2.2 Magnetic confinement and the safety factor q 7

Figure 2: Nested flux surfaces created by helically wound field lines.

To reduce the grad-B and curvature drifts the field lines are helically twisted in a
tokamak. Therefore a poloidal magnetic field BΘ is induced. One uses the term rotational
transform to characterise the twisting of a given field line which is defined as

q(r) =
rBΦ

RBΘ

= m/n (4)

q is also called the safety factor. It quantifies the number of toroidal turns (m) of a field
line when performing one poloidal turn (n) [Weynants 8].
An example of magnetic flux surfaces which are created by helically wound field lines is
visualised in fig. 2. On each flux surface the plasma pressure and the current density is
constant. In TEXTOR, these flux surfaces are cylindric.

The understanding of the behaviour of the magnetic field and hence the field lines
during an applied magnetic perturbation is of importance for the studies of this thesis.
Therefore, further comments on this topic are given here.
In general, flux surfaces can be distinguished for their safety factor. There are two types
of flux surfaces: there are those with rational and those with irrational q values. On
rational q surfaces, the magnetic field line executes a rational number of poloidal turn m
for a fixed rational number of toroidal turns n. Hence, it closes into itself after the ratio
of the number of q=m/n, q εQ. These rational flux surfaces are easily perturbed by small
external field amplitudes as the field lines on such a surface pass the same point in space
over and over.
On irrational flux surfaces the m/n ratio is an irrational number, q εR. On these flux
surfaces field lines will never close on themselves. Field lines on irrational flux surfaces
do not cross the same point in space as often as field lines with rational q. They pass
less often a localised region of an external perturbations and are therefore less influenced
by them. A stochastic magnetic edge layer arises if the perturbations couple directly to

7



8 2 The concept of thermonuclear fusion and magnetic confinement

multiple magnetic surfaces which then interact with each other.

How the helically twisted field lines are achieved technically is described in the following
section. Further details on the influence of the perturbations on the structure of the
magnetic field and the stochastisation of the magnetic field are given in section 2.4.

2.3 The tokamak

This section gives a short overview of the tokamak principle following the extended
overview given in [Wesson 04].
In fig. 3(a) the coordinate system is visualised, which will be referred to throughout this
thesis. The ”doughnut” shaped tokamak vessel is usually described with a toroidal angle
Φ going around the torus and a poloidal angle Θ. The major radius R describes the
distance from the middle of the torus to the middle of the vacuum vessel and r the inner
radius of the vessel.

poloidal��

toroidal �

0°180° R
r

(a) (b)

Figure 3: (a) Typical coordinate system for a tokamak.
(b)Sketch of a tokamak setup.In the center a solenoid as primary transformer
coil is positioned. In red toroidal field coils are depicted. Further coils for
vertical magnetic fields are drawn in green. Two magntic flux surfaces are
shown in blue and yellow.

A sketch of a tokamak setup is shown in fig. 3(b) with the toroidal field coils in
red. In the middle of a toroidal vacuum vessel a solenoid is positioned. This solenoid
acts as the primary winding of a current transformer. A time dependent voltage in
the solenoid induces a current in the highly conductive, high temperature plasma in the
vacuum chamber. Hence, the plasma acts as secondary winding in this transformer setup.
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Currents of up to 10 MA are driven by this approach and confined for time scales of up
to minutes. The plasma current induced a poloidal magnetic field BΘ.
In combination with the toroidal magnetic field BΦ the field lines get helically twisted and
the plasma particles are confined, because the drift effects described before are averaged
out during one toroidal turn. Two flux surfaces are depicted in fig. 3(b) in blue and
yellow with sketched helically winded field lines.
As a tokamak is based on the electric transformer principle they are pulsed devices and
the plasma is generated in discharges. The duration of these discharges is limited by
the dimensions of the solenoid inducing the plasma current, necessary for the magnetic
confinement. Great efforts are taken in research to overcome this constrain by various
technics of plasma current drive.

2.3.1 The high confinement mode

The quality of the plasma confinement in tokamaks is measured by the triple product
n·T·τE. Here, n denotes the plasma density, T the plasma temperature and τE the energy
confinement time. The next step fusion device ITER is designed to achieve τE ∼ 4s with
a energy gain of a factor of 10 for a quasi-stationary time scale of 1000s.

To reach this energy gain, the so called Q-factor, ITER will be operated in the high
confinement mode (H-mode). In H-mode energy confinement times is higher as in the
standard plasma operational mode with lower confinement (L-mode). The transition to
the H-mode is thought to be triggered by an increase of the poloidal and toroidal rotation
of the plasma and a deepening of the negative well in the edge radial electric field profile
leading to an increased E×B velocity shear. The latter is found to play a dominant
role in the formation of the ion inner transport barrier in the high confinement mode
([Crombè 12] and references therein).
Steep gradients in temperature and density occur in the plasma boundary during H-mode
operation and the so called pedestal is formed. A big disadvantage arises with a plasma
discharge operated in H-mode: Periodic instabilities are triggered, the edge localised
modes (ELMs). During ELMs high transient heat loads release a large fraction of the
stored energy in the plasma outward to the plasma facing components.
Without suitable mitigation or suppression of ELMs the lifetime of the first wall in ITER
will be significantly reduced [Federici 03].
One method for ELM mitigation is the application of resonant magnetic perturbations
(RMP) to the magnetic structure of the plasma edge. In the following subsections the
concept of RMPs is described after a short overview on the scrape-off layer (SOL).

2.3.2 The scrape-off layer

The plasma wall interaction in toroidal confinement devices is a critical issue to ensure
economic viability and a reliable operation of future fusion power plants. On the one
hand, adverse effects such as increased impurity release and core impurity accumulation

9



10 2 The concept of thermonuclear fusion and magnetic confinement

have to be minimized to maintain the good plasma performance. On the other hand, the
plasma has to have contact to the the walls in order to neutralise so that for instance
the fusion born helium ions and other impurities such that they can be pumped out. In
this section the plasma under the influence of solid walls is describes in the frame of the
simple scrape-off layer. Further details can be found e.g. in [Stangeby 00].

Concept of limiter and divertor tokamaks
The controlled plasma wall contact can be achieved via limiters, where a solid surface has
contact to the plasma. Another way are additional magnetic fields which create a mag-
netic X-point guiding the open magnetic field lines onto target plates located remotely
from the main plasma. The latter configuration is called divertor. Both mechanisms lead
to a separation between a confined plasma region with closed magnetic surfaces and a
region with field lines connecting to selected wall elements, i.e. the limiter or divertor
plates.
The flux surface which is nearest to the limiter or not diverted into the divertor chamber
but still in the confined region is called the last closed flux surface (LCFS). It is the border
between the confined region and the region of open field lines, the scrape-off layer (SOL),
as visualized in fig. 4(a) for the limiter and (b) for the divertor. The region around the
LCFS where neutrals penetrating from the wall are ionized is called the plasma boundary.
Fig. 4(a) and (b) show the confined region in pink with closed flux surfaces. Particles
come to the SOL due to transport effects perpendicular to the magnetic field, the so
called cross field transport, indicated by the green arrows. The field lines in the SOL are
connected directly to the limiter or the divertor target plates.
With the divertor configuration the main plasma is spatially separated from the the area
of strong plasma wall interaction at the target plates. The positive effect of the divertor
is an easier achievable transition from L-mode to H-mode. Therefore, ITER is designed
and will be build following the divertor principle.

Influence of solid surfaces on the plasma
For a plasma, the presence of a solid surface, such as limiters or target plates, acts as a
plasma sink. The charged particles recombine at this surface and are released as neutrals
again. Therefore, a solid material introduces a pressure gradient ∇p and hence a gradient
driven plasma flow in the SOL [Stangeby 00].

In fig. 4(c) a sketch of the plasma boundary stretched out between the limiter or
divertor plates is shown. The distance from wall to wall along a magnetic field line is
given as 2L, where L is the so called connection length.
In the picture of a simplified SOL with no changes in the electron temperature and without
plasma sources in the SOL, ions entering the SOL due to cross field transport experience
a force parallel to the shortest magnetic field to the solid surface due to the gradient in
the plasma density. In between the wall elements, at the distance L, a point of vanishing
parallel force is given, the so-called stagnation point. The coordinate s is introduced here

10



2.3 The tokamak 11

as it will be used in the modelling. It is a measure where a particle in the plasma is
situated relative to the stagnation point (in this simple model) and the walls.
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confined

region

SOL

LCFS

(a)

divertor target plates
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(b)
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Figure 4: (a) Poloidal cut of a tokamak with a limiter dividing the confined region with
closed magnetic surfaces and the scrape-off layer. (b) Poloidal cut of a divertor
tokamak.
(c) Sketch of scrape-off layer straightened out. Particles come to the SOL
by cross field diffusion and are accelerated to the limiter due to a pressure
gradient.
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12 2 The concept of thermonuclear fusion and magnetic confinement

The electric sheath
Due to the high plasma temperatures and because of the resulting high mobility of the
ions and electrons, no space charge separation outside Debey spheres occurs in the plasma.
The plasma is typically quasi-neural. However, when the plasma is ignited, the electrons
are accelerated faster then the ions to the wall, which is usually electrically isolated against
the ground level. The wall gets negatively charged and an electric field arises adjusting
itself so that it brings an equal amount of ions and electrons to the wall: The ambipolar
sheath electric field Es is build up accelerating ions to the wall while it prevents electrons
to leave the plasma. Therefore, a positive space charge manifests itself in front of the
wall, the so called ”sheath”. The electrons screen the positive electric charge efficiently
so that the thickness of the sheath is small and lies in the order of a Debeye-length λD

[Stangeby 00],

λD =

√
ε0κBTe

e2ne

(5)

where ε0 is the vacuum dielectric constant, κB the Boltzmann constant and e the elemen-
tary charge. ne stands for the electron density and Te for the electron temperature.
The shielding of the sheath electric field is not perfect so a small electric field can pene-
trate into the plasma. This so called ”pre-sheath” electric field accelerates the ions in the
SOL towards the wall, parallel to B.

2.4 Stochastisation of the magnetic field by resonant magnetic
perturbations

Here, a short introduction of the effects of resonant magnetic perturbations to the mag-
netic equilibrium is given. A detailed overview of the theoretical background is given in
[Abdullaev 04, Finken 05b, Abdullaev 08].
As mentioned before, the high confinement mode which is preferable for the operation of
tokamaks leads to frequent transient heat loads to the plasma facing components. For a
long lifetime of the wall elements, especially in the divertor domain, these so-called edge
localised modes (ELMs) have to be suppressed or mitigated.
One way to do this is the application of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMP). In this
concept a perturbation is imposed onto the magnetic equilibrium in the plasma edge.
Therefore, a small magnetic field is applied additionally to the field used for the confine-
ment of the plasma. The application of the additional field is resonant to magnetic field
lines with appropriate q=m/n at the plasma edge.
As a result, the field lines are rearranged and the 2D axis symmetry of the tokamak is
broken and a 3D scrape-off layer (SOL) is formed. This can be seen when comparing the
sketch of the unperturbed magnetic equilibrium 4(a) to fig. 5.
The mechanism underlying the ELM suppression by RMP is not fully understood so far.
A basic paradigm employed mostly is the ”softening” of the steep gradients in the electron
density and temperature of the H-mode boundary [Evans 04]. Together, an increase of
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2.4 Stochastisation of the magnetic field by resonant magnetic perturbations 13

the radial electric field Er during applied RMPs is also observed at DIII-D and TEXTOR
[Stacey 11, Mordijck 13, Xu 07, Coenen 11]. The confinement is not necessarily nega-
tively influenced, on the contrary it can also be enhanced by RMPs, forming a barrier of
stochastic field lines between the confined region and the SOL [Evans 06]. From fig. 5
one can see a smooth transition from the stochastic region to the core plasma.

Along with the softening of the pedestal gradients, two new domains arise with applied
RMP. These domains are explained for the TEXTOR case as their influence on the ma-
terial migration were investigated at this device.
The two regions arising during applied RMPs can be differentiated by their connection
lengths. Short parallel helical field lines with wall to wall connection lengths of approxi-
mately one poloidal turn (∼ to the unperturbed SOL) are embedded into regions of longer
field lines (2-5 poloidal turns) which are stochastic.

These two domains have different transport properties which can be assessed by their
diverse field line structure. It was found by [Schmitz 07, Schmitz 08b] that the region
of short parallel field lines corresponds to an exponential decay in Te and ne. Here, the
particle transport is dominantly parallel along the magnetic field lines which connect to
the DED target at the high field side of the TEXTOR vessel. These field line bundles or
flux tubes therefore act as a helical SOL. Because of this, these regions of short field lines
with parallel transport are also called 3D SOL flux tubes.
Within these, the heat transport is found to be primarily convective, because of the strong
parallel particle flow along the field lines towards the neutralising target elements. The
3D SOL flux tubes are filled with particles due to diffusion from the stochastic regions
next to them.

The stochastic regions, also called stochastic finger, themselves do not form correlated
flux tubes and only individual field lines connect to the DED target. The field lines can
penetrate into the former confined region, with higher Te and ne values compared to the
3D SOL flux tubes. As there is no parallel loss channel to the wall elements, the gradients
in Te and ne are steeper, too.
In this domain, the radial particle transport is enhanced compared to the 3D SOL flux
tube or the unperturbed boundary due to the stochasticity of the magnetic field lines.
The radial, diffusive transport is the particle source channel to the 3D SOL flux tubes
which was mentioned previously.

The two domains are visualised in fig. 5. The 3D SOL flux tubes which are forming
the helical SOL are printed in yellow, the stochastic fingers are colored in pink. Such
structures are validated experimentally in limiter machines such as TEXTOR [Evans 87,
Lehnen 05, Jakubowski 06, Schmitz 07] as well as in divertor tokamaks [Ghendrih 96,
Schmitz 08a].
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Figure 5: 3D structures in the boundary with applied resonant magnetic perturbation.
The core region with the confined plasma remains unchanged. In the edge, the
2D symmetry breaks up and helical winded 3D SOL flux tubes (bright yellow)
and stochastic fingers (light pink) are formed.
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Figure 6: (a) Topology of the X-point region with resonant magnetic perturbations.
Colour code is given in the shortest connection length.
(b) Footprint pattern of the lobes at the divertor target.
Figure is taken from [Schmitz 08a].
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2.4 Stochastisation of the magnetic field by resonant magnetic perturbations 15

In divertor tokamaks 3D SOL flux tubes and stochastic zones are interwoven with each
other due to the high magnetic shear due to the q-profiles in the elongated and not longer
cylindrical plasma. They form so-called lobes which reach out towards the target plates.
Fig. 6 shows this behaviour in a connection length plot for the divertor tokamak DIII-D
during RMP application [Schmitz 08a] (for details on the method of field line tracing see
chapter 3.2). One can see the regions of the 3D SOL flux tubes in (a) (white zones) which
are embedded in regions of stochastic field lines with longer connection lengths. Fig. 6
(b) shows the connection lengths at the target plates, also called footprint pattern. Here,
the 3D SOL flux tubes and the stochastic regions are folded into lobes and lie directly
next to each other.

One open question is what the influence of the 3D boundary is on the material migra-
tion.
For a long lifetime of the wall the net-erosion has to be as low as possible. The impact of
RMP induced 3D SOL flux tubes and stochastic fingers on the net-erosion regarding the
transport and deposition of wall material is addressed by this work.

For the understanding of the physical principles regarding the plasma wall interaction
(PWI) and the material transport spatially resolvable 3D structures are necessary. There-
fore, the circular shaped limiter machine TEXTOR was used to investigate global and
local effects of the 3D boundary on the PWI and the material transport.
On the one hand, the less negative of even positive radial electric field during RMPs
[Xu 07, Coenen 11] can have a global influence on the material transport.
On the other hand, the 3D boundary with the 3D SOL flux tubes and the stochastic
regions potentially change the plasma wall interaction locally. The formation of 3D SOL
flux tubes possibly leads to localised strong changes in the gradients of the plasma pres-
sure due to the connection to the DED target. Via friction with eroded wall material
this might influence the impurity transport and hence change the net-deposition of wall
material.
The higher electron temperatures Te and densities ne in the stochastic regions could
change the local PWI due to changes in the chemical and physical erosion yields at the
wall material close to these structures. The steeper gradients in Te could lead to localised
higher radial electric fields which influence the local ion transport.
To differentiate global and local effects a dedicated experimental setup was employed
(further described in chapter 4.1.1). The stochastic regions and the 3D SOL flux tubes
were spatially well separated so that local effects could be analysed. Furthermore, a sweep
in the 3D SOL structure was induced by a slow modulation of the currents in the DED
coils. From this sweep, potential global effects on the material migration were investigated.

The mechanisms of the plasma wall interaction which have to be considered in the
analysis and interpretation of the experiments will be explained within the description of
the ERO code in chapter 3, section 3.1. The experimental approach to this investigation
will be given in chapter 4.
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16 3 Numerical codes

3 Numerical codes

For deeper understanding of the experimental results, two numerical codes were used as
analysis tools within this thesis:
The Monte Carlo-code ERO for the kinetic modelling of impurity transport in the plasma.
Numerical field lines tracing was used for the analysis of the magnetic topology in the
3D boundary induced by resonant magnetic perturbation (RMP). Both codes are de-
scribed within this chapter. The mechanisms of the plasma wall interaction which were
taken into account for the evaluation of the experimental results are explained within the
specifications of the ERO code.

3.1 The impurity transport code ERO

ERO (Erosion and Redeposition) is a local 3D Monte Carlo impurity transport and
plasma wall interaction code. It works on a given axisymmetric background plasma and
uses test particle approximation. In the last 15 years the code was benchmarked against
many experiments which were carried out at various devices (i.e. TEXTOR, JET, PISES-
B, Pilot-PSI, Tore Supra). Predictive modelling was performed for ITER regarding the
wall lifetime and tritium retention.
The current code is based on the ERO code of [Naujoks 93] and was continuously im-
proved concerning the background plasma, atomic and molecular processes and solid
state physics. It is described in detail in [Kögler 97, Kirschner 00], therefore only a short
overview is given here.

In the ERO code, particles which come originally from a solid surface (limiter or diver-
tor) are followed in the plasma of a local simulation box. The particles are traced until
they leave the box or stick to the surface. The background plasma and the scrape-off layer
(SOL) geometry are input parameters. Based on these, the movements of the impurities
are computed, including ionisation and dissociation processes as well as frictional forces,
Lorentz forces in combination with the electric and magnetic fields, cross field diffusion
and thermal forces.
Including the Lorentz forces is a necessity for the numerical analysis of the experiments.
Without this force, the influences of the higher global and potentially local radial electric
fields during applied RMPs and the corresponding Er×B-drift on the material migration
can not be modelled. A variation in the value of Er in comparison with the experimental
data can give an indication of the influence of this parameter in the plasma wall interac-
tion (PWI) in a 3D boundary induced by RMPs.

The particle tracing is done in 3D (locally, neglecting poloidal and toroidal bending in
the magnetic field), the ion motion along the magnetic field is assumed to be classical
while the cross field motion has to be specified by the cross field diffusion coefficient D⊥.
The background plasma as computed by the input parameters - electron density, electron
and ion temperatures and their decay lengths as well as the connection lengths - is two
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3.1 The impurity transport code ERO 17

dimensional. An external particle source can be added which is used in this work for the
modelling of the methane injection (for a description of the experimental setup refer to
chapter 5.3.1). In ERO, the PWI takes into account physical sputtering, chemical erosion,
reflection on the surface and deposition.
The output of the code shows the 2D distributed gross erosion and deposition on the wall
material. The impact energy and charge state of the traced species hitting the surface
are given. Furthermore, the 3D density and (if available) the spectroscopic information
in the computational box are derived.

The experimentally derived values, i.e. of the plasma parameters and the observations
from the light emission are used as input parameters. Hence, the changes in the plasma
parameters in the 3D boundary (see chapter 2.4), which influence the PWI are included
in the code. This means deviations in the physical sputtering -which is dependent on
the plasma temperature- and the chemical erosion -which is dependent on the surface
temperature- can be simulated if the corresponding experimental values are monitored.
A description of the experimental methods is given in chapter 4.

A limitation of the ERO code is the 2D axisymmetric plasma background. A stochasti-
sation of the magnetic field lines can not be addressed with the ERO code. Therefore, 3D
structures as they arise during the application of resonant magnetic perturbations can not
be considered in the background plasma. Implementing a 3D plasma background solution
into ERO is a significant extension of the code which goes beyond the scope of this thesis.
The 2D background plasma seems to be sufficient for the analysis and explanation of the
experimentally found effects of the present work. However, a consideration of the material
transport in a 3D plasma background, i.e. with 3D SOL flux tubes and stochastic fingers
is desirable for future investigations.

In fig. 7 a sketch of the material migration processes included in the ERO code is
shown. A net-erosion zone in the middle of the picture can be seen and a net-deposition
zone on the right side. The impinging plasma particles can be reflected or cause physical
and chemical erosion. The eroded material is then traced in the background plasma.
Once a particle which originally comes from the surface material is ionised, it has a certain
probability to come back to the wall. Here, it sticks to the wall, gets reflected or causes
physical erosion, the so-called self-sputtering.
Different models for the surface composition can be applied in ERO. The homogeneous
mixing model (HMM) considers a bulk material and an interaction layer. In the for-
mer, no further modelling is assumed. Within the interaction layer the plasma particles,
impurities and the layer atoms are traced. This layer is assumed to be homogeneously
composed of bulk material and particles deposited on the surface. A formation of different
zones in depth is not considered, where as erosion and deposition zones are modelled.
When the behaviour of mixed materials (e.g. tungsten and beryllium) is the scope of the
modelling, the coupled version ERO-SDTrimSP is used [Droste 08]. With this ERO code
version the composition of the layers in depth can be modelled.
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18 3 Numerical codes

For the material migration experiments in a resonantly magnetic perturbed boundary the
HMM ERO code version was used. TEXTOR is a machine where the wall is protected by
graphite plates. A carbon test limiter was used and the injected material was methane.
Hence, mixed materials were not expected.

This overview shows that the ERO code is a versatile tool which enables the analysis of
various physics boundary conditions. For this thesis, the simulation boxes for the particle
tracing and spectroscopy had the dimensions of 108 mm toroidally × 81 mm poloidally ×
100 mm radially. The limiter, a spherical carbon test limiter and the surface interaction
was modelled in the range of the tracing box. The surface was separated into quadratic
cells of 3×3 mm, the volume grid had a cell size of 1 mm× 1 mm× 1 mm. An additional
source was added for the simulation of the gas injection, situated at the equatorial line of
the TL 1.5 cm away from the tip.

Figure 7: Sketch of erosion and deposition processes at the first wall (sketched by S.
Droste).

3.1.1 Application of the ERO code

ERO is employed for this work to provide a model of the physical processes which took
place in the experiments, i.e. during the applied resonant magnetic perturbations (RMP).
The modelling parameters which are used by default to characterise the experiment and
how they are derived are given in table 1. The plasma including drifts and forces acting
on the test particles are calculated from this set of input parameters. Reliable statements
on the material transport behaviour in the 3D structures which arise due to the RMPs
require an accurate adaption of the code to the experiment. The following systematic
adaptation procedure was developed and applied.

1. Adapting the plasma parameters of the unperturbed case via a comparison of the
modelled and experimental radial profiles of the spectroscopic data. Therefore,
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measurements by the helium beam spectroscopy of ne, Te and their corresponding
decay lengths at the upstream position had to be related to the downstream -test
limiter position- parameters. The latter were computed from heat flux profiles at
the test limiter surface.
These experimental data were measured as described in section 4.1.2 and 4.1.4. The
modelling was varied within the range of the experimental uncertainties to study
the sensitivity of the modelling results on the actual adaptation of this parameter.

2. Assessing the carbon background concentration (12C) of the unperturbed case due
to the gross-erosion and deposition zones of the model and experiment.

3. Chemical erosion is calculated by the Roth formula [Roth 04] using measured surface
temperatures and plasma parameters as input. The yields for the physical sputter-
ing are calculated according to the revised equations of Bohdanski and Yamamura
[Eckstein 93, Y. Yamamura 83]. Enhancement factors for the erosion yields are in-
cluded if necessary. The concept of the enhancement factors is described in detail
in chapter 6.

These steps were performed for each plasma scenario and each limiter lock system indi-
vidually. A detailed description of this approach will be given in chapter 5.6.

Parameters Derived from:
electron density ne He beam data and heat flux profiles
electron temperature Te He beam data and heat flux profiles
decay length of λn,T comparison of modelled and measured profiles of

radial light emission and heat flux profiles
carbon 12C background comparison of net-erosion and net-deposition

zones at the TL surface
radial position and dimensions of TL from experiment
connection lengths Lc from numerical field line tracing
cross field diffusion D⊥ benchmarked by comparison of modelling and

experiments [Ding 11]
injection rate and injected material pressure drop measurements in reservoir and

gas test discharges
reflection coefficients for impinging CHy+

x benchmarked by comparison of modelling and
experiments [van Hoey 13]

plasma wall interaction for C calculated via TRIM

Table 1: ERO code parameters

3.2 Field line tracing

Within this thesis, numerical field line tracing was performed to supports the experimen-
tally found 3D boundary structures. Furthermore, the connection lengths derived are
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used as input parameters for the ERO code modelling.

Magnetic field lines of a given field ~B(~x) can be described with tangential vectors in
every point:

d~x

ds
=

~B

|B|
(6)

with ~x(s) = (r(s),θ(s),φ(s)) given in the coordinates of the tokamak (see figure 3(a)) and
fig. 4(c). To derive the 3D magnetic topology of a given magnetic field, equation 6 has
to be solved for every point ~x(s).
For this, the magnetic field can be represented as a Hamiltonian system with Clebsch
coordinates Ψ, ϑ, φ [Abdullaev 03, Finken 05b]. Here, Ψ is the toroidal magnetic flux
through a poloidal plane perpendicular to a magnetic axis with Ψ=0. ϑ is the poloidal
angle which can be derived by an adequate transformation from θ [Jakubowski 00] and φ
is the toroidal angle.
In this coordinate system, the magnetic field can be written as a divergency free field with
the poloidal flux H:

~B = ∇Ψ×∇ϑ+∇φ×∇H(Ψ, ϑ, φ) (7)

With this, the equation of motion from equation 6 has an hamiltonian form:

dΨ

dφ
= −∂H

∂ϑ
,

dϑ

dφ
= −∂H

∂Ψ
(8)

The Hamilton function H(Ψ, ϑ, φ) describes the poloidal magnetic flux through a plane
which is circumcised by the toroidal flux Ψ [Finken 05b].

The numerical field line tracing is used to analyse the magnetic topology which arises
due to the application of RMPs (see chapter 4.1.1). The field line tracing was improved,
e.g. the numerical integration was optimised as described in [Frerichs 10].
The magneto hydrostatic equilibrium of the investigated plasma scenarios is given by the
DIVA code [Haberscheidt 02]. From the real coil geometry of the DED the field lines
tracing code calculates the error field with the help of the Biot-Savart law. This RMP
field is then superimposed on to the magnetic equilibrium. As the plasma response to
this additional RMP fields is not included, the calculations are called ”vacuum approxi-
mation”.
For TEXTOR it is found that for high resonant field amplitudes a vacuum like penetration
occurs. At low resonant field amplitudes there is evidence of ideal plasma screening. This
screening decays when a local radial field is build up due to an increasing RMP amplitude
[Reiser 09].
During the material migration experiments performed for this studies, a high current in
the perturbation coils was used (4.5 kA) to ensure high resonant field amplitudes and a
vacuum like penetration. This was of special importance for the investigations as the ba-
sic physical effects in the 3D SOL structures were in the focus of the analysis. Therefore,
further influences potentially arising from plasma screening had to be excluded.
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Figure 8:
(a) Connection length plot for the longer field line in poloidal turns.
Connection length plots in meter for (b) the longer field line and (c) the shorter
field line.
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Visualisation of the field line tracing via connection length plots

One way to visualise the structures of the magnetic field calculated is the connection
length plot (also called laminar plot). Here, the connection lengths L of the field lines
are calculated by field line tracing. A number of start points is distributed on a selected
surface and field lines are traced from these points in both directions L+

c and L−c until
they either hit a wall element or the maximal calculation length Lc,max is reached. The
entire wall to wall connection length Lc is then given as

Lc = L+
c + L−c ≤ 2Lc,max (9)

Fig. 8(a) shows the connection length plot in poloidal turns at the test limiter (depicted
in grey) position of the limiter lock one during the RMP application.
The same connection length plot is given in 8(b) in meter instead of poloidal turns. In
fig.8(a) and 8(b), L+

c and L−c are compared and the longer connection length is depicted
for a stochastic finger. As mentioned before, the gradients in the plasma parameters are
steeper in these stochastic regions compared to the unperturbed SOL. This could lead to
a localised higher radial electric field which influences the local material transport.
In contrast, fig. 8(c) shows the shorter field line in meter for the same structure. A
particle potentially follows the shorter field line to the connected wall element if plasma
pressure gradient driven forces are dominant locally (see also chapter 2).

In fig. 8(a) and 8(b) one can see a sub-structure within the stochastic finger. Fig. 9
visualises the so called magnetic foot print of this stochastic finger. In this footprint, the
connection length of field lines started at the test limiter surface are given. In these three
figures, long field lines with 2-5 p.t. short field lines next to short ones with lengths of ∼
1 p.t are visible.
The 2D light emission at the limiter surface and the surface temperature observed no
sub-structural effect. Nevertheless, the integrated light emission indicates the presence of
sub-structures in the stochastic region (see chapter 5.3.3 fig. 28).
Material migration and PWI effects arising from such sub-structures of the 3D magnetic
topology can not be resolved in ERO. Only effects which are more global in the sense of
being valid for the whole computational box, such as longer or shorter field lines or higher
electric fields can be analysed by this code.
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Figure 9: Magnetic footprint of a stochastic finger hitting a test limiter in poloidal turns.
The spherical limiter surface is unfolded.
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4 Experimental methods

This section is dedicated to the experimental methods and setup used for the work of this
thesis. In the first section the tokamak TEXTOR is characterised, followed by a detailed
description of the experimental diagnostics. After this, the methods employed for the
post mortem analysis are surveyed.

4.1 The tokamak TEXTOR

The tokamak TEXTOR (Torus Experiment for Technology Oriented Research) started
operation in 1981. It was build up for the investigation of the plasma edge and the plasma
wall interaction. In [Neubauer 05] a detailed description of the latest status is given.
TEXTOR is operated at the Forschungszentrum Jülich at the Institute of Energy and
Climate Research. Research in TEXTOR is conducted in the framework of the Trilateral
Euregio Cluster (TEC).
Fig. 10 shows a sketch of the medium sized device as seen from above. The yokes for the
current transformer and the primary winding of the transformer, the latter is positioned
in the center of the machine, are printed in blue, the 16 toroidal field coils in green.
The 8 segments of the toroidal belt limiter ALT (Advanced Limiter Test) segments are
depicted in grey, the plasma is sketched in pink. The toroidal coordinate Φ used for
TEXTOR throughout this thesis are overlaid. The counter clockwise rotation has its
origin between the first and sixteenth toroidal coil. The position of the limiter vacuum
locks are important to note. Here, test limiters can be exposed to the plasma. They are
located at the toroidal angles Φ=22.5◦ and Φ=135◦, marked in yellow. The limiter lock
at Φ=135◦ is at the bottom of the vessel at the poloidal angle Θ=270◦ (see fig. 3(a)). For
historical reasons it is called limiter lock 1 (LL1). The other limiter lock is called LL3,
here, the test limiters are launched from the top of the vessel (Θ=90◦) into the plasma.
Furthermore, the position of the helium beam is depicted at Φ=90◦ (at the outer midplane,
Θ ≈5◦). This diagnostic was used to derive electron densities and temperatures during
the discharges.
The Dynamic Ergodic Divertor is mounted to the high field side (HFS) inside of the
vacuum chamber, here visualised in red. With the help of this tool, resonant magnetic
perturbations can be applied to influence the plasma boundary. The features of the DED
are described in section 4.1.1 as it is the essential tool for the investigations in this thesis.

4.1.1 Application of resonant magnetic perturbations with the dynamic ergodic
divertor

The Dynamic Ergodic Divertor (DED) has been in operation since 2002. It is a coil sys-
tem to apply resonant perturbations onto the magnetic field of the tokamak. The aim is
to generate a stochastic layer in the plasma edge as described in chapter 2.4. The DED
consists of 16 coils plus 2 correction coils at the high field side (HFS) of the torus. This
can be seen in the technical drawing of a poloidal cut of the TEXTOR vessel in fig. 11(a).
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Figure 10: Top view of the tokamak TEXTOR.

In fig. 11(b) a photograph of the TEXTOR HFS is shown with the DED coils visible on
the right side and the graphite target tiles (r=0.48 m) protecting the coils on the left side.
The DED coils are positioned at r≈0.53 m, covering an poloidal area of ∆Θ ≈ 72◦. Each
coil revolves helically around the torus for one toroidal turn and is inclined parallel to the
field lines of the q=3 flux surface.
Therefore, the main resonance of the perturbation field lies on this surface. Because the
DED is a flexible tool, with the possibility to operate in 3 different base mode config-
urations. In the base mode m/n=3/1 (m = poloidal mode number, n = toroidal mode
number) four neighboring DED coils carry the same current. This mode has the deep-
est penetration depth because of the lowest possible multipole order. In fig. 11(c) the
m/n=3/1 coil current configuration is shown. Furthermore, the DED coils can be em-
ployed to achieve the base mode configuration m/n=6/2, where two neighboring coils
carry the same current and the base mode configuration m/n=12/4.
Independent power supplies enable the DED to be operated on the one hand with toroidally
rotating currents, leading to a rotation of the magnetic perturbation field with frequencies
up to 10 kHz. On the other hand, a slower phase shift (1-10 Hz) can be applied, shifting
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the maximal current from one coil to another coil. The result is a poloidal movement of
the 3D structures of the stochastic boundary.

The maximal DED current IDED is dependent on the base mode configuration and
amounts to 3.75 kA for m/n=3/1, 7.5 kA for m/n=6/2 and 15 kA for m/n=12/4. With
these currents the magnetic field induced by the DED stays below 0.02 T. This is approx-
imately 1/10 of the poloidal magnetic field [Finken 05b].

The behaviour of the DED and the theoretical models are described in [Eich 00, Abdullaev 03,
Jakubowski 04, Kobayashi 04, Schmitz 07, Clever 12]. The experiments and results of
this thesis are based on those experimental and modelling findings. The upstream be-
haviour of the 3D SOL boundary and the plasma transport mechanisms were investigated
previously ([Schmitz 07, Schmitz 08a]) and shortly described in chapter 2.4. Dedicated
measurements during applied RMPs downstream at the DED target for the analysis of
the arising are published in [Clever 12].

For the material migration experiments of this thesis, the structures and plasma pa-
rameters downstream (at the test limiter) and upstream (helium beam) were compared
and the information was combined for the analysis of the 3D boundary.
The DED was operated in the base mode configuration m/n=6/2. In fig. 11(a) the re-
garding current constellation in the perturbation coils is shown. This constellation was
chosen to clearly separate the 3D SOL flux tubes and the stochastic zones. In addition,
both domains are geometrically close enough to ensure a good accessibility of the poloidal
structures by sweeping of the external field.
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 11: (a) Technical drawing of a poloidal cut of TEXTOR.
(b) DED coils before (right) and after the installation of the graphite target
tiles.
(c) Scheme of the DED coil current configuration for the perturbations cou-
pling to the m/n=3/1 surface.
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4.1.2 Diagnostics applied

In fig. 12 the in situ diagnostics which were applied during the experiments are visualised
for the limiter lock 1 (LL1). These systems were employed for the observation of the light
emission which provide direct information on

• the particle and heat flux towards the test limiter. For the particle flux the light
emission in Hα (Dα) was monitored. The heat flux was computed from the surface
temperature measurements of an infrared camera which was mounted in the vertical
line of sight(see also section 4.1.4).

• the plasma parameters. From the profiles of the radial light emission (horizontal
view) of carbon impurities as well as from the heat flux profile on the test limiter the
electron density and temperature can be calculated as well as their decay lengths.

• potential changes in the physical sputtering by deviations in the light emission of
carbon atoms and ions. Changes in the particle and heat flux have to be considered
at the same time. For reliable results and interpretations post mortem analysis
methods and ERO code modelling was applied.

• chemical erosion yields from the surface temperature (applying the Roth-formula
[Roth 04]). The light emission of CD molecules from eroded hydrocarbon layers
which underly primarily chemical erosion can give further information on the chem-
ical erosion. These pieces of information are used as input parameters for the ERO
code, as well.

• the particle transport. For this, the vertical view was used as it monitored the
carbon impurities at an poloidal and toroidal area above the test limiter. See also
section 4.1.3.

Technical details of the observation systems
The horizontal camera observing the TL in LL1 as well as the camera recording the
radial spectroscopy are 2 dimensional (2D) CCD cameras with 40 ms time resolution
(Proxitronic, type RL4), equipped with MCP amplifiers (Proxifier with S20 cathode),
coupled via an 25:11 optical UV fibre taper in case of the spectrometer and 18:11 optical
UV fibre taper for the 2D imaging camera.
The spectrometer (Acton Research Corporation, model SpectraPro 500) was operated
with an entrance slit of 50 µm. The spectrometer system has a radial resolution of
∆r=0.2 mm, the 2D image resolution was determined to 0.5 mm with the objective used
(Nikon, model UV-Nikkor 105 mm). For the observation of single elements this cam-
era has filter wheels which were equipped with interference filters for the observation
of Hα (λ=656 nm, ∆λ=3 nm) amd CD (λ=430 nm, ∆λ=2 nm) light emission, as well
as low ionized carbon for this studies: C+ (λ=514 nm, ∆λ=3 nm) and C2+ (λ=456 nm,
∆λ=3nm) and neutral intensity filters. These filter wheels are remotely controlled devices.
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2D camera (narrow band filters)

2D camera (narrow band filters)
Vertical view:

Horizontal view:

Figure 12: Technical drawing of the experimental setup at limiter lock 1. The test limiter
is highlighted with a red circle. The optical paths to the spectrometers and
cameras are sketched in green.

An overview spectrometer in cross-dispersion arrangement with an echelle grating and
a prism as pre-dispersing optical element together witch an CCD detector was applied. It
has a spectral range of 363 to 720 nm [Brezinsek 11]. Furthermore, an overview spectrom-
eter (AvaSpec) with a wavelength range of λ=195-463 nm was used. These spectrometers
were used to check on potential light emission from other emission sources than the low
ionised carbon, CH/CD or Hα/Dα in the corresponding interference filters.

The camera employed for the vertical observation was a CCD camera with image in-
tensifier (Hitachi TV camera). A filter wheel with neutral and interference filters for
Hα (λ=656 nm, ∆λ=1.5 nm), CD (λ=430 nm, ∆λ=2 nm), C+ (λ=514 nm, ∆λ=3 nm)
and C2+ (λ=456 nm, ∆λ=3nm) light emission was applied. An overview spectrometer
(avantes, AvaSpec-2048-SPU, entrance slit 25 µm, CCD line detector with 2048 pixels)
was also employed for the vertical observation. The IR camera (VDS Vosskühler, NIR-
300) measures the near infra red between λ=0.5 and 1.7 µm with a frame rate of 50 Hz. In
addition to the IR camera, a pyrometer measured the surface temperatures above 300◦C
integrating a spot of 10 mm in diameter with a time resolution of 15 kHz [Sergienko 04].

LL3 is built and equipped similar to LL1, however, the 2D camera in the horizontal
observation has an objective lens setup which is not transparent in the UV spectrum. A
limitation of the LL3 system lies in the vertical observation which was not equipped with
filter wheel nor an IR camera but was equipped with an interference filter for λ=656 nm
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(Hα). In the filter wheel of the horizontal observation, interference filters were mounted
for Hα (λ=656 nm, ∆λ=1.5 nm), CD (λ=430 nm, ∆λ=2.3 nm), C+ (λ=426 nm, ∆λ=3.6
nm) and C2+ (λ=456 nm, ∆λ=3.2 nm).

Absolute calibration of cameras
All cameras and spectrometers were absolutely calibrated with the help of two Ulbricht-
Spheres. The absolute light emission for each wavelength emitted during the discharges
was calculated employing cross-calibration of the small against a large Ulbricht-Sphere
(USS600, USS1200, labsphere). The smaller one was positioned in TEXTOR during a
vessel opening, the USS1200 is too big for an in vessel mounting. The photon emission per
second, light emitting area and steradian had to be recalculated to first derive the photon
flux (photons per second) which was emitted. Second, the conversion factors which gives
the amount of photons for each count in the camera is calculated for each observation
system and used filter.

Γ =
] photons
s·cm2·µm·str | · λ[µm] (10)

=
] photons
s·cm2·str | · 4π

=
] photons

s·cm2 | · Ahole

=
] photons

s

In the first step, the wavelength was multiplied by the light emission function of the small
sphere which was done for the cross calibration. As the solid angle of the calibration with
the small sphere and the experiment was the same, the next step was a multiplication of
4π, other dependencies canceled out.
Multiplying the light emitting area Ahole (in cm2) of the sphere leads then to the required
flux of photons per second.
For the calculation of the conversion factor, the background was subtracted from the
frames recorded during the calibration. To reduce statistical errors, at least 100 frames
(dark frames to obtain a background correction and with light for the spectral calibration)
where taken and the average counts were calculated for each filter used. The flux derived
in equation 12 was then divided by these counts. The outcome is the so-called conversion
factor. The absolute number of emitted photons is obtained by multiplying this factor
with the counts detected during the measurement. The integration time, as well as the
mitigation factor from the grey filters have to be taken into account to derive the absolute
light emission.
The uncertainties in the absolute light emission is calculated to lie between 7 to 25%. To
derive the uncertainties, multiple steps and methods have to be taken into account. The
experimental uncertainties in the conversion factor come from the statistics in the in the
counts of the dark frames and the frames themselves (∼ 1−2%), the potential wavelength
deviations in the light emission function from the cross calibration (6-16%). This uncer-
tainty from the cross calibration is wavelength dependent. The CH light emission at the
430 nm band has the highest uncertainties here, as both of the spheres have a low emission
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in this range which also influences the uncertainties response function of the spectrometer
which was used for the cross calibration. In fig. 13 the absolutely calibrated emission for
the USS1200 is shown. In the end, the recorded counts during the plasma discharge have
a statistical error, too, which is the highest for the very localised CH emission. However,
the light emissions used in the predominantly in this thesis are the C2+ emission line at
λ =465 nm, the C+ emission line at λ =514 nm and Hα atλ =656 nm. For these three
species the uncertainties in the absolute light emission are about 7-8%.
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Figure 13: Emission of absolutely calibrated Ulbrichts-Sphere USS1200.

To test the quality of the conversion factors the gas flow Φ from the gas test discharges
which were used for the calculation of injected methane (see chapter 6) was compared to
the molecules detected by the camera. The counts which were measured with the camera
were spatially integrated and multiplied with the corresponding conversion factor and
number of molecules per emitted photon, the D/XB value. More precisely it considered
the ionisation events per photon [Pospieszczyk 05]. If all neutrals are ionised in the
monitored volume this value gives rise to the corresponding absolute amount of particles.
For the comparison of the light emission and the injected methane flux a D/XB value of
70 for CD light was used. The light emission of C+ and C2+ could not be transferred to
the amount of molecules as the dissociation chains from methane to these ions are highly
complex. D/XB values from methane to C+ and C2+ are not available so far.
In fig. 14 the methane flux calculated from the horizontal 2D camera (in blue data) is
depicted together with the methane flux from a gas flow test experiment without plasma
(black and red curve). The methane flux calculated from the light emission is well in line
with the gas test injection. Therefore, it can be assumed that the absolute calibration of
the camera and spectrometer systems was executed precisely. This is of high importance
as the absolute values of the experimental light emission were compared to the modelled
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Figure 14: Particle flux in gas test shots and calculated from CD with uncertainties.

values in ERO to generate best possible input parameters in ne and Te.

The IR camera was calibrated in the laboratory using an oven for temperatures below
1000◦C and a tungsten vapour discharge lamp for higher temperatures. The systematic
uncertainties in the TL temperatures derived by the IR camera are ∼ 10%. This value
comes from variations within the camera counts during several measurements at the same
oven temperature.

The radial profiles of the electron temperature Te and density ne were measured at the
upstream position by means of helium beam emission spectroscopy at the low field side
[Schmitz 08a]. Here, helium is actively injected into the plasma and observed by cameras
equipped with interference filters for different He light emission lines. The ratio of the
absolutely calibrated light emission together with the photon emission coefficients also
gives rise to the electron temperature and density in the line of sight. The systematic error
from the atomic model are ∼ 10% for ne and ∼ 30% for Te. However, the experimental
uncertainties are in the range of 5-8% and relative changes in ne and Te are therefore
reliable.

4.1.3 Observation of the material transport

One method to monitor potential changes in the material transport is the observation
of spectral light emission. This can be done for example by the light emitted by eroded
wall material. The erosion source was artificially increased by the injection of methane in
this studies. This leads to a good resolution for the post mortem analysis of the locally
deposited material from which the source is well known. For this reason the injected
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methane was doted with 13C for post mortem analysis. Methane rapidly dissolves into
hydrocarbons which are naturally eroded from plasma facing components made of carbon.
The light emission of hydrocarbons as well as carbon in several ionisation states has been
intensively studied in TEXTOR [Brezinsek 05, Brezinsek 07, Brezinsek 09].
The light emitted can be used to reconstruct the particle transport of the species which
emits the corresponding wavelength. In other words, potential re-directions in the light
emission of e.g. two times ionised carbon (465 nm) is a marker for the re-direction of the
carbon ion transport direction themselves.
While ions can be influenced by frictional forces and the electric fields because of their
charge, the neutrals are unaffected by the electric fields but still undergo frictional forces.
However, the neutrals can be ionised, and have then a probability to return to the sur-
face of the test limiter (TL) as ions. Here, they can be reflected again as neutrals or
after some time get (re-)eroded from the TL and launched into the plasma as neutral
particles. Therefore, these neutrals become an additional source of light emission besides
the injected material. From the light emission of neutral reflected and re-eroded particles
potentially changed fields and drifts can be observed by these mechanisms described.
In order to deduce reliable conclusions which effects dominate the transport of a species,
dedicated analysis of the experiments and modelling is necessary and will be addressed
later throughout this thesis.

4.1.4 Determination of the heat flux from IR observation

The surface temperature Tsurf of the test limiter (TL) exposed in LL1 was measured by the
IR camera (vertical view). The IR camera was absolutely calibrated from a temperature
of 800◦C upward.
Tsurf is needed for two reasons: For the calculation of the chemical erosion yields (see
chapter 6, fig.48) and for deriving the heat flux to the limiter.
The heat flux q is given by

q = Γ · δ · kB · Te (11)

where Γ is the particle flux, δ the energy sheath transmission coefficient, kB the Boltzman
constant and Te the electron temperature at the limiter surface.
Further more, one can compute the heat flux from the temperature development:

q = α ·∆Tsurf . (12)

Here, α which has the dimension of W/(m2 K) takes the bulk material and the layers on
top of the TL formed by the plasma into account. α is dependant on the thickness of the
layer and its thermal conductivity to the bulk material.

In this work the heat flux was calculated from the temperature data measured by the
IR camera using the THEODOR-code [Hermann 01]. The THEODOR code solves the
heat diffusion equation from the surface into a bulk material in one direction from the
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surface into the lattice. For each poloidal position, the measured surface temperature
data are evaluated by the code along the toroidal direction of the test limiter. Therefore,
the heat diffusion was considered only in the toroidal direction, perpendicular diffusion
along the poloidal direction is neglected. To estimate the errors in q arising from the 1D
calculation, the heat flux of one discharge was calculated along the poloidal direction. The
deviations were found to be of minor importance (< 0.2%) during the plasma discharges
under consideration in this thesis. This means that the heat diffusion undergoes similar
processes into both directions of the limiter surface as expected for homogenous surface
layers and bulk material.

The heat transfer coefficient α is an important quantity. It is very difficult to directly
obtain it as the actual surface layer thickness and composition in the vacuum vessel
changes continually. Hence one uses an experimental approach to determine this coeffi-
cient by iterative modelling.
Usually, α is derived from the q values during fast events like ELMs: The heat flux shortly
after the ELM goes to zero. If α is poorly chosen q can drop below zero and stay there
until the next ELM hits the target.
For the lack of fast events regarding this work, α was adjusted using the heat flux evalu-
ation after a disruption.
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Figure 15: Behavior of heat flux q after thermal quench for different heat sheath trans-
mission coefficients α.

After the rapid release of thermal energy -the so-called thermal quench- which accom-
panies a plasma disruption ([Finken 05a, de Vries 12] and references therein), the heat
flux should drop rapidly to zero. Afterwards, the test limiter which was heated by the
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plasma radiates its heat into the vacuum chamber -which results in a negative heat flux
to the TL- until it is cooled down and a thermal equilibrium is reached.
Fig. 15 shows the value and time evaluation of the heat flux at the hottest point of
the limiter for different values of α. For α = 2 · 103 W/(m2 K) the absolute value of q
stays below 1 W/m2 (pink curve) and does not drop to zero after the disruption. This
would indicate a further heating of the TL without the plasma which is unreasonable.
For α = 2 · 104W/(m2K) (blue curve) the heat flux decays slower compared to α ≥
α = 2 · 105W/(m2K). Here, a rapid decay of q can be seen as it is expected with the
absence of a heat source.
Generally, high values of α indicate a clean limiter surface without a layer on its top
[Hermann 01]. An increase of α above the value of a clean surface does not relate to a
change in the physics of the surface and hence leads to a similar heat flux evolution as in-
dicated with the red and green curves for α = 2 ·106W/(m2K) and α = 2 ·1010W/(m2K),
respectively.
From the post mortem analysis (chapter 4.2) it was found that the TLs were nearly clean
besides the far scrape-off layer which was not monitored by the IR camera for all times
because Tsurf was below the detection limit. From this findings α = 2 · 105W/(m2K)
(black curve) was chosen for the computation of q by the THEODOR-code.

To estimate the uncertainties in q from the THEODOR code, the surface temperature
Tsurf was recomputed from the calculated heat flux q via

Tsurf(t) = Tsurf(t0) + q · αs ·
√
t (13)

αs = 2 ·
√

1

π · κ · ρ · c

[Carslaw 59] under the assumption that the heat flux to the test limiter was constant
(which can be assumed for the discharges without DED for t=1-3s). Here, αs is a temper-
ature independent factor given by the thermal conductivity κ, the specific heat c and the
density ρ. Therefore, αs is a material dependent parameter. For the carbon TL αs=9·10−5

K·W−1· s−0.5 was assumed [Philipps 93].
This calculated surface temperature was compared to the measured one. In fig. 16(a) the
surface temperature data of the unfolded test limiter is given along the limiter surface
coordinates in ◦C for t=4s in the plasma discharge. At this time, the heat flux to the
limiter increased, so the assumption of a constant heat flux did not hold (see also fig.
45(a) and fig. 45(b) in chapter 6.1.2). The recalculated temperature from the heat flux
is therefore lower than the directly measured one as can be seen in fig. 16(b), i.e. in the
maxima at spol ∼ 20 mm. However, a direct comparison of temperature profiles along
the second maximum shows that the deviations were in the range of the uncertainties of
the IR camera. (The first maximum or hottest position of the limiter was not used as an
overestimation from the gas injection aperture and the methane had to be avoided.) This
is visualised in fig. 16(c). The measured temperature is depicted in blue, the recomputed
in red. In the lower part of this figure, the ratio in % of experimental to recalculated
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temperatures are given along the second maximum. These results implicate a maximal
uncertainty in the heat flux of 20%, as the IR camera has an uncertainty of 10% and from
the error of the THEODOR code.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 16: (a) 2D temperature of the limiter from IR cam.
(b) 2D temperature recomputed from q using equation 13
(c) Upper part: Tsurf from IR camera (blue), Tsurf recomputed from q (red).
Lower part: ratio of Texp and Tq in %.
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4.2 Post mortem surface analysis

For each discharge scenario (no RMP, static RMP, sweep RMP) two test limiters (TL)
were exposed to the plasma, one in limiter lock 1 at the bottom of the vessel and one in
limiter lock 3 at the top (see fig. 10). During the exposures methane 13CH4 was injected
through an aperture in the TL. Besides the in situ observations with various cameras and
spectrometers (chapter 4.1.2) the TLs were analysed after the exposures with so called
”post mortem” surface analysis methods.
In the following sections the applied methods are described.

4.2.1 Colourimetric fringe analysis

Here, a brief description of the colourimetric fringe analysis (also called colourimetry) is
given. This method is described in detail in [Wienhold 87, Wienhold 94].
If thin transparent films are situated on top of a solid substrate and viewed in white light,
coloured patterns can be seen due to the interference of the light reflected at the upper
surface and the interface to the substrate.
The interference colour of these thin films are dependent on the thickness of the layer, the
wavelength dependent refraction index n(λ) and the extinction coefficient of the layer and
the bulk material κ(λ), as well as on the angle of incidence. The colours are created due
to constructive and destructive interference of the different incoming wavelengths λ. The
incoming light is partly reflected at the thin film or partly transmitted and reflected at
the bulk material. This creates an optical path difference ∆ of the two reflected fractions
if the refraction index of the bulk material is larger than n:

∆ = 2d
√
n(λ)2 − sin2θe (14)

θe is the angle between the incoming light and the surface normal. Wavelengths with
the condition ∆=(m+1/2)·λ with m=0,1,2... undergo destructive interference and are
extinguished so that the reflected light appears coloured. In this simplified equation 14,
the behaviour of the bulk material is not considered.

Amorphous hydro-carbon layers which are formed in TEXTOR are such thin and trans-
parent layers and hence, colourimetry can be applied very efficiently. The colour of the
thin films changes with increasing thickness of the film from yellow to purple, blue, black
and transparent and is repeated in the same turn for higher interference orders but with
green instead of transparent [Wienhold 87]. If the analysis is restricted to those colour
fringes, each of them represents a certain thickness range. Table 2 shows the thickness
corresponding to the colour and the order of the interference for a-C:H layers on graphite
with a refractive index n=1.6 and κ(λ)=0.15.
Using this method the thickness of a-C:H layers up to ∼ 1µm can be investigated. The
advantage of this method lies in the simplicity of the analysis method. In addition, it is
possible to determine large 2D structures.
However, distinguishing the orders of the layers is challenging and requires experience. To
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quantify the thickness of the extended 2D area of one colour, a second more quantitative
analysis method such as the nuclear reaction analysis is useful.

order colour

yellow/nm purple/nm blue/nm green/nm no

1 0-57 57-64 64-126 / 126-135
2 135-194 194-220 220-267 267-290
3 290-332 332-378 378-409 409-452
4 452-473 473-539 539-551 551-618
5 618-624 624-704 704-768 768-784
6 784-805 805-871 871-919 919-951

Table 2: Thickness and colours of a-C:H layers on graphite, n=2, κ(λ)=0.15, Θ=0◦.

4.2.2 Nuclear reaction analysis

The method of nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) was used to determine the 13C content
of the layers deposited around the injection hole as well as the amount of co-deposited
deuterium. The Tandetron of the Peter Günberg Institute, Semiconductor Nanoelectron-
ics at the Forschungszentrum Jülich provided the 3He ion beam for these measurements
[NRA 13].
The beam ions undergo a nuclear reaction with the target atoms. The energy distribu-
tion of the reaction product gives quantitative information (area density) about the target
material composite. The density ρ of the atoms is then given by

ρ =
e

D · Ω · σ
· I (15)

Here, I is the number of events counted in the corresponding channel, Ω the solid angle
under which the detector is situated, D/e the effective ion dose and σ the effective cross
section for the specific nuclear reaction.
Particles from the nuclear reaction form an energy spectrum with several maxima, de-
pending on the target material. These maxima can be assigned to the reaction of the
beam ions with a specific element or isotope content in the surface of the target.
To determine the carbon areal densities, 3He ions were used for NRA with with 2.35 MeV
at a detector angle of 165◦. For the carbon content, the reaction 13C(3He, p)15N and
12C(3He, p)14N was used. For the 13C an absolute calibration with test samples of dif-
ferent thicknesses was performed. The deuterium content was determined by the D(3He,
p)4He reaction.

The test limiters were mounted on a remote controlled target manipulator to guarantee
an perpendicular incident angle of the beam to the surface.
In general the measurement was performed until the investigated spot received an ion
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dose of 2 µC. An increased dose of 4 µC was used if the statistics was poor (below 10-15
counts for 13C or D) in layers with small area densities for 13C and D.
The NRA data was evaluated using the SIMNRA 6.06 software [Mayer 97] which computes
the area density of the elements. For points investigated but no detectable 12C was found,
the deposited 13C was too thick for the beam to penetrate through the layer. These points
were analysed again with a higher beam energy of 3.45 MeV. If the the beam could not
reach the bulk material with its 12C nonetheless, the secondary ion mass spectroscopy
was used to determine the 13C content.

4.2.3 Secondary ion mass spectrometry

Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) was performed at the Central Institute for En-
gineering, Electronics and Analytics (ZEA-3) at the Forschungszentrum Jülich.
SIMS is a material-sensitive method for in-depth profiling and micro range analysis on
layer systems and bulk materials of conducting, semiconducting and insulating solid sam-
ples [SIM 13]. The sample material is sputtered by a focused primary ion beam. Part
of the sputtered material consists of positive or negative ions. These secondary ions are
separated in a mass spectrometer according to their mass-to-charge ratio. This enables
identification of all the chemical elements present. The experimental setup used in the
ZEA-3 is equipped with a time of flight detector. Therefore, the isotopic abundance anal-
ysis, which is essential for the purpose of the determination of the 13C content, can be
performed with high precision also within molecules. A second ion beam is used for the
removal of the probe material during the analysis time of the mass spectrometer.
The lateral resolution is in the range of 0.1-0.3 µm, the depth resolution lies in a few nm.
The analysis areas are generally 250x250 µm2. The test limiters had to be cut so that the
area to be analysed (13C deposition around the injection hole) would fit into the vacuum
chamber. These samples had the dimensions of 5x6cm2 with 3-4mm hight.
The sputtering was applied until the bulk material was reached and the 12C signal rose
to twice its value compared to the deposited layer.
To derive the 13C content from these measurements, knowledge of the composition, the
density and the thickness of the layer is necessary (see chapter 6).
Generally, the thickness of the layer can be derived from the sputtering time when looking
at the doubling of the 12C signal if the sputter rate is known. For the samples analysed
during this studies, the sputter rate could not be derived for two reasons. First, the lay-
ers in question are very thick (several µm) and the ion beam source failed several times.
Second, the measurements were conducted with different primary beams, i.e. an oxygen
and an caesium beam.
Because of this, profilometry was employed to measure the depth of the crater created
by SIMS. Since the sputtering was stopped when the bulk material was reached, this is a
direct measurement of the layer thickness.
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4.2.4 Profilometry

Profilometry is an electro-mechanical technique to derive surface profiles. Therefore, the
surface is scanned by a sharp diamond stylus where the vertical displacements of the
stylus are transformed into an electronic signal, which is translated into a measure for the
surface roughness.
For the measurements of the crater depth created by SIMS, the Dektak 6M by Veeco was
used. The accuracy of the measurement lies between 5 to 10 nm.
The instrument is positioned in the mirror lab of the Institute for Energy and Climate
Research, IEK-4 at the Forschungszentrum Jülich.
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5 Impurity transport in a 3D stochastic edge

The application of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs) induces rather subtle lo-
cal changes of the magnetic field topology within a global rearrangement of the scrape-off
layer (SOL) structure. Both potentially have an impact on the migration of locally eroded
particles. In the experiments analysed, 13CH4 molecules were actively injected to enlarge
the erosion source. The transport of these impurities is studied in the current chapter, the
erosion and deposition characteristics they undergo are addressed in the following one.
In the impurity transport investigations, RMPs were applied to the plasma by the dy-
namic ergodic divertor (DED).

A prominent global effect of RMP application is a positively increasing electric field
in the plasma boundary [Xu 07, Coenen 11]. This behavior is sketched in fig. 17 where
Er against the radius is shown for the unperturbed magnetic field (blue) and the applied
RMP (red). The maximal value for the RMP case is higher and positive for smaller radii.
The coordinate system is the same as in fig. 3(a).
For the unperturbed magnetic field the area of the SOL is correlated by the positive Er,
accelerating the ions to the wall. The dashed vertical line indicates the position of the
last closed flux surface (LCFS) for the no RMP case.
The global increase of Er caused by the edge perturbation can yield a larger Er×B-
drift and hence a significant impact on the impurity transport and deposition. This was
demonstrated also at ASDEX-U by reversing the toroidal magnetic field [Aho-Mantila 09,
Aho-Mantila 11, Aho-Mantila 12b, Aho-Mantila 12a].
In this thesis the effect of the enhanced radial electric field due to stochastisation is in-
vestigated.

In addition to the analysis of potential dependencies of the material migration on the
radial electric field, effects of the local magnetic field line topology are studied. In general,
there can be two local effects on the ion transport during the RMP cases:
On the one hand, differences in the sonic flows of the background could occur due to a
re-arrangement of the magnetic field lines. Short connection lengths of a field line bun-
dle potentially lead to a strong pressure gradient (∇p) in the background plasma. The
injected impurities can then potentially be dragged along with the plasma via friction.
On the other hand, the new boundary and equilibrium can also impose local electric fields
due to changes in the electron temperature. These electric fields possibly lead to local
drift effects.
The global effect of the higher positive radial electric field as well as both local effects will
be studied in detail in this chapter.

The impurity transport studied in this chapter was observed in-situ with camera sys-
tems. A description of the experimental methods is given in chapter 4.1.2.
The deposition characteristics will be addressed separately in chapter 6 and 7.
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42 5 Impurity transport in a 3D stochastic edge

r

Er

Figure 17: Sketch of Er for the unperturbed plasma (blue) and applied RMP (red).

An indication of the importance of the radial electric field can be extracted from the
comparison of the light emission flags of the injected methane.
In fig. 18 and 19 the light emission of the low ionised carbon C2+ and C+ are visualised,
respectively.
One can see from a comparison of fig. 18 (a) to (b) that the light emission flag is tilted 90◦

from the unperturbed boundary (a) to the applied RMPs (b). In the latter, the emission
flag is directed perpendicular to the magnetic lines, towards the Er×B drift direction,
which is consistent with a higher radial electric field.
In fig. 18 (c) the light emission (blue no RMP, red static RMP) is shown as a contour
line at 40% of the maximal intensity. The re-direction of C2+ can be observed clearly.
A similar but less pronounced effect can be observed in the C+ light emission, shown in
fig. 19. In both figures the light emission is depicted at limiter lock 1 (LL1) position
monitored from the top of the vessel. The area chosen here in poloidal and toroidal di-
rection resembles the size of the test limiters. The colour code is given in photons per
volume. This volume is given by the area of the limiter times the vessel height to make
it comparable with ERO code results.
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Figure 18:
Light emission at λ=465 nm (C2+ and CH+):
(a) Light emission flag in unperturbed plasma, (b) Light emission during
static RMP case
(c) Contour lines at 40% from the maximal intensity for the no RMP case in
blue and the static RMP case in red.
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Figure 19:
Light emission at λ=514 nm (C+):
(a) Light emission flag in unperturbed plasma, (b) Light emission during
static RMP case
(c) Contour lines at 40% from the maximal intensity for the no RMP case in
blue and the static RMP case in red.

In general, the line emission intensity for atomic species is determined by the electron
density ne and the electron temperature Te, as well as the neutral density and the density
of the impurities in each of the charge states. Furthermore, the history of the injected
or eroded particle, i.e. the dissociation process has to be considered when deriving the
intensity of a emission line.
ERO calculates the light emission intensity and profiles regarding these parameters and
effects by using state of the art atomic and molecular data and models. Later in this
chapter, the comparison of modelled and measured radial light emission profiles will be
used to determine the quality of the adaption of the code to the experiment. Hence, the
transport effects which have been observed can be analysed in the ERO code regarding
local variations as well as global changes of the radial electric field.
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5.1 Impact of drifts and sonic flows on impurity transport in the 3D scarpe-off layer 45

This chapter is subdivided in five sections: First, a short estimation of the forces in the
3D boundary induced by the resonant magnetic perturbation (RMP) can be found in 5.1.
Regarding the results from section 5.1, the light emission which is monitored is discussed
in order to identify the corresponding species which is most suitable for the observation
of the material migration processes.
Third, a detailed description of the experimental observations regarding the ion transport
is given. After this, the analysis of the plasma structures from numerical field line tracing
will be given. The modelling of the experimental data with the ERO code will be presented
at the end of this chapter.

5.1 Impact of drifts and sonic flows on impurity transport in the 3D
scarpe-off layer

The aim of this subsection is to give an overview and estimation of the dominant forces
on the impurities. These estimations are presented on the basis of the changes which
occur in the plasma during applied RMPs. As already described in chapter 2.4, two new
domains arise which form a 3D boundary. The 3D SOL flux tubes with dominant parallel
particle transport and the stochastic regions with enhanced radial transport.
Four main forces determining the material transport were analysed (a short description
of the simplified SOL is given in chapter 2.3.2 and a more detailed analysis can be found
in [Stangeby 00]):

• Frictional forces (viscous energy transfer) which act on charged and neutral impu-
rities.

• The force due to the sheath electric field Es, accelerating the ions towards the
surfaces.

• The force resulting from a parallel pressure gradient ∇p.

• The radial electric field Er, pointing radially outward in the SOL (see fig. 17) lead-
ing to a force on the ions in Er×B-drift direction. Er is determined by the balance
of poloidal or toroidal driving forces from neutral beam injection, neoclassical flux,
ion orbit losses on the one hand. On the other, dampening forces such as parallel
and perpendicular viscosities contribute to the radial electric field. In a simpli-
fied electrostatic picture Er arises from the differences in the electron temperature
[Stangeby 00].

The parallel electric field Ep was considered but found to be of less importance, as will
be described later in this section.

Frictional forces due to (sonic) plasma flows act on the impurities along the magnetic
field lines. A re-direction of the impurities by these forces implies a re-direction of the
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46 5 Impurity transport in a 3D stochastic edge

magnetic field lines or a stronger gradient in plasma pressure. Both, the re-direction and
the change in the pressure gradient are local changes which potentially can arise from the
3D boundary, i. e. in the 3D SOL flux tubes.
Friction can be excluded as dominant force on impurities in the stochastic region because
of the dominantly diffusive transport characteristic, i.e. driven by the radial density and
temperature gradients. To estimate the share of friction in the material transport of the
3D SOL flux tubes the flow velocity of the plasma background and the relaxation time of
the injected material has to be considered.

One can assume the injected methane to leave the test limiter (TL) at a minimum tem-
perature of 300K. The thermal energy is then about 0.05 eV. The molecules (methane)
have a velocity of v=170 km/s. A flow in the plasma background influences the slow
particles most efficiently by changing the velocity direction and dragging the particles
along with the background plasma (vicious energy transfer). A rough estimation of the
time a particles stays in the observation regime can be derived as follows:
With a distance of xpoloidal=4 cm (radius of the observation system) and using t=xpoloidal/v,
the molecules leave the observed area within t=2.3µs, assuming they were not dissociated.
The hydrocarbons and ions leave this area faster because of their lower mass and hence
higher velocity.
A comparison with the Spitzer-times [Kögler 97] shows a slowing down time τs of 15 ms.
Here, τs is the time needed for the injected particles to change into the velocity direction
of the background plasma. With τs � t and the need of a locally 90◦ re-directed magnetic
field, friction is unlikely to be the reason of the re-directed light emission as seen in fig.
18.
This can indicate on the one hand, that frictional forces are in general not significant
for the impurity transport in the 3D boundary. On the other hand, the 3D structure at
the test limiter position can have been a stochastic region where a re-direction caused
by fiction is in general of minor importance due to the high diffusivity in the plasma
background lacking directed flows on sonic velocity levels.
For clarification, a detailed analysis of the frictional forces in the 3D SOL flux tube will
be given in section 2.

As mentioned before, local or global changes in electric fields can cause the observed
re-direction of the injected ions. For the purpose of the studies presented here, simplified
and spatially averaged fields are used as they are given by [Stangeby 00] with the same
coordinate system as introduced in chapter 4.1:

Er(s, r) = −κB

e

dTe(r)

dr
· f(s) (16)

f(s) = ln
(
Lc +

√
L2

c − 4s2
)
− ln(2Lc) (17)

Here, κB is the Boltzmann number, e the elementary charge, Lc is the connection length,
and s is the location in the SOL with s=0 at the stagnation point and 0.5 Lc at the wall
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along the magnetic field.

The dependencies for the electric sheath Es and the parallel electric field Ep are:

Es(s, r) = −∇Φs (18)

with

Φs = −κBTe

2e
· ln
(

2π · me

mi

· (1 + Ti/Te) ·
1

(1− γ)2

)
(19)

for s <= a few λD

Es(s, r) =
κB · Te(r)

2 · e
· ln
(

2π
me

mi

· (1 +
Ti
Te

) · 1

(1− γ)2

)
·(

exp(−s/2λD)

2λD

+ [1− fd(β)] · exp(−s/RL)

RL

)
(20)

for s > a few λD

Es(s, r) = Es(λD, r) · exp (s/RL) (21)

where RL =

√
2miκBTi

e · B
is the ion gyration radius

and λD =

√
ε0κBTe

e2ne

is the Debeye length (Te in K)

= 2.35 · 105

(
Te

ne

)0.5

(Te in keV) [Chen 77]

Ep(s, r) = −κB · Te(r)

e
·

 Lc

2s
√(

Lc

2

)2 − s2

− 1

s

 (22)

Here, me,i are the electron or ion masses, γ is the secondary electron emission coefficient
which depends on the wall material. As the sheath can not be defined precisely its width
can be ∼ 10 λD, while its characteristic scale length Lsheath ≈ 1 λD [Stangeby 00]. The
factor fd(β) defines the splitting of the sheath in terms of the orientation of the magnetic
field. If the magnetic field is perpendicular to the material (β=0◦) fd is equal to 1. In
that case, the sheath is pure electric. For increasing β the magnetic fraction gets more
important. The boundary condition at the plasma sheath entrance is that the ions have to
have ion acoustic speed to meet the Bohm criterion [Stangeby 00]. The ions with charge
q are accelerated before they get into the sheath due to the parallel electric field Ep to
the energy of approximately 0.5· q ·κB· Te:
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48 5 Impurity transport in a 3D stochastic edge

Φp(s ≈ Lc/2)− Φp(s = 0) ≈
∫ 0

Lc/2

Ep(s)ds

=
κBTe

e

[
ln
(
Lc +

√
L2

c − 4s2
)

+ const.
]0

Lc

≈ κBTe

e
· 0.5

A more detailed description is given in [Kirschner 00, Kögler 97].
For the assumptions of Te=Ti, no secondary electron emission and perpendicular B-field
angle equation 20 can be simplified to

Es(s, r) =
κB · Te(r)

2 · e
· ln
(

4π
me

mi

)
· exp

(
−s

2 · λD

)
1

2 · λD

(23)

A comparison of Er and Ep (equ. 16 and 22) leads to the following result:
While the radial electric field varies with the gradient of the electron temperature along
the radius, the parallel electric field has a linear Te dependency. The decay in Te can
be approximated by an exponential function, hence the gradient will be much stronger.
Therefore, Er � Ep all but very close to the surface, where s approaches 0.5 Lc. However,
the light emission, through which the ions were observed, had its maximum 2-3 cm away
from the surface and Er � Ep clearly holds.

A local change in the radial electric field due to steeper gradients in Te -as expected
in the stochastic regions of the 3D SOL boundary- could therefore lead to the shown
re-direction. To distinguish local effects from the global rise in Er, a sweep of the RMP
structures was performed. The analysis is then given in the following sections of the cur-
rent chapter

In fig. 20 the electric fields from the sheath (Es, blue curve), the pre-sheath (Er black
no RMP, green RMP at 46 cm) and the parallel electric field (Ep, red curve) are drawn
along the magnetic field for a comparison.
The plasma parameters used for the calculation were ne=5.5·1018 m−3 and Te=50 eV,
leading to λD=2.35·10−5m. The radial electric field for the unperturbed plasma is calcu-
lated using equation 16. For the applied RMP field the measured value of Er ≈3-4 kV/m
(at the position of the former last closed flux surface) is shown [Coenen 11, Xu 07]. It
can be seen clearly, that the radial electric field becomes more important when the RMP
fields are applied. Er is about a factor of 4 to 5 times higher than in the unperturbed
plasma boundary.
To summarise, a higher radial electric field Er and hence a higher Er×B-drift is most
likely causing the re-direction of the light emission as observed in the low ionised carbon.
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Figure 20: Electric fields in the pre-sheath and sheath for the plasma parameters in LL1.
Blue line: Es sheath electric field, red line: Ep parallel electric field, black and
green lines: Er radial electric field from the pre-sheath for the unperturbed
case (calculated) and static RMP (≡ stochastic finger, measured) case in
LL1.

The next section is dedicated to the identification of the light emission which is most
suitable to monitor changes in the particle transport induced by a higher radial electric
field. A detailed study of the plasma parameters and further experimental observations
are given afterwards to quantify the changes from the unperturbed plasma to the RMP
case.

5.2 Discussion of the light emission observed

Before the transport effects are further analysed, the light emissions observed have to be
discussed in more detail. This is a necessary step as the analysis and results regarding
the material transport are based on the observation of the light emission. Hence, the light
emissions are differentiated regarding their suitability to be a measure of the changed par-
ticle transport induced by a higher radial electric field and the corresponding Er×B-drift.
During the experiment, emission lines from Hα (656 nm), CH (430 nm), C2+ (465 nm)
and C+ (514 nm) were monitored.
These emissions are discussed in the following for their dependency on Er and possible
issues arising from pollution of these lines from the plasma background (Dα) or light
emission from plasma impurities.

In the 2D cameras with the interference filters, Hα and Dα are observed at the same
time. The light emitted from the deuterium plasma gives rise to the particle flux towards
the test limiter, where as the hydrogen from the dissociated methane is visible through
the interference filter.
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50 5 Impurity transport in a 3D stochastic edge

This Hα light from the injected material shows a small change from the unperturbed
plasma boundary to the applied RMPs, although it is emitted from a neutral particle. A
re-direction can be measured due to the recycling of hydrogen at the surface of the test
limiter. Ionised hydrogen or deuterium which is affected by a possible higher Er×B-drift
impinges the surface and gets neutralised. The atom is then reflected or re-eroded from
the surface and possibly radiates in Hα. This atom has a high probability to be ionised
and the recycling circle starts again.
The net-effect will be a re-direction in the Hα or Dα light emission due to a higher radial
electric field, although the atoms themselves are not affected by this drift.
However, the signal has a not negligible percentage from the deuterium plasma itself. This
contribution from the background plasma on the one hand and the rather indirect impact
of the radial electric field on the other hand makes the hydrogen line less preferable for
the investigations regarding the material transport in the 3D boundary.

The CH or CD light emission (at λ = 430 nm band, D or H depending on the hydrogen
isotope of the plasma) is usually used as a measure for the chemical erosion. This chemi-
cal erosion from deposited hydrocarbon layers takes place at the edges of the test limiter
where these layers predominantly form. Therefore, a pollution of the CH light (from the
injection) from CD light (from eroded hydrocarbon layers) emission is not expected.
Nevertheless, to observe a change in the transport of the radical from a higher radial elec-
tric field is most unlikely. CH is highly localised at the injection aperture and a neutral
particle. Other than hydrogen it does not undergo a recycling circle so that an indirect
effect of the higher Er×B-drift could be seen. Therefore, the CH or CD light emission is
not suitable for the particle transport analysis.

The comparison discussed based on fig. 18 shows a clear re-direction of the C2+ light
emission pattern into the Er×B-drift direction. The re-direction of the emission flag from
the no RMP to the static RMP case was most prominent in the C2+ light emission. In
C+ light, a similar but less pronounced effect of the re-direction was seen (fig. 19). The
reason for this is the further ionisation of the carbon which depletes the state of C+.
The contribution of (re-)eroded carbon ions to the light emission does not influence the
observation of the ion transport in a negative way. The source of eroded carbon is small
compared to the injected particles, which was the reason for the injection in the first
place. This can be seen from fig. 18 and fig. 19. Here, no light emission besides the
injected material is observed.
The carbon content in the plasma background is small (∼ 1-4 % depending on the radial
position and time after boronisation [Ding 10, Droste 08, Pospieszczyk 93, Wienhold 90]).
The ionisation state of the carbon from the plasma background in the boundary is higher
with (three to four times ionised [Unterberg 05]). The observed light emission in the low
ionised carbon (single to double ionised) is therefore a direct measure for the impurity ion
transport.
As the changes in the C+ light are smaller because of the shorter life time of this species,
it will be referred to the C2+ only. The re-direction observed in the light emission of the
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5.2 Discussion of the light emission observed 51

double ionised carbon can be seen as measure of the re-direction in the ion movement and
hence in the ion transport due to the RMP field.

There is one caveat in the observation of the C2+ light emission which has to addressed
before the detailed analysis regarding the radial electric field is executed. The 2D camera
is equipped with a small band filter (465 ± 1.5 nm) for the observation of C2+. How-
ever, a line emission from CH+ lies within the filter width. The ion emission can not
be distinguished from the one distributed from the singly ionised hydrocarbon band. A
short discussion about this issue and the impact on the message extracted is given in the
following.

The singly ionised CH+ has emission bands in λ=465 and 425 nm. In 425 nm it was
observed with an integrating spectrometer during the experiments at hand (see fig. 21).
This shows that CH+ light as measured before by [Brezinsek 07] (fig. 22) was present dur-
ing the injection, although it is not clearly distinguishable from the background around
465 nm. The absence of this line emission at 465 nm in the overview spectrometers is not
a contradiction to the presence in the 2D picture at the same wavelength, monitored with
the 2D camera. It can be explained by the electron transitions, as the light observed at
425 nm comes from a more likely branch of the electron transitions compared to the first
order diagonal at ∼ 465 nm [Hakalla 06].
Furthermore, if the light emission of the 2D camera was integrated in the same way as
the light emission for the overview spectrometers, the overall contribution to the intensity
from CH+ would be small, too.
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Figure 21: Douglas-Herzberg band for CH+ at no RMP discharge ]112969.
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Figure 22: Measured light emission indicated presence of CD+ band in former experi-
ments (fig. adapted from [Brezinsek 07]).
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5.3 Ion transport due to higher radial electric field Er 53

The light emission from CH+ is assumed to be very localised to the injection aperture
because of the fast dissociation of hydrocarbons. Hence, the integrated intensity is much
smaller than the intensity of the C2+ light, although the maximal intensity at the injection
aperture is higher.
A comparison of C2+ and CH+ from modelling (density) and experiment (light emission)
on the re-direction mechanism shows that the use of this combined light emission is ac-
ceptable regarding the analysis of the re-direction of the C2+ light emission. For the
modelling the particle densities are shown as the light emission for CH+ could not be
computed for the lack of rate coefficients.

In fig. 23, the densities of C2+, CH+ and C2+ + CH+ are depicted, modelled with
the ERO code. For a better analysis of the 2D pictures the profiles along the poloidal
direction at the injection hole position are depicted in 23 (d).
The hydrocarbons are strongly localised around the injection hole because of the fast
dissociation of the molecules in the plasma.
It can be seen from fig. 18 and 23 that the contours shown in fig. 18 (c) are consistent
with the contours of the C2+ light emission only.

To summarise this section, the C2+ light emission is most suitable to monitor changes in
the material transport arising from a higher radial electric field during RMP application.

5.3 Ion transport due to higher radial electric field Er

In order to study the detailed transport phenomena induced by the increase of the radial
electric field Er, the stage of no RMP to static RMP perturbed edge plasma are compared.
First, a description of the experimental configurations is given in section 5.3.1.
After this, local plasma effects in the static RMP case are addressed. A dynamic move-
ment of the 3D structures which is supposed to clarify the local to global field effects will
be discussed later in this chapter. The analysis will be determined to the limiter lock 1
position.
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54 5 Impurity transport in a 3D stochastic edge

5.3.1 Description of the experimental configurations

Figure 24: Spherical carbon test limiter as used for the experiments with application for
gas injection.

In this section the experimental configurations are specified including a description of the
test limiters (TLs), the DED setups and the plasma discharges.

Polished graphite (EK98, grain size 5-10 µm) TLs were exposed to unperturbed plas-
mas and plasmas with applied RMPs in order to study the material migration processes.
The plasma facing area of the TL is 12 cm × 8 cm each (see fig. 24). Methane doped
with 13C was injected through an injection aperture at a rate of 1019 molecules per second
into the plasma as an artificially enlarged erosion source. This carbon isotope was used
to distinguish between the deposition on the TL caused by the injected particles and the
deposition caused by impurity background carbon and the TL itself (12C).

The plasma scenarios were dedicated to the investigation and differentiation of global
and local effects arising during the application of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMPs)
(see also chapter 2.4).
Three scenarios were applied during the material migration experiments. One without
applied DED currents and hence without RMPs. This no RMP case was used as refer-
ence case for potential changes in the light emission as well as erosion and deposition of
material compared to the plasmas with applied perturbation.
For the experiments, a the good spatial separation of the 3D SOL flux tubes and the
stochastic regions was desired to investigate local effects of plasma wall interaction and
material transport in these structures.
To differentiate global effects such as a higher radial electric field from local effects which
potentially arise from changed plasma flow in flux tubes or changes in the plasma pa-
rameters, the 3D structures were swept over the test limiter surfaces in RMP sweep case.
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Therefore, a triangular wave form in the DED currents was applied where the maxima in
the currents of the DED coils were shifted slowly from coil to coil. This leads to a poloidal
shift in the 3D SOL boundary and potentially changes the TL exposure from being hit
by a stochastic finger to a 3D SOL flux tube. To achieve these two criteria, the m/n=6/2
mode of the DED currents was applied.
The TLs were exposed in LL1 and LL3 to 11 discharges each- one set without perturba-
tion, one set with a static 3D structure and one set with a sweep of the 3D structures.

In all three scenarios the TLs were situated at r=46.3 cm, which corresponds to the
last closed flux surface (LCFS) of the unperturbed case. Additionally heating was applied
by neutral beam injection (NBI) from 0.8 to 5.8 seconds of the discharge. The discharge
parameters (plasma current Ip, magnetic field BΦ, DED current IDED) are given in table
3.
For the discharges without the DED, the no RMP case, the NBI failed one time out of
11, hence the plasma heating in this discharge was pure ohmic. During the static DED
current, the static RMP case, one disruption occurred during the plasma flat top phase
and one in the ramp down phase of the DED. The DED current fell from 4.5 kA to 1 kA
in one discharge. During the RMP sweep (DED sweep mode) one disruption occurred
during the flat top phase.

parameters value
Ip 370 kA
BΦ 1.9 T
IDED 4.5 kA
NBI start-stop 0.8-5.8 s
NBI target 30 cm
TL position 46 cm
Valve opening time 0.6-4.3 s

Table 3: Discharge parameters of the experiment.
Plasma current Ip, magnetic field Bt, DED current IDED, start and stop times
of the neutral beam injection (NBI) and opening of the target plates, position
of the test limiters (TL), opening time of the valve for the impurity injection,

The TL were positioned at the limiter locks LL1 and LL3 with Φ = 135◦ and 22.5◦,Θ =
270◦ and 90◦, respectively. At both positions, the observational systems contained 2D
cameras, one recording from the side (horizontal), one from the top or the bottom of
the vessel (vertical). Furthermore, a radial resolving spectrometer (horizontal view),
overview spectrometers and pyrometers were employed at both limiter locks. In addition,
an infrared (IR) camera was in operation at LL1 recording the temperature of the TL
from the top. A detailed setup of the limiter lock observational systems in LL1 is given
in [Brezinsek 05, Schweer 05], a technical drawing can be seen in fig. 12.
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56 5 Impurity transport in a 3D stochastic edge

5.3.2 Local plasma effects in the static RMP case

The re-direction of light emission from low ionized carbon due to RMP was observed reli-
ably providing strong evidence for a dominant impact of Er×B-drifts on the ion transport.
However, at the same time a reduction of the intensity magnitude of the lines measured
was detected. This is caused by a change in the local plasma parameters. These local
changes and surface conditions were measured with a variety of methods which will be
discussed in the following.

The plasma parameters ne and Te were measured at the upstream position by the he-
lium beam spectroscopy (fig. 25 (a) and (b)). At the downstream position (test limiter
(TL)) the surface temperature Tsurf was monitored by an infrared camera. With the
THEODOR-code [Hermann 01], the heat flux q was calculated from the surface temper-
ature measured at the limiter surface coordinate s, along the center (fig. 25 (c) and small
sketch in the upper left corner). The integrated hydrogen flux Φ in fig. 25 (d) was mea-
sured with the absolutely calibrated 2D cameras, equipped with a small band filter for
Hα/Dα (656 nm). For the unperturbed case the DED current was 0. In the static RMP
case the current was ramped up and held constant from 1.1 s to 4.9 s at 4.5 kA (see fig.
25 (d)).

The blue data in fig. 25 represent the unperturbed plasma, the red the static RMP
case. The electron density ne did not change from no RMP to static RMP, where as the
electron temperature Te decreased by 20-25 % but the gradient in Te was unchanged.
This provides evidence of a stochastic finger at the He beam position during the magnet-
ically perturbed plasma [Schmitz 07].
In contrast, a 3D SOL flux tube has a clear imprint in the plasma edge structure at the
He beam position by a reduction in Te as well as in ne, connected to a flattening of the
gradients. [Schmitz 07]. The reason for this is a strong parallel particle transport towards
the DED target plates as described in chapter 2.4.

A direct measurement of the plasma parameters was not performed at the TL position.
However, field line tracing shows that both the observation from the He beam and the
TL were magnetically connected. This can be seen in fig. 26(a) and (b). Here, the field
lines (depicted in blue) are traced from the limiter tip. Fig. 26(a) shows a poloidal cut of
the TEXTOR vessel with included wall elements drawn in black. For a detailed analysis
the same field line is depicted in Θ-Φ coordinates in 26(b). The He beam position in both
figures is indicated in red. One can see that the field line started at the TL (magenta
dot in 26(b)) crosses the observational area of the He beam. This shows in conjunction
with the experimental measurements, that a stochastic finger at the He beam position is
at the same time present at the TL.
Based on the particle and heat flux to the test limiter a more detailed characterisation of
the edge plasma parameters was conducted.
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Figure 25: Published in [Laengner 13]
Plasma parameters from the no RMP (blue) to the static RMP case (red)
Upstream position, measured by the He beam:
(a) Electron density at the plasma boundary, (b) Electron temperature at
the plasma boundary
Downstream position, measured directly at the test limiter, averaged over
plasma and DED flat top phase:
(c) Heat flux q to the limiter surface at the LL1 position, (d) Integrated
particle flux Γ and the DED current at the LL1 position.
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During the static RMP case the heat flux to the limiter was reduced from 4MW/m2 to
2.5 or 1 MW/m2 and lost symmetry. The dashed lines give the experimental uncertainties
of maximal 20% (see also section 4.1.2).
A clear correlation of the DED current (green line) and the particle flux Φ can be seen.
The local particle flux to the limiter was reduced during the DED phase. The local
particle flux to the test limiter is overestimated due to the injected methane. However,
the observed reduction in Φ by a factor of 2 from 10·1020 to 5·1020 atoms per second
during RMP is reliable because the injection rate (1019 molecules per second) was kept
constant.
The reduced heat flux q in the static RMP case can be explained by the reduction in Te

and Φ as shown in equation 24.

q⊥(r) = −κ⊥ · (∇Te(r) + (5/2) · Φ⊥) · Te(r) (24)

Here, κ⊥ is the radial heat conductivity and is assumed to be constant from the no RMP
to the RMP case [Rechester 78]. Te decreased from ∼ 70 eV to 55 eV at the helium
beam position while the gradient did not change. A similar behaviour of the electron
temperature can be expected at the TL position as there is evidence of a stochastic finger
hitting the TL as well. After the discussion of the RMP sweep case the analysis of a
detailed field line tracing is given to underline this finding.
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Figure 26: Field line tracing result for the resonant magnetic perturbed plasma in the
static case. The field line is depicted in blue, the position of the He beam
diagnostic in red.
(a) Poloidal cut of the TEXTOR vessel together with the wall elements. The
starting point of the field line at the test limiter is depicted in green.
(b) Same field lines tracing as in (a) in Θ-Φ coordinates. The position of the
test limiter is marked in magenta, the He beam position in red.
The test limiter and the He beam are connected by a field line in the static
RMP case.
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5.3.3 Indication of stochastic finger and 3D SOL flux tube at TL position during
RMP sweep

The TL is located at a fixed position in the poloidally and toroidally non-isotropic plasma
edge with RMP. This section is dedicated to the investigation of two effects. Within this
non isotropic plasma it was analysed whether the re-direction of the light emission which
was observed in the static case was a local change in the ion transport in contrast to
a possible global higher radial electric field. Therefore, the signatures of the re-directed
light emission as an indication for the ion transport and the light intensities as a proxy
for the local plasma parameters were analysed as the poloidal location of the test limiter
(TL) inside the 3D boundary was changed.

In order to do so, the DED current maxima are moved from one coil set to the next one
applying a triangular current waveform to the power supplies. This results in a poloidal
movement of the short and long connection length regions as depicted in fig. 27. The
blue star indicates the tip of one region with long connection length. It moves clockwise
from the left picture to the right during half a period of the so called RMP sweep, then
back to the starting point.
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Figure 27: Connection lengths plots (longest connection length) in poloidal turns, at
Φ = 135◦ the with applied RMP fields for the maximal poloidal movement
of the 3D boundary during the sweep in the DED currents.

Fig. 28 (b) shows the DED currents, where the maxima in the triangular wave forms
correspond to the maximal displacements of the 3D structures [Schmitz 07] as visualised
in fig. 27.
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Figure 28: (a) Electron density (blue) and electron temperature (green, dashed) at the
He beam position during the RMP sweep case. Green areas indicate a flux
tube in front of the He beam.
(b) DED currents in kA for the sweep in the 3D SOL structures.
(c) Heat flux to the TL during the sweep of the DED currents (red), nor-
malised C2+ light emission (black).
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The discharge parameters were the same as for the static RMP case (chapter 5.3.1),
the maximal currents in the DED coils were 4.5 kA.
Fig. 28 visualises these oscillation effects: In fig. 28 (a), the plasma parameters at the He
beam position at r = 46.3 cm (corresponding to the LCFS in the unperturbed plasma)
are depicted. Here, ne is depicted in blue, Te in green. Both plasma parameters vary
with the DED current and have their minima at t=1.9 s, 2.9 s, 3.9 s and 4.9 s during the
plasma discharge, indicating a 3D SOL flux tube at the helium beam position. A detailed
analysis of the poloidal structure will follow in section 5.4.

The local plasma parameters at the test limiter position changed during the DED sweep,
too. In fig. 28 (c) the heat flux to the limiter as well as the integrated light emission in
λ=465 nm (C2+) are given. An oscillation is clearly visible and the light emission as well
as the heat flux peak at the maxima at IDED5 at t=1.9 s, 2.9 s, 3.9 s and 4.9 s.
The oscillation in q and the integrated light justifies the assumption that both character-
istic domains in the perturbed edge layer, i.e. the 3D SOL flux tube and the stochastic
finger hit the test limiter during the sweep.
The heat flux has its maxima shortly after being hit by the stochastic finger because of
the heat conductivity of the test limiter. The maxima in the light emission show further
structures which arise from the substructures in the stochastic finger, as shown in the
introduction of the numerical field line tracing (fig. 9).
Furthermore, a second maximum in the integrated light emission can be seen in between
the more distinct ones already discussed (t = 1.6 s, 2.6 s, 3.6 s and 4.6 s). The reason for
this was not analysed in detail as a dedicated current scan of the perturbation amplitude
would have been necessary. Resolving the interaction of fractal fine structures within the
chaotic edge topology with surface elements is a topic for future analysis.

A phase shift between the maxima in fig. 28 (a) and (c) arises due to the fact of
poloidally and toroidally different positions and hence different positions in the 3D bound-
ary of the test limiter versus the helium beam position.
This consistent observation provides further substantial evidence for both structures hit-
ting the test limiter during the RMP sweep case. The stochastic finger and the 3D SOL
flux tube can be clearly resolved. Hence, the red bars indicate times where supposedly a
stochastic finger hits the test limiter.

In fig. 29 (a) and (b) the C2+ light emission conditionally averaged to the maximum
of the IDED1 current and IDED5 current are shown, respectively. In fig. 29 (a) the light
emission during the maxima in IDED5 is distributed clearly along the Er×B drift direction.
In fig. 29 (b) the intensity of the light emission flag is reduced compared to (a).
For a better comparison of the ion transport, the contours of the light emission at 40%
from the maximal intensity are compared in fig. 29 (c). The red contour belongs to the
light emission during the maxima in IDED5, the green to the maxima in IDED1.
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Figure 29: (a) Light emission at 465 nm (C2+ & CH+) conditionally averaged over first
maxima of the sweep at LL1.
(b) Light emission at 465 nm (C2+ & CH+) conditionally averaged over the
minima.
(c) Contours at 1012 photons per volume for the maxima in red and the
minima in green.

The contours overlap exactly, providing profound evidence that the mechanism leading
to the re-direction in the ion transport is the same for both topological domains. The
lower intensity for the 3D SOL phase of the discharge is only attributed to the reduced
densities and temperatures at this position in the 3D SOL.

The local magnetic topology during sweeping of the DED currents changes from a
stochastic field line region to a 3D SOL flux tube. However, the light emission pattern of
low ionised carbon does not change significantly as far as the geometrical distribution is
concerned. This points out that the Er×B-drift effects due to a globally enhanced radial
electric field in the plasma boundary dominates over the local differences in stochastic vs.
laminar field line behavior. The 3D SOL effect is of less importance for the ion transport.
This will be followed up in a quantitative analysis.
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Modelling of the mechanisms leading to the observed effect is necessary for a deeper
understanding and results will be given in sections 5.4 and 5.6.

Former experiments have shown that the sweep in the DED current leads to a sweep
of the 3D boundary structures at the high field side [Clever 12, Frerichs 10] and the low
field side [Schmitz 07].
In order to analyse the magnetic field line structure at the TL position during the poloidal
sweep magnetic field line tracing is used. A dedicated analysis for the experimental
situation is discussed in the following.

5.4 Analysis of the poloidal structure in the 3D plasma boundary
with field line tracing

Experimentally, there is evidence that both 3D scrape-off layer (SOL) structures can be
identified and resolved at the test limiter (TL) position. In this section a detailed analysis
of the edge magnetic topology in discussed by means of numerical field line tracing.

5.4.1 3D structure during the static RMP case

In fig. 30 the result of the field line tracing is shown, using the connection lengths (Lc)
for the visualisation at the TL position during the static resonant magnetic perturbation
(RMP) case (discharge and plasma parameters are described in table 3 and fig. 25). The
colour code is given in poloidal turns (pt) with white < 1 pt (1 pt ≈ 30 m) up to dark
red with Lc longer than > 5 pts. The SOL in the unperturbed case as well as the 3D
SOL flux tubes have Lc of roughly 1 pt (here depicted in green), whereas the stochastic
fingers have longer connection lengths and are drawn in red. A more detailed description
of these two regions in the SOL is given in sections 2.4 and 3.2.

It can be seen in fig. 30 (a) that during the applied RMP the 3D SOL flux tubes (green
colour) are embedded in areas of long field lines, the so-called stochastic fingers (orange
to red colours). Fig. 30 (b) is a zoom of the region around the test limiter (TL) and
shows such a stochastic finger hitting the TL at the bottom of the vessel.
In fig. 30 (c) the result of the field line tracing during the static RMP case at the He
beam position is shown. A small green region equivalent to a 3D SOL domain and a
broad region of long stochastic field lines can be seen. Field line tracing indicates that
the observation region of the He beam was located in a stochastic finger at the same time
as the TL was hit by this structure in the static RMP case. These results support the
experimental findings in section 5.3 which are consistent with a stochastic finger at the
TL position.
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Figure 30: (a) Poloidal cut of the TEXTOR vessel at the TL position with the connection
lengths plot (longest connection length) in poloidal turns, RMP fields applied.
(b) Zoom of the test limiter region. Here, the limiter is hit by a stochastic
finger.
(c) Field line tracing of the longest connection length at the helium beam
position (line of sight indicated by blue dashed line) in poloidal turns.

5.4.2 Stochastic finger and 3D SOL flux tube during RMP sweep

The experimental data indicates that the test limiter (TL) and the He beam positions
were no longer situated in the same 3D boundary structure as it was the case for static
DED operation, when the sweeping of DED currents was applied. (see fig.28). In fig. 31,
(a) and (c), as well as (b) and (d) field line tracing results are shown computed for the
same DED currents. (a) and (b) show the results at the He beam position, (c) and (d)
at the TL. The field line tracing shows a phase shift of the stochastic finger or 3D SOL
flux tube at the He beam and TL position:
While a stochastic finger is observed at the He beam position, the TL was situated at the
same time in a 3D SOL flux tube. During the sweep of the DED current the 3D SOL
structures changed clearly from being located inside a stochastic finger (a) to the tip of
the finger very close to a 3D SOL flux tube in (b). At the same time, the 3D structures
at the TL changed from a 3D SOL flux tube (c)) to a stochastic finger (d)).
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Figure 31: Longest connection lengths in poloidal turns:
(a) At He beam position during maximum of the current in IDED1. The line
of sight of the beam (blue line) was situated in a stochastic finger.
(b) At He beam position during maximum of the current in IDED5. The line
of sight is situated at the outermost tip of the stochastic finger, near a 3D
SOL flux tube
(c) Zoom of the test limiter position during the maxima in IDED1. The TL
is situated in a 3D SOL flux tube.
(d) Zoom of the TL position during the maxima in IDED5. Here, a stochastic
finger hit the TL surface.

scenario LL1 LL3
no RMP X X
stochastic zone RMP static sweep
3D SOL flux tube sweep static

Table 4: Dedication of test limiter to plasma boundary structure
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These results from vacuum field line tracing are in consistent with the experimental
observations (fig. 28). Therefore, the interpretation of the experimental measurements in
terms of magnetic field topology are supported by the magnetic structures found in the
field line tracing.
There is a strong indication that it is possible to distinguish between the 3D SOL struc-
tures at the TL position by the composition of the light intensity and the heat and particle
flux. In table 4 the test limiter positions dedicated to the 3D boundary and limiter lock
are given for a better overview.

One open question is the possibility of a re-direction of the magnetic field lines due to
RMPs and hence sonic flow effects on the impurity transport. The next section addresses
this issue by further analysis of field line tracing.
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5.5 Sonic flow effects for SOL impurity transport

In this chapter possible effects from sonic flows of the plasma background on the injected
impurities are investigated. Sonic flows in the open field line domain interact through vis-
cous coupling with the surrounding neutrals in the vacuum chamber and with impurities
released from material surfaces. Hence, the direction of the SOL flows are important as
far as the potential frictional acceleration of neutral and ions by the directed SOL flow is
concerned.
The field line tracing code used is not only capable of sorting the connection lengths to
the wall components, but also it gives the connecting wall element as an output parameter
as well as the field line trajectories themselves.
In fig. 32 further information is depicted accompanying the longest field lines shown al-
ready in fig. 31 (c) and (d).
The left column shows the analysis from the 3D SOL flux tube, the right one from the
stochastic finger at the TL position in LL1.
In the top row the shortest connection length to the wall are depicted in meter. This is
an important information as pressure driven forces onto the plasma ions act along the
shortest field line connecting a particle and a wall element via a magnetic field line (see
introduction about the simple scrape-off layer in chapter 2.3.2).
The middle row shows the direction which a particle potentially follows the shorter field
line due to sonic flows in terms of the B field. Blue stands for particles following the field
lines parallel to B, red for those antiparallel to B.
The bottom row shows the wall element to which these field lines connect and particles
would be potentially dragged to. In this color code blue stand for field lines connecting
to TLs, cyan for field lines too long to connect during the computational time, yellow for
the DED target at the high field side, orange for the ALT limiter and white for the liner.

In the 3D SOL flux tube and stochastic finger the short field lines connect to the wall
in about 5 to 20 m. This is clearly in the range of the average connection length in the
unperturbed plasma edge (∼30 m). Therefore, pressure gradient (∇p) driven sonic flows
could play a role and ions potentially experience a force parallel to the magnetic field
lines. Neutral particles could be dragged along with these ions due to viscous interaction,
i.e. friction.

In the 3D SOL flux tube these short field lines connect in the direction of the magnetic
field to the wall, here the DED target. For the stochastic finger, the short field lines
connect against the B field direction. This means if sonic flows were dominant here, ions
would experiance a force due to the pressure gradient against the B field direction.

In fig. 33 the field lines are depicted at the TL position for the unperturbed plasma
(blue) and with applied resonant magnetic perturbation (RMP). The field lines for both
domains in the 3D boundary, i.e. the 3D SOL flux tube and the stochastic finger, do
not vary. One can see that there is locally no angular deviation visible in the field lines
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between the no RMP and the RMP case. Hence, the strong 90◦ tilt away from the main
toroidal field direction is not consistent with a potential deviation in the magnetic field
line pathway. A re-direction in 90◦ of the field lines can not be observed.
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Figure 32:
Field line tracing for sweep RMP case. Left column 3D SOL flux tube, right
column stochastic finger.
Upper row: Shortest connection length in m.
Middle row: Direction of shortest connection length. Blue parallel B fiel, red
against B field orientation.
Bottom row: Wall element connected by short field line. Blue: TL, cyan: no
connection, yellow: DED target, orange: ALT limiter, white: liner.
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70 5 Impurity transport in a 3D stochastic edge

In fig. 34(a) and 34(b) the results regarding the ion transport from the analysis of the
3D SOL flux tube and the stochastic finger are depicted. Here, the field lines above the
test limiter and the light emission flags are sketched. Furthermore, the direction of the
shortest connection length is shown in green, pointing out the direction of a potential
sonic flow. The Er×B-drift direction is given in both figures, further drifts and forces
are sketched in 34(b) exemplarily. It can be seen that only the Er×B-drift points in the
direction of the light emission, where as other forces would diminish the effect of the
re-distributed ion transport.
A re-direction of the low ionised carbon ions due to frictional forces can be excluded by
these results. On the contrary, potential friction drags these ions along the filed lines
which did not vary locally in their direction from the no RMP case to any of the RMP
cases. Therefore, the experimentally observed effect of a 90◦ re-direction would be re-
duced by friction, i.e. viscous forces. Hence,a ∇p driven sonic flows as the reason for the
re-directed impurity transport in both 3D structures can be excluded.

To further investigate the properties of the Er field modelling was performed. For
this reason, the kinetic impurity transport and plasma wall interaction code ERO was
employed. The accomplishments and results of the modelling will be given in the following
section.
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Figure 33: Magnetic field lines computed with the field line tracing code. Depicted is
the area of LL1 with the TL in grey in xy-coordinates. Blue lines correspond
to the field lines in the unperturbed plasma, red to the RMP case.
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Figure 34: Sketch of traced field lines at the TL position. (a) TL positioned in a 3D
SOL flux tube (b) TL hit by stochastic finger. As an example possible drifts
are sketched as well.

5.6 Impurity transport modelling with the ERO code

The ERO code is used for a more detailed understanding of the impact of the radial
electric field on the impurity transport observed during the experiments. It is essential
to have a good agreement of the modelling to the experimental data in the unperturbed
case in order to have a robust starting point for the modelling steps with resonant mag-
netic perturbation (RMP) fields applied. Modelling the situation with RMP fields was
conducted for the first time within this thesis.

From the unperturbed case all changes due to the RMP cases are analysed. Therefore,
this section is divided into the comparison of modelling results with ERO to the exper-
imental data in the no RMP case and the necessary modifications of the ERO code for
the RMP cases. The latter allows to study the impact of the electric fields on the ion
transport. In the end of this section the computational results regarding the experiments
with applied RMPs are described.

5.6.1 Boundary conditions for axisymmetric ERO modelling as reference case

As described in chapter 3.1, the background plasma used in ERO is axisymmetric in the
toroidal direction. Therefore, the 3D structures resulting from RMP application were not
taken into account in this step of the analysis. Nevertheless, as the higher Er and the
arising Er×B-drift is as a global effect of the 3D boundary dominating the ion transport,
this axisymmetric approach is a sufficient attempt for this first time modelling of RMP
effects with ERO. Implementation of a full 3D background plasma for refinement of this
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72 5 Impurity transport in a 3D stochastic edge

study is beyond the scope of this thesis.

To describe the experimental conditions at the test limiter (TL) position during the
unperturbed case, four parameters are used:

• The radial profile of the electron density ne.

• The radial profiles of the electron temperature Te and the ion temperature Ti.

• The poloidal and toroidal distribution of the heat flux q to the test limiter surface.

• The poloidal and toroidal distribution of the total, i.e. parallel and perpendicular
particle flux Φ.

In order to use ERO as a numerical tool to interpret the various experimental data in a
consistent way in terms of effects near and at the target surface, a precise definition of
boundary conditions is essential. The radial profiles of ne and Te measured at the up-
stream position have to be related to the downstream position to mach the target fluxes.

To judge about the reasonable definition of the background plasma and code boundary
conditions the parameters listed above were used as well as the comparison of the radial
light emission. The latter depends strongly on ne, Te and the fluxes. Therefore, the fluxes
themselves as well as the net-erosion and net-deposition zones which are visible at the
test limiter surface are taken into account. A more detailed description of these zones,
the deposition efficiencies and profiles of the deposited 13C will be given in sections 6 and 7.

The definition of the background plasma in ERO requires both, local data on and close
to the target surfaces as well as a plasma definition in a given distance away from the
surface, the so called upstream position. With excellent local spectroscopy and thermog-
raphy accompanied by helium beam measurements at the upstream position, a reliable
definition of the background plasma as essential boundary condition for the ERO mod-
elling can be obtained.
This method was developed and tested within this thesis and follows two steps.
First, the heat flux q was computed from the surface temperature of the TL. Here, the
THEODOR code [Hermann 01] was applied as described in chapter 4.1.2. From the ab-
solute value and the decay length of q, ne and Te and their corresponding decay lengths
were computed using equation 27 which is derived from equation 25 [Kögler 97].

q⊥ = ne

√
κB(Te + Ti)

mi

δ · κB · Te ∝ ne · (Te,LCFS)3/2 (25)

q⊥(r) = q⊥,LCFS · exp(−r/λq)

∝ ne,LCFS · exp(−r/λn) · (Te,LCFS · exp(−r/λT))3/2 (26)

λq =
−r

ln
(

q
ne·exp(−r/λne)·

√
κB(Te·exp(−r/λTe)+Ti·exp(−r/λTi))

mi
· δ · kB · Te · exp(−r/λTe)

) (27)
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In the last equation ne, Te and q are the values at the last closed flux surface.

Second, the measured parameters from the He beam were taken as input parameters
and were varied in the ranges of the experimental uncertainties (ne ± 10%, Te ± 30%).
The ERO input plasma parameters were varied in the range of the experimental uncer-
tainty of the helium beam measurement.

The radial profiles of the light emission and their absolute values were found to be
only slightly depended on variations in ne and Te as can be seen from fig. 35(a) for the
modelled light emission of CH and (b) for C+.
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Figure 35: Modelled light emission from ERO. Input parameters in the plasma param-
eters were varied in the range of the experimental uncertainty of the helium
beam data.
(a) Radial profiles from CH light emission, (b) radial profiles from C+.
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74 5 Impurity transport in a 3D stochastic edge

A better handle to the deviation in the plasma parameters from the upstream position
to the downstream position can be found from the comparison of the modelled and mea-
sured heat flux to the limiter. In fig. 36 the measured heat flux with its experimental
uncertainties for a plasma discharge without RMP is shown along the limiter surface co-
ordinate s. The right maximum is used for a comparison of the data. The left maximum
has a peak from the injected methane which disturbers the measured heat flux profile.
The black data in fig. 36 corresponds to the calculated ERO heat flux to the test limiter
surface with the upstream plasma parameters. The blue curve shows the heat flux which
is modelled by the ERO code by using the plasma parameters and decay lengths calcu-
lated from the measured profile using equation 27.
The heat flux modelled from the upstream data overestimates the measured heat flux at
the downstream position by a factor of 1.5.
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Figure 36: Measured (red data) and modelled heat flux to the test limiter.

As a reminder, the injection rates and radial positions in the experimental cases and in
the model (no RMP to static RMP and sweep RMP) were 1019 particles per second and
0.46 m, respectively.
Further input parameters for the ERO code are the reflection coefficients of ions and
neutrals coming to the surface, the enhancement factors for chemical and physical erosion
of deposited material, as well as the chemical erosion yields, the carbon impurity, and a
cut off angle for the calculation of the parallel flux to the limiter. This cut off angle is
introduced in the particle flux Γ [Stangeby 00]:

Γ⊥ = ne · cs = ne ·

√
κB(Te + Ti)

mi

(28)

Γ = Γ⊥ · cos(α) (29)
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In this equation, cs is the ion acoustic sound speed and Γ⊥ the particle flux parallel to
the magnetic field ~B with perpendicular incidence to a surface.
As the test limiters are spherical ~B is usually not perpendicular to the limiter surface.
The reduction in the particle flux for an inclined surface is addressed with the cosine
of the angle α in equation 29. Here, α gives the angle between the surface normal and
the magnetic field. If ~B is parallel to the surface and hence perpendicular to the surface
normal, the flux to the limiter drops to zero. For the spherical test limiters this would be
the case at the limiter tip.
This behaviour is visualised in fig. 37. Here, the calculated particle flux to the test limiter
along the limiter surface is shown. The solid blue line represents the particle flux without
perpendicular diffusion. The limiter tip is located at s=70 mm.
However, the measured particle flux is not zero in the experiments due to drifts perpendic-
ular to the magnetic field. As the light emission, the erosion and deposition is dependent
on Γ, the error from using equation 29 and neglecting the cross field diffusion has to be
corrected. Therefore, a cut off angle αcut is introduced and the resulting particle flux is

Γ = Γ⊥ · cos(αcut) (30)

where αcut is kept constant. For αcut close to 90◦ this can be done easily, higher cut off
angles require further computation as they would lead to a positive peaking of the particle
flux due to the rising plasma parameters (see fig. 37 dashed blue line for αcut = 70◦).
From the analysis of measured heat flux profiles αcut ≈ 85◦ was derived for the modelling
using Γ ∝ q/Te (see red dashed line in fig. 37).
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Figure 37: Calculated particle flux at the test limiter surface without perpendicular
diffusion (blue) and introduced cut-off angle αcut = 85◦ to mimic the exper-
imental flux (dashed red line). A low cut-off angle leads to an nonphysical
tip in the particle flux shown in the dashed blue line for αcut = 70◦.

Fig. 38 (a) shows the normalized light emission of CH (430 nm, solid lines) and C+

(514 nm, dashed lines) light, radially inward from the LCFS. Here, the measured emission
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76 5 Impurity transport in a 3D stochastic edge

is depicted in grey, the modelled in black. The modelled and observed normalized profiles
for the no RMP case in fig. 38 (a) are in good agreement as well as the absolute data,
which differ in the range of the uncertainties. A comparison of the C2+ light emission
was not used because of the light of the singly ionised hydrocarbon measured within the
width of the interference filter.

From the good agreement of the heat flux and hence the plasma parameters ne and Te

(see fig. 36) and the match in the decay length of the radial light profiles (fig. 38 (a))
which give further information about the decay length of ne and Te, a reliable definition
of the background plasma and boundary conditions is given.
This is a good basis for the analysis of the material migration processes during applied
resonant magnetic perturbations. Within these analysis, an axisymmetric background
plasma is used and the input parameters were adapted to the experimental measure-
ments, as well. The method applied is the same as described for the no RMP case.

The best parameters which are finally used and discussed in this thesis can be found
in table 5.
The best match of the radial light emission profiles of the model can be achieved using
similar plasma parameters at the TL position (downstream) to those measured upstream
with the He beam. Therefore, the values at the LCFS used in the code differ in the range
of the experimental uncertainties of the He beam [Schmitz 07]. The decay lengths are
shorter at the downstream position (see table 5). Further more, the maximal values of
the surface temperature Tsurf and the heat flux q to the TL are given.

Figure 38: (a), (b), (c) Comparison of normalised radial light emission profiles

from ERO (black) and the experiment in CH (solid) and C+(dashed) light.

(a) unperturbed plasma, (b) stochastic finger in the experiment, finger like

in ERO and higher Er value , (c) 3D SOL flux tube in the experiment and

tube like in ERO with higher Er value.

(d) and (e) show poloidal profiles of light emission from the ERO model.

The blue (solid lines) was derived form the no RMP case, the red lines

from the finger-like E-fields with the higher Er value, the green lines from

the 3D SOL tube-like E-fields with the higher Er value.

(d) Profiles for C+, (e) Profiles for C2+.
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78 5 Impurity transport in a 3D stochastic edge

5.6.2 Modification of the code for the RMP cases

The ERO code uses a poloidally 2D symmetric background plasma, as described in detail
in section 3.1. For the description of the experiments with applied RMPs this 2D back-
ground was used and the two cases of a stochastic finger and a 2D scrape-off layer (SOL)
flux tube were implemented in the code.
The observations on the re-directed carbon light emission have supported a dominant
global effect of the radial electric field. To reflect this physical mechanism in the ERO
code, the value of radial electric field in ERO was adapted by a dedicated factor. In the
following method used will be described.

For the RMP cases, the connection lengths are first derived from the field line tracing
(see section 5.4) and held constant for the structure.
The main modification of the code was dedicated to the radial electric field Er. In the
original code version, Er was not allowed to penetrate into the confined plasma region in
the ERO code and was defined for the SOL only. The value of Er was calculated from the
radial gradient in the electron temperature using equation 16.

However, as soon as RMP fields are applied a transition region between the confined
plasma and the open field line region is induced. This region consist out off stochastised
field lines with long connection lengths ( 2-5 pts, see fig. 30). This magnetic layer can
be seen as a mixed region between the SOL and good flux surfaces as far as the radial
electric field propagation is concerned.
For the purpose of this work, the constraint of a definition of the radial electric field only
in the (3D) SOL is abrogated. The field was then defined for the hole computational area
decreasing with the radius. In this way, ERO is able to simulate the experimental findings
regarding the broadening of the positive zone of the Er (see [Xu 07]) up to the maximum
of the positive Er. The new computation of the radial electric field is only valid for a
few cm in front of the wall, as a decay in Er from the maximum to the confined region
is not included in the model. Nevertheless, for the underlying studies this constraint was
not an issue, as the radial extension into the confined plasma is small (3cm) for the case
modelled. Using a decreasing (from plasma boundary to the target) radial electric field
is a reasonable assumption for the experimental situation considered.

For the modelling of the stochastic finger only one single value for the connection length
Lc is used. Hence, the complex local topology is reduced to a constant value throughout
the modelling domain. In the 3D SOL case, two regions of different Lc were defined: The
stochastic region between the 3D SOL and the confined plasma and the region of the 3D
SOL flux tube itself. The connection lengths which contribute to the computation of Er

(see equation 16 and 17) are given separately, hence the parallel electric field is computed
for both regions with respect to this length. The modelling was performed with Lc= 150
m for the region of the stochastic finger and Lc= 20 m for the 3D SOL flux tube. The
electric fields are computed as in equations 16-20 with a width of one Debeye-length for
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5.6 Impurity transport modelling with the ERO code 79

the electric sheath.

In table 5 the plasma conditions from the stochastic finger at the LL1 test limiter posi-
tion are shown. The plasma parameters in the stochastic finger show only small deviations
compared to the no RMP case.
Table 6 shows the experimental and modelled parameters for the 3D SOL flux tube at
the LL1 position.

For the case of the stochastic finger, the code is used in a way that the stochastic
finger hits the limiter but does not entirely surround it. The reason for this is the field
line tracing on the one hand (see fig. 31 (d)) and the comparison of the modelled and
experimental light emission on the other.
In fig. 38 (b) and (c) the profiles of the radial light emissions are shown for the stochastic
finger and the 3D SOL flux tube, respectively. Again, equivalent to (a), CH (straight
lines) and C+ (dashed lines) are drawn for the experiment (grey) and the ERO code.
The absolute values are (not shown here) in good agreement as are the shape for the
normalised profiles. This means a good adaption of the plasma parameters of the code to
the experiments.

In fig. 38 (d) and (e) the computed profiles of the poloidal light emission in C2+ for
the unperturbed case (blue), the stochastic finger (red) and the 3D SOL flux tube (green)
are shown. The data are normalised to the maximum in the no RMP case. The RMP
cases are modelled with a factor of 3 in the radial electric field, leading to a value of 2.9
kV/m at the position of the test limiter. The poloidal light emission is clearly shifted in
the Er×B-drift direction for the stochastic finger and the 3D SOL flux tube.

The modelled light emission is in good agreement with the experiment, showing a good
adaption of the plasma parameters (i. e. radial, see fig. 38 (a)-(c)) and the physical mech-
anisms leading to the re-direction of the ion transport (38 (d) and (c). These physical
mechanisms were shortly introduced in chapter 3.1 and will be discussed for the modelling
at hand in the next chapter (6) which addresses the material deposition during applied
RMP fields.

In the following section, a detailed study of the electric fields based on a direct com-
parison of modelled and measured C2+ light emission patterns will be described.
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80 5 Impurity transport in a 3D stochastic edge

Parameters used for the ERO model for the stochastic finger (LL1)

no RMP Stochastic Finger
Parameter Experiment EROa Experiment EROa

ne [1018 m−3] LCFS 5.3b 5.5 5.5b 5.5
Te [eV] LCFS 70b 66 55b 55
λn [mm] 18 16 18 16
λT [mm] 50 40 50 40
max. Tsurf [K] 3000 ± 10% c 2000 ± 10% c

max. q [106 W/m2] 6.5 ± 20% 7 3 ± 20% 2.5
injection rate [s−1] 1019 1019 1019 1019

deposition eff. 13C [%] 14 ± 2 15 18 ± 2 21
Er [kV/m] < 1d 1 ∼3-4d ∼ 3
TL radial position 0.46 m 0.46 m 0.46 m 0.46 m

(LCFS) (LCFS) (not LCFS) (LCFS)e

reflection coefficient CH+
x 0.1 0.1

reflection coefficient neutrals CHx 1 1
enhanced phys. erosion factor 20 20
ch. erosion yield [%] none none
enhanced ch. erosion factor 1 1
background impurity carbon[%] 2 2
flux cut off angle 85◦ 85◦

Table 5: a ERO cvs version Dec. 9th 2012, including tracing of injected hydrogen
[van Hoey 13].
b Experimental uncertainties in ne ∼ 10%, Te ∼ 30% [Schmitz 07],Ti = 1.4 Te

[Huber 00].
c Tsurf did not influence model as fixed chemical erosion yields were used.
d [Coenen 11]
e radial electric field defined for regions outside the SOL.
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Parameters used for the ERO model for the 3D SOL flux tube (LL1)

Parameter Experiment EROaat intersection from
3D SOL flux tube to stochastic region

ne [1018 m−3] 4.5b (46 cm) 6
Te [eV] 51b (46 cm) 70
λn [mm] 40 40
λT [mm] 73 40
max. Tsurf [K] 2000 ± 10% c

max. q [106 W/m2] 3 ± 20% 2.3
injection rate [s−1] 1019 1019

Er [kV/m] (TL position) ∼3-4 ∼ 3
TL radial position 0.46 m 0.46 m

(not LCFS) (1 cm in 3D SOL flux tube)
reflection coefficient CH+

x 0.1
reflection coefficient CHx 1
enhanced phys. erosion factor 20
ch. erosion yield [%] none
enhanced ch. erosion factor 1
background impurity carbon[%] 2
flux cut off angle 85◦

Table 6: a ERO cvs version Dec. 9th 2012, including tracing of injected hydrogen
[van Hoey 13].
b Experimental uncertainties in ne ∼ 10%, Te ∼ 30% [Schmitz 07],Ti = 1.4 Te

[Huber 00].
c Tsurf did not influence model as fixed chemical erosion yields were used.
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82 5 Impurity transport in a 3D stochastic edge

5.6.3 Electric fields in ERO with RMP fields applied

In general, the parallel electric field is much smaller compared to the radial electric field
except for very small distances to the test limiter (TL) surface (see fig. 20). The calcu-
lated particle transport is stopped in the code when the particle is closer than 10−6 mm
to the TL. It is assumed that these particles hit the surface at this distance. Therefore,
Ep stays well below Er for the connection lengths used. Nonetheless, its effect on the ion
transport is studied with the ERO code.
Er is positive in the vicinity of the scrape off layer (SOL), pointing radially outward, and
< 1kV/m in the unperturbed case as measured by [Coenen 11] and [Xu 07]. Both mea-
surements show an increase of the positive radial electric field of up to 3-4 kV/m around
the LCFS and a radial broadening of the zone of positive Er when RMP fields are applied.

Fig. 39 shows the absolute values of all electric fields used in the ERO code (sheath,
parallel and radial electric fields) on the left side. On the right, only the parallel electric
field is depicted. The test limiter surface is indicated by the green curve.
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Figure 39: Left: Absolute value of all electric fields in ERO for the finger-like expansion
of the code. Right: Ep only for the finger-like expansion.

These modelling results allow the following interpretation of the underlying physical
mechanisms:

• In the stochastic finger two zones arise due to the presence of the TL itself which
forms a substructure of short connection length field lines within the SOL. This can
be seen on the right figure where the parallel electric field is shown alone. However,
a direct comparison shows that Ep is by a factor of 1000 smaller than Er or Es.
Therefore, those two zones in Ep are negligible compared to the other fields, as
depicted on the left hand. Here, a homogeneous zone of constant fields around the
TL can be seen.
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• Although the sheath electric field is higher than the radial electric field, it only
extends a few Debye-length (λD ≈ 10−5 m) from the surface into the plasma.

• Er and Ep increase towards the plasma centre. This results from their dependency
on the electron temperature (see equ. 16 and 22 respectively), which also increases
towards the plasma centre.

In fig. 40(a) and (b) the modelled poloidal light emission for the configuration with a
stochastic finger hitting the TL and for and the 3D SOL flux tube are shown for different
electric fields. For the straight lines all fields were included in the modelling, with a three
times higher radial electric field than in the default ERO code used for the unperturbed
plasmas.
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Figure 40: (a) Normalized poloidal profiles of the light emission in the stochastic finger
(b) Normalized poloidal light emission in the 3D SOL flux tube
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84 5 Impurity transport in a 3D stochastic edge

The dashed lines show the light emission of the ions for Er×3, only. Here, the other
fields were not included in the model. The dotted lines were derived from a computation
where Ep was the only field taken into account. In the case of the 3D SOL flux tube, the
limiter was situated 2 cm behind the stochastic region.
This study strongly supports the interpretation that a higher Er can explain the re-
direction of the light emission and hence of the ion transport. The presence of Ep leads
to a reduction of this effect.

In fig. 41 two modelled contours of the C2+ light emission are shown. Here, the ERO
code was applied with a stochastic finger hitting the test limiter and a connection length
of 100 m for both contours. The blue data shows the modelling result for Er=0.9 V/m,
the red for 2.5 V/m, all other parameters were kept constant. The experimental contour
of the emission flag with RMP is depicted in the lower right corner underlaid in grey for
a better comparison.
It can be seen that the blue contour with the lower radial electric field is not re-directed
in the Er×B-drift direction. The higher radial electric field leads to this effect which is
similar to the experimental observed re-direction.
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Figure 41: Contours of the modelled light emission in C2+. The ERO code with a
stochastic finger hitting the test limiter, connection length of 100 m. Er=0.9
V/m for the blue contour, 2.5 V/m for the red. The contour from the exper-
iment is show in the right corner.
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5.6 Impurity transport modelling with the ERO code 85

The ERO code was used as a tool for quantitative interpretation of the C2+ emission
pattern. A variation of Er as sensitivity parameter was executed and a χ2-test was applied
to the deviation between the modelled and measured C2+ emission pattern above the TL.
Er was varied in the ERO code from < 1 kV/m to 7 kV/m. The comparison of the re-
directed light emission from the experiment and the model was taken as a measurement
of the quality of the modelled radial electric field.
On the experimental side the ratio of the toroidal to poloidal extension of the light emis-
sion pattern in 465 nm of the 2D camera was used. This extension was taken at a factor
of 1/(2·e) from the absolute data 2 mm away from the injection hole to mitigate the
influence of the CH+ light. On the modelling side, the extension at a factor of 1/(2·e) of
the maximum was used.

This indirect measurement of the radial electric field by means of the light emission flag
has a variety of uncertainties, both from the systematic of the approach but also from the
experimental input data. Experimental uncertainties in Te (± 30 %) and the correspond-
ing decay length result in an overall uncertainty of the Er modelled (see equation 16).
Last but not least, the spatial calibration of the 2D camera observation are considered,
having a uncertainty of approximately 1 mm in both directions. An overall uncertainty
of up to 20% in the absolute value of the radial electric field is estimated.
Within these uncertainties, the radial electric field Er can be reconstructed with the ERO
code. A sensitivity study with a χ2-test was conducted, comparing the light emission, as
described before.

χ2 =

((
dtor
dpol

)
exp.
−
(
dtor
dpol

)
ERO

)2

(
dtor
dpol

)
ERO

(31)

The result is shown in fig. 42. The blue stars were computed with a connection length
of 150 m, similar to the Lc value for field line length in the stochastic finger computed by
the field line tracing code.
The red circles were derived from Lc = 100 m, the black diamonds for Lc = 50 m, the
green rectangles for Lc=20 m, and the magenta triangles correspond to Lc=5 m. The
values of 20 m and 5 m are comparable to the connection length in a 3D SOL flux tube.
The minimum of the χ2-test is clearly located at an Er between 2 and 3 kV/m and is
independent on the actual choice of the connection length. These values are well in line
with the directly measured ones from [Xu 07] and [Coenen 11]. Based on this study, the
further analysis of the RMP cases, a factor of 3 increase in the default ERO background
Er field was applied. This results for the conditions described to an Er value of 2.9 kV/m
was used.
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Figure 42: χ2-test of the modelled light emission against the radial electric field for
different connection lengths.

This direct comparison between the ERO modelling and the experimental data in the
C2+ emission supports a dominant role of a global increase of the radial electric field in
the perturbed edge layer. This results in an enhanced Er×B-drift and has a significant
impact on the transport of the low ionised carbon ions.
Wether this impact will be significant in the material transport of a divertor tokamak is a
question for future studies. A short estimation on the basis of current knowledge is given
in the following subsection.
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5.7 Estimation of changes in the radial electric field of divertor
tokamaks during applied RMPs

The main effect concerning the material transport in TEXTOR during applied RMPs
was the re-direction of ions due to a higher radial electric field and the corresponding
Er×B-drift. One remaining question is the influence of the radial electric field on the
material migration in a divertor machine and explicitly on the lifetime of future fusion
devices such as ITER. An already known effect from applied RMPs in a divertor machine
is the appearance of a strike point splitting and the formation helical lobes on the target.
In these lobes, the stochastic zones and the 3D SOL flux tubes are interwoven (see fig.
6).

At the outer midplane of DIII-D, several measurements of Er in the plasma boundary
from no RMP and applied RMP discharges are available [Stacey 11, Mordijck 13] . In
[Mordijck 13], a large number of discharges were compared and a mean radial electric field
of -40kV/m for the unperturbed plasmas and 20 kV/m (pointing outward) for the RMP
plasmas is found. In [Stacey 11] two similar plasma discharges with low collisionality in
H-mode are compared. The deviation in between these discharges was the application of
RMPs. They measure Er ∼ 5 kV/m without RMPs and 25 kV/m with applied perturba-
tion fields at the outer midplane.

Due to the flux expansion, the radial electric field can be estimated to be a factor of 4
smaller in the divertor region compared to the measurement point at the outer midplane
(SOLPS calculations [Aho-Mantila 12b]). For the low collisionality matching RMP and
elming H-mode plasmas described in [Stacey 11] this factor seems reasonable while for
medium and high conditionalities the difference in Er from upstream to downstream can
be significantly larger [Chankin 09].
For the parameters given in [Stacey 11], the factor of 4 leads to a maximal radial electric
field in the divertor of 1.2 kV/m without RMPs and 6 kV/m with applied RMP fields.
Making the same assumption for the data presented by [Mordijck 13], Er varies from -10
kV/m to 5 kV/m in the divertor without and with applied RMPs, respectively.
The deviations in Er are higher than for the measurements performed in TEXTOR where
a factor of 3 in Er from no RMP (< 1 kV/m) to RMP (≈ 2-3 kV/m) was found.
In the DIII-D discharges, the radial electric field could possibly be lower in the divertor
and the deviations smaller due to the higher collisionality.

The data base for direct measurements of the radial electric field in the divertor regions
comparing no RMP and RMP discharges is very small. At DIII-D the floating potentials
Vf and electron temperatures were derived via probe measurements for a low collisionality
H-mode discharge with and without RMPs [Watkins 09]. From here, one can obtain the
radial electric field via Vp=Vf + 3Te and Er=-∇Vp. ∆Er then is roughly 6 kV/m in the
first lobe with Er no RMP ∼12 kV/m and ∼ 18 kV/m with applied perturbation fields.
However, even for very small alterations in Er and the corresponding Er×B-drift a re-
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88 5 Impurity transport in a 3D stochastic edge

direction of the deposition pattern from the magnetic field direction is reported for the
divertor region in ASDEX-U in experiments in low collisionality L-mode discharges with
forward and reversed fields [Aho-Mantila 12b, Aho-Mantila 12a].

A change in the sign of the radial electric field in the main chamber from negative
to positive, as found in [Mordijck 13] possibly leads to a higher erosion as the ions are
dragged to the wall from the positive radial electric field. Furthermore, the impurity ions
are most likely influenced by the Er×B-drift an are deposited also against the plasma flow
in the SOL. This Er×B effect on impurities is already described in [Aho-Mantila 12a] for
the divertor region and is likely to be larger in the the main chamber with 4 times higher
radial electric field and lower collisionality.

As already mentioned before, the lifetime of the first wall in future fusion devices will
be one critical issue regarding the economic feasibility of a thermonuclear fusion power
plant. The net-erosion of the wall and the divertor as well as the tritium retention have to
be low. Some estimates of the influence of RMPs on these two effects which were observed
in TEXTOR can be made (in combination with the presented results from DIII-D and
ASDEX-U for Er).
For most plasma scenarios the divertor plasma will be detached from the target tiles,
which leads to low electron temperatures with flat gradients in Te as well as in the elec-
tron potential. The radial electric field is supposed to be very low. The high density and
diffusivity in the detached divertor is likely to diminish the re-direction in the material
transport arising from a potentially higher Er×B-drift during RMP application.

The ITER first wall will be beryllium, the divertor will be made of tungsten or tungsten
coated target plates at least in the scenarios with tritium as fuel gas. However, beryllium
eroded from the first wall will be present in the divertor as an impurity. The effect of the
RMPs on the transport of tungsten in divertor is most likely small due to its high mass,
whereas the beryllium transport in the divertor can be influenced more effectively.
The ITER first wall in the main chamber potentially suffers higher erosion during applied
RMPs due to the high and positive radial electric field which is capable to increase the
physical erosion and self-sputtering. The effects of the radial electric field on the transport
and deposition behaviour at the upstream position as well as at the divertor target tiles
has to be investigated in future studies.

Basic mechanisms of the material deposition during applied RMPs were for the first
time studied in this PhD thesis. The analysis and results will be described in the chapter 6.
The discussions before show that the dominant effect on the ion transport can be resolved
in this thesis, i.e. enhanced Ee×B-drifts due to an increased Er by RMP application can
have significant consequences in poloidal divertor devices as well. In the following the
deposition characteristics with applied RMPs will be discussed.
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6 Deposition of trace impurities in the 3D SOL

The erosion and deposition of wall material is of high importance for the lifetime of the
first wall, the retention of tritium due to co-deposition, plasma cooling and fuel dilution
due to impurities.
To investigate the erosion and deposition for the test limiters (TLs) exposed during this
work, post mortem analysis methods were applied accompanying the in situ measure-
ments of light emission as well as surface and plasma parameters. The aim was to gain
further information regarding the deposition of the impurities in a 3D plasma boundary
induced by resonant magnetic perturbation (RMP).
In order to gain a deeper insight into the material deposition resulting from the Er×B
driven transport in the 3D perturbed edge layer effects close to the impurity source and
those in the more distinct vicinity of the limiter were analysed. This separation is moti-
vated by the fact that the injected or eroded impurities can be re-deposited rather quickly
or being transported to pristine regions. In the latter case, they form hydrocarbon layers
which determine the amount of tritium retained in a future power plant. Hence, local
effects as well as the far distance migration of the eroded species in the 3D boundary are
of key importance. In the current chapter the local effects around the injection aperture
are addressed and in the following (chapter 7) the formation of amorphous hydrocarbon
layers will be described.

Nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) were
employed to derive the 13C content deposited on the TL. A description of these methods
is given in chapter 4.2. As a reminder, for each plasma scenario (no RMP, static RMP
and RMP sweep) two TLs were exposed simultaneously. Experimental data and field
line tracing indicate that during the static RMP the TL exposed in limiter lock 1 (LL1,
Φ = 135◦,Θ = 270◦, bottom port) was hit by a stochastic finger, whereas the TL in
limiter lock 3 (LL3, Φ = 22.5◦,Θ = 90◦, upper port) was situated in a 3D SOL flux tube.
This provides a unique test environment for the investigation of the deposition pattern
for the injected 13C in both of these structures for the plasma discharges considered.

The first section of this chapter refers to the findings with an unperturbed, no RMP
plasma boundary, comparing results from both limiter locks to previous experiments
with methane injection [Kirschner 13, Kreter 08]. In the following sections the deposition
within the stochastic finger and the 3D SOL flux tube are compared to the no RMP cases.
The third part of this chapter is dedicated to the 13C deposition within the RMP sweep.
In the end, a small summary regarding the carbon deposition is given.

6.1 Characterisation of erosion and deposition balance for
unperturbed edge plasmas

One parameter characterising the injection experiments is the so called local deposition
efficiency, i.e. the fraction of 13C deposited locally on the TL surface to injected 13C .
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90 6 Deposition of trace impurities in the 3D SOL

In this section, the determination of the deposition efficiency is described. Afterwards,
the experimental findings are discussed and compared to the modelling of the deposition
with the ERO-code.

6.1.1 Deriving the local deposition efficiencies

To derive the local deposition efficiency in a gas injection experiment it is important to
know the amount of particles which is injected into the plasma. The quantity of injected
13CH4 was derived in the following way: The pressure decrease in the reservoir for the
injected methane was measured. This gives the number of molecules leaving the reservoir.
From gas test injections without a plasma the molecular flow entering the TEXTOR vessel
can be determined. The valve of the reservoir was open from 0.6 s to 4.3 s during the
TEXTOR discharge. For the finite tube length from the reservoir to the injection hole,
the gas reached the injection hole at TL after a time delay of approx. 0.4 to 0.5 seconds,
depending on the pressure in the valve. This leads to an effective injection of methane
into the plasma during the hole flat top phase of the plasma current and if applied, during
the DED current phase. In fig. 43 (a) the pressure in the methane reservoir is depicted
in mbar against time in black, as well as the number of molecules N leaving the reservoir
in blue with

Φ(t) =
d

dt
N(t)

N =
dp · VR
κB · T

Φ is the molecule flux, VR=2.1 ·10−3 m3 the volume of the reservoir, T the temperature
of the gas (20◦C was assumed) and κB the Boltzmann constant. Fig. 43 (b) shows the
calculated methane flux against time measured during a gas test injection as it arrives in
the TEXTOR vessel using the following equation:

Φ(t) =
1

κB · T

(
V (t) · d

dt
p(t) + S(t) · p(t)

)
S(t) =

d

dt
V (t)

S(t) is the so called pump rate and gives rise to the pumping capability of TEXTOR during
the gas test injection. For this injection all valves to the active pumps were closed and
the TEXTOR volume was constant with V=17240 ± 200 l, the pumping was dependent
on the retention capability of the wall, only. The dashed curves show the experimental
uncertainties which are calculated from the uncertainties in the gas inlet calibration, the
errors in the pressure and the small uncertainty in the TEXTOR volume. The pink region
indicates the flat top phase.
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Figure 43: (a) Pressure in the methane reservoir (black) and the number of particles
(blue) derived from the gradient of p.
(b) Methane flux as it arrives in the TEXTOR vessel. In pink the plasma
flat top time is sketched.

A small amount of methane was injected during the plasma ramp down and into the
vacuum after the discharge. These particles are considered to have no significant prob-
ability to come back to the TL and can therefore not contribute to the deposition. The
amount of particles injected into the ramp down phase and the vacuum have to be sub-
tracted from the released molecules to derive the deposition efficiency.
For this reason, the curve in fig. 43 (b) was integrated for every discharge up to the end
of the plasma flat top phase excluding the molecules injected into the ramp-down phase
and the vacuum. For the no RMP case in LL3 = 7 · 1020 ± 0.5 · 1020 methane molecules
were injected during the 11 discharges into the plasma. The uncertainty comes from the
uncertainties in the gas test discharges and from the amount of particles injected into the
ramp down phase of the plasma discharge.
Fig. 44 shows on the left side the local deposition pattern of the 13C at the TL exposed
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Figure 44: Left: LL3 13C deposition pattern integrated from NRA during the no RMP
case. 0.7±0.2% of the injected carbon was locally deposited.
Right: LL1 13C deposition pattern integrated from NRA and SIMS during
the no RMP case. 14±2% of the injected carbon was locally deposited. The
points indicate the positions of the post-mortem measurements. Grey points
stand for NRA, blue for an additional SIMS measurement.

in LL3. A strong localisation of the deposition around the injection aperture (sketched in
black) can be seen.

NRA was performed to the locations indicated in fig. 44 by the dots. From the energy
spectrum the areal density was derived for each measurement point with the program
SIMNRA [Mayer 97]. Based on this surface analysis method, the overall amount of atoms
was calculated via 2D integration along the x- and y-axes. Therefore, a trapezoidal nu-
merical integration along the unfolded poloidal and toroidal surface of the test limiter
based on the measurement points was performed.
A total amount of 5 · 1018 13C atoms was measured to be deposited on the TL exposed in
LL3 which means a deposition efficiency of 0.7±0.2%. The experimental uncertainty from
the injection as well as from the calibration of the cross section (3He with 13C, ∼ 10%),
the measurement of the reaction product current (Ω· D/e, ∼ 5 − 10% ), NRA statistics
and the integration of the measurement points is estimated to 25% [Möller 10].
This result of the deposition efficiency on spherical graphite test limiters is well in line
with former experiments. Here, ∼ 1% was found for spherical carbon test limiters with
and without neutral beam injection and up to 9% for a spherical carbon test limiter with
a rough surface [Kreter 08].

Through the injection aperture in the TL which was exposed in LL1 less methane was
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6.1 Characterisation of erosion and deposition balance for unperturbed edge plasmas 93

injected than in LL3 due to a slightly lower pressure in the methane reservoir. In LL1,
4·1020 particles were released into the plasma discharges (fig. 44 right). For this TL NRA
was not sufficient to investigate the layers of the local deposited 13C close to the injec-
tion aperture because of a very thick deposited layer. At several measurement points no
12C from the bulk material was detected. Hence, the beam energy was not high enough
to penetrate completely through the deposited material. This was the case at the mea-
surement positions indicated by the blue circles in fig. 44 on the right site. Therefore,
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) was applied to the layers which were too thick
for a reliable NRA result.
The SIMS sputtering process was stopped, when the amount of detected 12C was doubled
compared to the value within the deposit. Therefore, it can be assumed that the bulk
carbon of the TL was reached. As a second step, the depth of the crater was measured
mechanically via profilometry (see chapter 4.2) which yields the thickness of the deposit.
The density of the deposited carbon atoms measured by SIMS is estimated to be sim-
ilar to deposited hydrogen containing carbon layers with ∼ 6.5·1022 C atoms per cm3

[Annen 98, Winter 87]. The multiplication of the density and the depth gives the amount
of carbon 13C atoms at this measurement point. In addition, SIMS determines the ratio
of 13C to 12C in the deposited layer.

The experimental uncertainties from the combined SIMS and profilometry measure-
ments are derived as follows: The 12C signal from the SIMS analysis is more than a
factor of 10 below the 13C, while having nearly the same cross section. Measurements
with EPMA (electron probe micro-analyser) for the impurity content (namely Boron B,
Oxygen O) on a roof limiter exposed with gas injection (13CH4) showed a fraction of 0.86
of C/(C+O+B) in the locally deposited layer (private conversation with P. Wienhold and
A. Kirschner). For the experiments presented here EPMA was not performed, however,
boron and oxygen were below the the detection limit of the nuclear reaction analysis. The
hydrogen or deuterium content at high surface temperatures lies below 1% [Federici 93].
Therefore, a fraction of 10% (Carbon 12C, Boron, Oxygen) is estimated to be not 13C in
the locally deposited layer measured with SIMS. A SIMS measurement at the location of
a previous NRA measurement where the beam reached the bulk material showed a good
agreement of the 13C areal density. This underlines that the assumption of 6.5·1022 C
atoms per cm3 used for the SIMS analysis is adequate.

The deposition efficiency in LL1 is measured to 14 ±2% during the unperturbed plas-
mas using NRA, SIMS and profilometry. This local deposition efficiency is more than
a factor of 10 higher than the values found for the TL exposed in LL3. To understand
the parameter range of deposition efficiencies obtained in these measurements, a more
detailed analysis is required. This is presented in the following section.
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94 6 Deposition of trace impurities in the 3D SOL

6.1.2 Comparison of experimental results to TEXTOR experimental data base for
deposition efficiencies

The deposition efficiencies of 0.7% in LL3 (upper port) and 14% in LL1 (port at the vessel
bottom) are very different from each other already for the unperturbed plasma scenario.
Potential reasons causing this effect are discussed in this subsection.

Both TL were situated at r=46.3 cm during the same plasma discharges. As explained
before, a consistent analysis between the plasma parameters measured directly upstream
and the surface data measured locally was obtained. At LL3 no infra red camera was
applied and the plasma parameters could not be derived form the heat flux profiles as
described and performed for LL1. Therefore, other observations than the plasma param-
eters ne and Te had to be analysed to investigate the differences between the TLs exposed
in LL1 and LL3.
The position of the test limiters to the last close flux surface (SOL), the integrated particle
flux, the surface temperatures monitored by pyrometers and the corresponding integrated
heat flux were analysed as these parameters influence the material (re-)deposition (for
further details see chapter 3.1).
Within these parameters, the surface temperature was found to be the dominant factor
in the re-deposition efficiency as will be described here.

Fig. 45(a) shows the temperatures measured by pyrometers during the plasma dis-
charge # 112969 (no RMP case) in the solid lines. Both pyrometers integrate the surface
temperatures of the TL over several mm2. The blue data correspond to the TL in LL1
(bottom port) and the red data to the TL in LL3 (upper port). Furthermore, the tem-
perature from the IR camera is depicted for LL1 in the dashed line.
In general, the temperature between the two limiters increases gradually during the dis-
charge and reaches 2700◦C for LL1 and approx. 900◦C for LL3. The time evolution of
Tsurf provides information about the heat flux q to the test limiters.
The heat flux to the limiters during the discharges was not constant. As described in
chapter 4.1.4 (equation 13: Tsurf(t)=Tsurf(t0) + q ·αs ·

√
t), a constant heat flux q would

lead to an increase in Tsurf as illustrated in fig. 45(b) [Carslaw 59]. Here, αs is a temper-
ature independent factor.
This leads to the situation that the heat flux to the test limiter exposed in LL1 (lower
port) increased during the plasma discharge as the surface temperature depicted in blue
in fig. 45(a) increased more compared to the curve illustrated in fig. 45(b). The heat
flux to the test limiter in the upper port (LL3) decreased after t=2s which results in a
constant surface temperature (fig. 45(a) red curve).
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96 6 Deposition of trace impurities in the 3D SOL

Figure 45: (a) Surface temperature for discharge ]112969. Blue: at test limiter
in LL1 measured by pyrometer (solid line) and IR camera (dashed).
Red: at test limiter in LL3 measured by pyrometer.
(b) Example of surface temperature rise with constant heat flux (eq. 13).
(c) Blue data: Surface temperature from TL in LL1 during plasma
discharge ]112969. Solid data was measured by the IR camera.
The range below 1000◦ was extrapolated (dashed and dashed-dotted
lines). Green data: heat flux calculated from surface temperature in LL1
with the THEODOR code.

There is an offset of about 200 to 300 ◦C in the pyrometer data in the lower port (LL1).
This could have two reasons: First, the TL in LL1 could have been hotter due to the
plasma exposure before or was heated by other means. The latter can not be excluded
but is unlikely as such a heating was not seen in other experiments and an active heating
was not performed. A remnant heat from the former plasma discharge can be neglected
as can be seen from fig. 45(c). Here, Tsurf was measured by the IR camera with a lowest
calibrated value of 800 ◦C. The extrapolated decay shows that the liner temperature of
the TEXTOR vessel (∼ 150 ◦C) was reached 25 -39 s after the plasma discharge ended.
The time in between the discharges is much longer with approximately 10 minutes.
The most likely reason for the offset is that the calibration is not precise. Unfortunately
the reconstruction of this potential error is not possible. The IR data at the hottest
point of the TL shows the same behaviour and temperature range. As this data was not
integrated over a larger sector as the pyrometer data was, this is an other evidence of an
artificial offset in the pyrometer. The integrated data should be lower than the hottest
point measured by the IR camera.
However, this offset does not influence the measured increase in the particle flux nor the
general result of a higher surface temperature (2400-2500◦C with subtracted offset) of the
TL exposed in LL1 compared to 900◦C in LL3.

The particle flux which affects the physical sputtering and herein the deposition effi-
ciencies was analysed via the integrated Hα/Dα light emission.
It can be seen from fig. 46 that particle flux to the test limiter in LL1 (lower port) increases
during the discharge, whereas the flux to LL3 (upper port) decreases. The absolute data
in this light emission is overestimating the incoming flux due to the injection of methane.
The injection rate was 1019 particles per second in both locations. For the experimental
uncertainties those from the absolute calibration (15% for Hα) and the S/XB values (es-
timated with 10%) were taken into account. The relative changes in the particle flux are
not dependent of these uncertainties as the statistics were high for both discharges and
the S/XB value is nearly constant in the regarding electron temperature range.
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Figure 46: Integrated light emission in Hα for both TL positions: LL1 in blue (higher
deposition efficiency), LL3 in red. The experimental uncertainties are given
as dashed lines in the corresponding colors.

These findings show that the plasma was drifting downward away from LL3 at the top
of the machine to the LL1 position at the bottom of the vessel. The same observation was
made when the Dα light emission from the upper and lower poloidal limiters in TEXTOR
were analysed. The LCFS at LL3 might have been shifted to values < 46.3 cm so that
the TL was well in the SOL.

A comparison to former experiments with methane injection through spherical TL
showed that those were situated in the SOL. This could be the reason for the similar
deposition efficiencies from LL3 to these experiments. The deposition efficiency measured
for the test limiters is a value which is integrated over several discharges. While the mean
surface temperatures during a plasma discharge from LL1 to LL3 differed rather dramat-
ically by more than 500◦C, the differences in the particle flux were small. This indicates
that Tsurf might be the dominant factor for the one order of magnitude difference in the
particle deposition.

These experimental findings and the data available represent excellent input data set
for deposition analysis using the ERO code. A detailed analysis is shown in the following.
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6.1.3 Modelling of the local trace impurity deposition

In this section the ERO modelling of the local 13C deposition in the unperturbed magnetic
field is described. The aim is the investigation of the mechanisms behind the strongly
different deposition efficiencies in LL1 and LL3. The experimental findings and modelling
of the RMP perturbed boundary will be described later in section 6.2. In the beginning
of the current subsection a short overview on the erosion and deposition effects and the
so called enhanced re-erosion in ERO is given.

Enhanced re-erosion
One important parameter in the modelling of the local deposition and (re-)erosion in ERO
is an enhancement factor. This factor is used to enlarge the erosion efficiency for particles
which are deposited onto the surface in contrast to the bulk material. The erosion of the
bulk material is not affected by the enhancement factor.
This artificial factor is required to match the experimentally obtained low erosion rates
when compared to the prediction of the model. The physical reason for this factor is not
finally identified yet. There are several hypothesis [Kirschner 11], but the final resolution
is still matter of ongoing research.

One hypothesis states that the flux of the injected particles could lead to a local cooling
of the plasma while the electron density increases. This could lead to the generation of a
parallel electric field and higher re-erosion as the incoming particles have a higher energy.
However, measurements with Langmuir probes near the injection [Brezinsek 07] as well
as modelling [Ding 11, Koltunov 11] showed no indication of these effects at the injection
rates (1·1019 molecules per second) applied at TEXTOR.

An other reason of a higher re-erosion could be a less effective sticking of species re-
turning to the surface. The physical reason underlying might be a weaker binding of the
(re-)deposited particles to the surface as the chemical structure of the bulk material would
provide. This could then lead to a ”transient” layer which can be easier re-eroded.
It was found that the deposition in areas which are shadowed from the plasma flux can be
understood without an enhancement factor [Kirschner 11]. Therefore, it was concluded
that an enhanced re-erosion of re-deposited materials is specific for layers which grow in
plasma wetted areas.

The application of an enhanced erosion factor in the ERO code both for physical and
chemical erosion is discussed in detail in [Kirschner 13]. Within those studies it is shown
that deposition efficiencies measured by the experiments can only be met by enhancing
the modelled re-erosion.
Sticking coefficients for hydrocarbons where found to be Sn=0 for neutral particles (≡ all
neutrals are reflected, no sticking) and Si=0.9 for ions (90% of the ions stick to the wall)
[van Hoey 13]. These sticking coefficients are in good agreement with magneto hydrody-
namic data modelled by [Tichmann 12].
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The plasma wall interaction for carbon atoms or ions is derived by the TRIM code and
the results are implemented in the ERO code.
With these sticking coefficients, enhancement factors for physical and chemical erosion
between 5 to 35 are necessary to attain deposition efficiencies similar to the experiments.
The experimental deposition efficiency of the ”reference case” in [Kirschner 13] was repro-
duced with with the ERO code using an enhancement factor of 35. The lower values for
the enhancement factors are found for biased limiters and a reduced injection rate (1018

instead of 1019 molecules per second) of methane.

In [Kirschner 13] a polished roof-like carbon test limiter through which 13CH4 was in-
jected is analysed . The local deposition efficiency was measured to be 0.3%.
From experiments with spherical carbon test limiters such as those used for the studies
of this thesis, deposition efficiencies from 1.3% to 9% [Kreter 08] are found (see black
data points in fig. 47). For the sticking efficiencies Sn=0 and Si=0.9 similar enhancement
factors of approximately 35 are necessary to obtain agreement of the experimental results
with the ERO code.
The blue data in fig. 47 are derived from injection experiments with roof limiters, depo-
sition efficiencies on spherical tungsten limiters is shown in grey.
The efficiencies measured at the spherical carbon TL which were exposed during the un-
perturbed case are depicted as well. The red data point corresponds to the high surface
temperature exposed in LL1 ( deposition efficiency 14%), the green to the lower one in
LL3 (deposition efficiency 0.7 %).
The data obtained in this thesis add to the existing data base as they were obtained at
high surface temperatures while the injection rates of ∼ 1·1019 molecules per second were
preserved. These two parameters are in the focus of the ERO parameter study.

In fig. 47 this reduction of the modelled deposition efficiency with decreasing injection
rate can be seen in the modelling data points depicted in pink. Here, the deposition
efficiency against the injection rate is given computed by ERO for a spherical test lim-
iter. The parameters used for this calculations were the same as for the no RMP case
in LL1 with two exceptions. No enhancement factor was used for the re-erosion and the
injection rate was altered from 1016 − 1019 molecules per second. The data shows that
the modelled deposition efficiency decreases with a reduction of the injection rate. This
effect occurs due to the balance of the incoming background carbon and the injected ones
[Kirschner 13]. In the modelling the reduction of the injection rate by a factor of 10 leads
to a 13C surface concentration reduced by a factor smaller than 10. This can be explained
by looking at the flux ratios. The carbon flux ratio to the surface is composed of 12C and
13C species, which are mixed within the surface. The absolute 13C erosion (with a lower
injection rate) is comparably larger and leads to smaller 13C deposition efficiencies. The
experimentally observed increase of the local deposition efficiency with lower injection
rates possibly results from a saturation effect. Higher carbon fluxes from high injection
rates could lead to the situation that not all impinging 13C particles can find a binding
partner, hence the deposition efficiency is lower compared to the reduces injection rates.
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100 6 Deposition of trace impurities in the 3D SOL

Dedicated experiments with injection rates of a few 1017 13CH4 molecules per second
with the porous plug injector (PPI) at the outer divertor of the tokamak DIII-D showed
no enhanced (re-)erosion for hydrocarbons compared to the bulk graphite [McLean 11].
This points out that the effect captured in form of an artificial factor in the modelling -
the so called enhanced re-erosion - is a result of the experimental method.

Confirmation of this hypothesis which is supported by the data provided within this
thesis is a crucial topic for future experimental work.
The previous discussion, the modelling presented in [Kirschner 13] and fig.47, as well
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Figure 47: Overview of deposition efficiencies against the injection rate. The pink sym-
bols correspond to ERO modelings for spherical test limiters with the same
parameters as in LL1 for the no RMP case without enhanced re-erosion. All
other data were derived experimentally. Blue stars represent carbon roof lim-
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as the experimental data show that it would be desirable to investigate the deposition
behaviour with a lower injection rate regime in the experiment. The modelling results
strongly suggest that for low injection rates considerably smaller enhanced erosion is re-
quired.
However, for the present studies the injection rates were 1019 molecules per second for all
cases and both limiter locks as the installed valve and reservoir systems can not achieve
fluxes below several 1018 molecules per second on the one hand. On the other hand, it
had to be confirmed that the comparability of former injection experiments with injection
rate of ∼ 1019 molecules per second is preserved. The ultimate goal of this study is the
comparison between no RMP and RMP scenarios and the research should be attached to
the broad data base on plasma wall interaction effects with the ERO code at TEXTOR.
These are obtained at such high injection rates. In addition, the spectral sensitivities of
the existing observation systems do not enable to measure at low signal to noise ratios as
resulting form injection rates which are two orders of magnitude lower than the typical
ones.

For the modelling the plasma background was carefully adapted (see chapter 5.6). The
erosion and deposition zones at the TL were adapted by the variation of the carbon back-
ground (2% at the LCFS and increasing radially outward with the negative decay length
λC= -40 mm and the mean charge state 4). The same sticking coefficients are used as in
[Kirschner 13] (90 % for CHx ions, 10% for neutral CHx). For the cross field diffusion a
value of D⊥=2·105 mm2/s was applied. After all explicit experimental data were used for
definition of the background plasma, light emission and surface data it was found that an
enhanced erosion factor is required for the set of discharges under discussion in this thesis
as well.
A factor of 20 for the TL in LL1 (high temperature, lower port) and 27 for the exposure
in LL3 (lower temperature, upper port) was applied. This factor is 40% lower then the
modelling described in [Kirschner 13] for the experiment and modelling in LL1 and 33%
for LL3. The dominant difference of the actual exposures to the this case was the surface
temperature.
In the previous experiments the TLs were usually situated several centimeters behind
the LCFS and the plasma was not heated further, i.e. no neutral beam injection was
employed. The surface temperatures stayed well below those measured in this studies as
is described in detail in the following.

Dependency of the enhanced erosion on Tsurf

The experimental findings show a significant difference in the surface temperatures with
maxima of 900◦C at the top (LL3) and 2700◦C at the bottom (LL1) of the machine. In
the former injection experiments with spherical TLs (described in [Kreter 08]) the limiters
were pre-heated to 400 ◦C. During the discharges the surface temperature did not rise
above 450 ◦C, high heat fluxes and surface temperatures were avoided.
The surface temperatures measured during the material migration experiments of the
present studies clearly exceed those observed in the previous experiments. As lower en-
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hancement factors are seen at higher temperatures, it can be assumed that a surface layer
effect is responsible for this dependency.

One potential reason is that impurity carbon atoms from the plasma are more effi-
ciently integrated as surface atoms. In the theory of so called ”ad-atoms” the deposited
particles do not instantly bind to the surface atoms [Schmid 06]. They have a certain
probability to be re-eroded before they are fully chemically integrated surface atoms. The
time the ad-atoms need to combine with the surface is possibly influenced by the surface
temperature. In the temperature ranges investigated so far, the ad-atoms are evaporated
more easily the hotter the surface is. This means that with increasing Tsurf the deposition
efficiency decreases. This is a well known effect in laboratory with surface temperatures
up to 1500◦C [Philipps 86].
There is not necessarily a contradiction to the dependency found in the current studies
with tokamak plasmas. Especially with Tsurf close to the sublimation temperature of the
carbon test limiter, the bindings in between the surface atoms could be weaker due to
thermally activated higher lattice vibrations. Within this, an impinging atom or ad-atom
can easier destroy the bindings and become an integrated surface atom or place itself to
already existing defects in the lattice.
Up to now, the surface temperature was not a parameter which was varied in material
injection experiments in a tokamak plasma. A detailed chemical analysis of the binding
structures and lattice conditions of plasma facing carbon under high temperatures would
be necessary to underline these presumptions. This chemical analysis was not performed
in the framework of this PhD thesis.

Parametric dependencies of erosion efficiencies
Another open question systematically analysed by direct comparison of experiment and
modelling are the different values in the deposition efficiency. Especially an explanation
for the high deposition efficiency of 14% in LL1 compared to 0.7% in LL3 is desirable.
Five effects are taken into account for the parameter studies:

• The influence of the surface temperature.

• The influence of the chemical erosion.

• Disturbance of the background plasma by the injection.

• The influence of the distance to the last closed flux surface (LCFS).

• The influence of the particle flux.

Regarding the first point, the surface temperature itself is a potential reason for a higher
value of the local deposition efficiency because of a potentially easier binding of the in-
jected carbon to the bulk material, as discussed in the previous section. It seems that
there is a threshold above 900◦C for this effect, as it was not found with the TL in LL3
(lower temperature, upper port). Such a threshold is not unlikely if chemical bindings
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are the reason for the observed differences as it is found for numerous chemical processes
which include an activation energy (here possibly high vibration energies of lattice atoms).

As a second effect, the chemical erosion potentially leads to a higher re-erosion in
LL3 and the earlier experiments. Chemical erosion was observed at the TL in LL3 and
previous experiments via the presence of CH or CD light emission different from the
methane injection. It was not seen at the TL in LL1 throughout the material migration
investigations. In LL1, Tsurf was too high for this mechanism to reduce the deposited
layers. The temperature dependency of the chemical erosion is visualised in fig. 48. The
chemical erosion yield for different surface temperatures was calculated with the Roth
formula [Roth 04] using an electron temperature of 50 eV and the mass of the impinging
ions as 2 for deuterium. The values of former experiments are sketched with a black star,
the value for the TL in LL3 (upper port) with a green and LL1 (high surface temperature,
lower port) with red star. To study the impact of the chemical erosion in the experiments
at hand parameter studies were performed. The ERO code was applied without physical
sputtering and different values for the chemical erosion yield, as well as with physical
sputtering and without chemical erosion. These studies showed only a small impact of
the chemical erosion yield on the net-erosion (below 10%). Hence, a higher chemical
erosion in LL3 can only partly be the reason for the lower deposition efficiency at the TL.
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Figure 48: Chemical erosion yield against surface temperature for the experimentally
observed electron temperature. The stars indicate the surface temperature
regimes of the experiments. Black for former experiments, green for the TL
in LL3, red for the TL in LL1.

As a third point, the disturbance of the background plasma by the injected 13CH4 was
analysed. The same injection rate can possibly have a higher disturbance effect when the
TL is situated in the SOL compared to a limiter situated at the LCFS. The difference be-
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tween both limiters exposed to the no RMP plasmas were that the TL in LL1 was situated
in the bottom of the machine and the plasma drifted downward. So this limiter stayed
in the position of the LCFS, while the one exposed on the top of the vessel was behind
the LCFS. A comparison of the experimental radial light emission profiles with those of
the ERO code indicate a distance of 5 mm behind the LCFS for the limiter exposed in
LL3. This means that the injection in the high deposition case of LL1 was a potentially
lower disturbance to the background plasma as it was injected into the confined region.
As described within the hypothesis of enhanced erosion, the disturbance of the plasma
background leads to a cooling of the background plasma and a higher parallel field and
hence enhanced erosion. The disturbance of the background plasma should be higher
in the SOL (injection in LL3) compared to the confined region (injection in LL1) which
would fit the lower deposition value in LL3.

However, previous ERO modelling was performed to investigate the influence of a
plasma disturbance from the methane injection on the 13C deposition efficiency. A cooling
effect from radiating impurities and an increase of the electron density was considered.
The implications on the deposition efficiency were found to be not significant [Ding 11].
Experiments performed at TEXTOR [McCracken 92] show that a reduction in the plasma
edge temperature is significantly at methane injection rates above 6·1019 molecules per
second. Above this rate, the plasma temperature is strongly reduced. The local density
was not significantly influenced even at the highest injection rates.
From modelling [Koltunov 11], a slightly lower injection rate of 4·1019 molecules per sec-
ond was found above which cooling of the plasma background is significant.
In the experiments at hand, the injection rates were 0.8-2·1019 molecules per second and
hence below the rates where cooling of the plasma background has to be considered.
Therefore, an effect on the plasma caused by the injection itself is most probably not the
reason for the deviations in the local deposition efficiencies between the TL exposed in
LL1 and LL3.

The fourth point which has been considered is the distance of the limiter and hence the
injection hole to the LCFS. Within the the ERO code, a dependency on the deposition
efficiency is found by alterations of the radial limiter position from LCFS to several cm
behind. Two effects occur due to the varied distance: The particle flux to the limiter is
reduced and the electron temperature and density decrease. From the reduced particle
flux less material is eroded, while the lower electron temperature leads to a longer path
the injected impurities travel before they are ionised. The farther away from the TL
surface the ionisation takes place, the smaller is the probability for this ions to become
locally deposited on the TL. The balance in flux and temperature defines the plasma wall
interaction at the limiter surface and hence the deposition efficiency. Fig. 49 shows the
modelled dependency of the deposition efficiency against the distance of the TL to the
LCFS. No enhancement factors for erosion were employed for this calculations. Within
the 5 mm which the TL in LL3 was considered to be situated behind the LCFS due to
the shift in the plasma this effect alone could not explain the smaller deposition efficiency
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Figure 49: Deposition efficiency modelled with the ERO-code without enhancement fac-
tors against the distance to the last closed flux surface.

in LL3 compared to the TL in LL1. In between 30 mm distance to the LCFS a reduction
by a factor of two in the efficiency was found for the parameters used in this studies. This
factor of two is clearly not sufficient on its own to explain the differences in LL1 with 14%
and LL3 0.7% alone.

A fifth reason for the deviation in the local deposition efficiency could be the different
particle flux to the limiters. Plasma temperature and the TL position to the LCFS remain
constant, in contrast to the ERO parameter studies given in point four. The integrated
flux was about a factor of 2 higher in LL3 compared to LL1, as already shown in fig. 46.
This could lead to a higher physical erosion and hence a lower deposition efficiency. With
ERO the particle flux is adapted to the experiments and potential dependencies on the
amount of the deposited particles are not found. If only the plasma parameters from LL1
were adapted to the measured ones in LL3 the modelled deposition efficiency was 19%,
decreasing to 11% if the distance to the LCFS was varied, too. The measured value of
0.7% can not be reached this way.

In summary, the points two to five were found to be no plausible reason for the high
deviation in the local deposition efficiencies between the limiters exposed in the lower
and upper limiter lock. However, the strong difference in the surface temperature is the
most likely candidate and within the results a consistent explanation of the considerable
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difference in the deposition efficiency. For the first time the deposition efficiency was
measured with surface temperatures close to the evaporation of carbon and within a
tokamak plasma.
Further investigations regarding temperature dependency and the corresponding chemical
mechanisms have to be addressed in future to verify and understand this process.

6.2 Carbon deposition in the 3D plasma boundary

The behaviour of the material deposition with applied resonant magnetic perturbations
(RMP) will be a crucial point for the operation of ITER as it affects the lifetime of the
first wall. In ITER, the plasma facing components will have dedicated gaps to minimise
stresses due to temperature effects and mitigate eddy currents. The deposition in the
gaps can potentially be different when RMP fields are applied. This could for instance
yield enhanced tritium deposition in these gaps or other remote areas. Also, formation of
mixed material layers consisting of beryllium, tungsten and carbon - if carbon is used at
all in ITER - is highly dependent on local plasma parameters close to the main chamber
wall surfaces as well as on the impurity transport phenomena.
Therefore, the deposition of the injected tracer carbon atoms is studied when RMP fields
are applied. First, the deposition in the close vicinity of the injection aperture is inves-
tigated, in the next chapter the results of the analysis of the far SOL deposition and the
amorphous hydrocarbon layers formed there will be given.

The light emission studied in this work showed a re-direction of the ion transport due to
a higher Er×B drift (see chapter 5). Because of this, the differences between the local 13C
deposition from the unperturbed case to the static RMP case were investigated for the
first time. The deposition analysis is based on a comparison of the experimental results
from post mortem surface analysis as described in chapter 4.2 to ERO modelling.
In the experiment the TLs were exposed to two characteristic domains of the perturbed
magnetic topology, i.e. the 3D SOL flux tube and the stochastic finger. In this chapter
the comparison of experimental results to the ERO code for the stochastic finger are
described, first. After this, the 3D SOL flux tube domain is discussed.
Together with the analysis of the TLs exposed in the no RMP case a dedicated data set
is available regarding the analysis of the deposition effects in the 3D SOL.

6.2.1 Deposition in the stochastic finger domain under enhanced Er×B-drift
conditions

From the evaluation of the experiment and numerical field line tracing, there is profound
evidence of a stochastic finger hitting the test limiter (TL) in limiter lock 1 (LL1) during
the static RMP case. This limiter was analysed by post mortem analysis methods, the
results are given in this section.
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Figure 50: Deposition pattern of 13C measured by nuclear reaction analysis and sec-
ondary ion mass spectrometry. TL was hit by stochastic finger.

Two main observations are obtained by comparing the experimental deposition pattern
of the stochastic finger to the unperturbed plasma. First, the local deposition efficiency
was even higher with 18 ±2% (14 ±2% in the no RMP case at this position). Second,
and even more important, is the fact that the deposition pattern shows a much less re-
direction in the Er×B-drift direction than the light emission. In fig. 50 the local 13C
deposition pattern measured with NRA and SIMS is shown. The pattern from the no
RMP case in this limiter lock is sketched with a blue dashed line for the same contour as
the outermost in the stochastic finger. The main deposition for the RMP case is located
in the near vicinity of the injection aperture. The local deposition pattern is in toroidal
direction even more localised than in the no RMP case (compare to fig. 44). A small
elongation in the poloidal direction can be observed.
The higher deposition efficiency can be explained by the higher radial electric field. Er

is found to be higher during the application of RMPs [Xu 07] [Coenen 11]. In chapter 5
strong indications are described that also this field was higher during the applied RMP
in the experiments at hand. The ions can not leave the near vicinity of the test limiter
as efficiently as with a lower electric field in the no RMP case. Hence, they have a higher
probability to come back to the surface which leads to a higher local deposition efficiency.
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Figure 51: Contours of the deposition pattern (13C) for the TL exposed in the stochastic
finger (red) and modeled for the stochastic finger with the ERO-code (black).

The strong modification of the ion transport due to enhanced Er×B-drift suggests that
also the deposition of material can be located at a different place when RMP fields are
applied compared to the noRMP case. However, this is not seen in the experiment. The
deposition is very similar between the no RMP and RMP case (here stochastic finger)
and only a small re-direction is visible. To understand this difference between the ion
transport and the deposition location, the ERO code was applied.
The no RMP data are modelled as a reference to the stochastic finger and the 3D SOL flux
tube. The RMP cases are simulated using the plasma parameters and model parameters
as given in chapter 5 in tables 5 and 6.

The deposition patterns for the unperturbed plasma as well as the RMP cases and
the corresponding modelling results are in good agreement. The deposition efficiency is
computed to be 15% for the no RMP case in LL1 and 22% for the stochastic finger in LL1.
A representation of the good consistency can be seen in fig. 51, where the contours of the
deposition patterns for the stochastic finger are depicted. The experimentally measured
contours are given in red, the modeled in black. In both, a small angular deviation to
the magnetic field can be observed. However, this angular deviation is less significant
compared to the 90◦ re-direction of the light emission. The reason for this is analysed
further with the ERO code, the results are described as follows.

The material erosion and migration is investigated with the ERO code regarding three
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parameters until a particle hits the surface. These parameters are the charge state of the
particle, the molecular state and the location where it impinges the test limiter surface.
From the charge state one can obtain in how far the particles are affected by the Er×B-
drift. The molecular state affects the distance to the injection aperture at which the
particle hits the surface. The more hydrogen is connected to the carbon, the heavier the
molecule, hence it has a high probability to impinge the surface in the direct vicinity of
the injection aperture.
The pattern which is analysed in the third step for different species is directly dependent
on the charge and molecular state of the impinging particle.

The charge state of the particles which come back to the surface is studied (see fig.
52(a)). The calculation is done for one time step without reflection so that all particles
which come back to the surface are counted regardless of the mechanisms (deposition,
reflection, sputtering, chemical erosion) which follow afterwards. Fig. 52(a) gives the
amount of the impinging particles up to 3 times ionised state in percent of the injected
particles. For the no RMP case (blue) and the stochastic finger (red), more than 80%
of the injected methane returns to the TL surface singly ionised. About 5% returns as
neutrals and a very small fraction in higher ionisation states. The amount of particles
which are not locally deposited is lower than 5% in both cases.
In a second step, the impinging particles which come back singly ionised are analysed
regarding their molecular state. The higher charge states are negligible for their small
fraction as well as the neutrals for their lack of being influenced by the Er×B-drift. In fig.
52(b) the results of this evaluation is given. The composition of the radicals and ions did
not change from the RMP case to the stochastic finger. More than 30% of the injected
particles come back to the TL as singly ionized methane (13CH4

+). Only 5% are carbon
ions. The values for the other radicals lie in between those, the more hydrogen atoms,
the higher the percentage of particles hitting the TL surface.
In the third step, the location of these singly ionised particles is investigated, the mod-
elling result can be seen in fig. 52(c). Here, the main deposition is given by the 13CH4

+

very close to the injection hole (x=-15, y=0). The contours of the deposition pattern from
the experiment are overlain, depicted in pink. 13CHx which stick to the surface in the
experiment outside the outer contour are not observed as the area density there is below
the NRA detection limit. Also in the modelling, only a minor fraction (mainly 13CH2

+

and 13CH+) come back outside of this contour.

From these results the smaller impact of the Er×B-drift on the deposition pattern
compared to the light emission can be explained. The light emission corresponds to the
re-direction of the ions C+ (less pronounced) and C2+. According to the ERO modelling,
both of these ions play only a minor role for the formation of the deposition pattern.
Therefore, an extended and to 90◦ re-directed light emission flag as seen especially for the
C2+ did not lead to a similar deposition pattern as this is dominantly formed by CH+

4 .
Furthermore, the shape of the TL influenced the shape of the deposition pattern. The
curvature of the sphere lead to a slightly larger amount of deposited particles close to
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110 6 Deposition of trace impurities in the 3D SOL

the top of the limiter. This behaviour can be observed within the outer contour line
in fig.52(c). However, for the 13CH4

+ which is very localised at the injection hole, the
curvature effect is of less importance. This leads in the model to a locally more pronounced
tilt of CH+

4 towards the Er×B-drift direction as can be seen in fig. 52(c). The same
behaviour of a very localised 90◦ re-direction in the experimental deposition pattern can
be seen in fig. 50. The white and yellow contours have clearly shifted towards the Er×B-
drift direction, while the overall pattern seems less influenced.

Figure 52: Results of ERO modelling regarding the 13C deposition:

(a) Ionisation state of injected particles. No RMP case blue (LL1), stochastic

finger red (LL1).

(b) Species of singly ionised particles. Ions are depicted in dark blue,

CH+ light blue, CH2
+ green, CH3

+ orange, and CH4
+ red.

(c) Impact location for the singly ionised particles. Color code as in 52(b).

In pink contours of the experimental deposition pattern are overlaid.
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6.2.2 Deposition in the 3D SOL flux tube domain under enhanced Er×B-drift
conditions

Plasma parameters and field line tracing indicate a 3D SOL flux tube at the test limiter
(TL) exposed in LL3 (at the top of the vessel) during the static resonant magnetic pertur-
bation (RMP) case. The local deposition pattern formed during the exposure of the TL
to the 3D SOL flux tube has to be compared to the no RMP case in the same limiter lock
as there were significant differences between both TL positions during the unperturbed
case. This was discussed previously in this chapter and can be seen in fig. 44.
In fig. 53 the local deposition pattern on the TL exposed to a 3D SOL flux tube is
shown. Nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) reveals no significant differences between the
unperturbed plasma to the RMP case as can be seen from the dashed blue contour which
corresponds to the no RMP case for 3·1016 atoms/mm2. The local deposition efficiency
of 0.8± 0.2% is similar to the no RMP case with 0.7±0.2%.

A re-direction of the deposition pattern can not be seen although the C2+ light emission
was clearly re-directed during the 3D SOL flux tube (see fig. 29).
The absence of a re-direction in deposition pattern on the TL in LL3 during the applied
RMP can have two reasons: On the one hand, the local plasma parameters in LL3 were
possibly not beneficial for a strong enough effect on the deposition. This seems likely as
even in the stochastic finger with the higher particle flux to the TL and higher ne and
Te values, only a small and localised re-direction is found. Within this consideration,
the method of NRA was probably not sufficient to dissolve the changes very close to the
injection hole at the TL in LL3. A measurement with a smaller beam [Pelicon 11] could
reveal potential differences but was not performed in the frame of this thesis.

On the other hand, both the absence of a re-direction and the stronger localisation
compared to the stochastic finger can be caused by the 3D SOL flux tube itself.
For a better understanding of the deposition mechanisms the ERO code was used to
model the experiment in LL3 for the no RMP case as well as for the 3D SOL flux tube
at the TL position. In table 7 the parameters for the no RMP case in LL3 are given,
table 8 shows the parameters for the 3D SOL flux tube at LL3. The radial electric field
which is calculated from the input parameters is higher by a factor of 3 compared to the
unperturbed plasma boundary, which was found an optimal χ2 fit to the re-direction in
the ion transport (chapter 5).

Table 7: a ERO cvs version Dec. 9th 2012, including tracing of injected hydrogen

[van Hoey 13].
b Experimental uncertainties in ne ∼ 10%, Te ∼ 30% [Schmitz 07],

Ti = 1.4 Te [Huber 00].
c Tsurf did not influence model as fixed chemical erosion yields were used.
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Figure 53: Deposition pattern on TL exposed in the 3D SOL flux tube in limiter lock
three (LL3) measured with nuclear reaction analysis. Blue contour indicates
the outline of the deposition pattern at LL3 without RMPs.

Parameters used in ERO model for the no RMP case in LL3

Parameter Experiment EROa

ne [1018 m−3] 5.3b (46 cm) 5.5
Te [eV] 70b (46 cm) 70
λn [mm] 18 16
λT [mm] 50 40
max. Tsurf [K] 900 ± 10% c

injection rate [s−1] 1019 1019

Er [kV/m] (TL position) ∼3-4 factor 3
TL radial position 0.46 m 0.46 m

(not LCFS) (0.5 cm no RMP)
reflection coefficient CH+

x 0.1
reflection coefficient CHx 1
enhanced phys. erosion factor 27
ch. erosion yield [%] 2
enhanced ch. erosion factor 27
background impurity carbon[%] 2 at 46 cm
flux cut off angle 85◦

Table 7
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Figure 54: Comparison of normalised radial profiles of light emission from ERO (black)
with experimental data (grey). CH emission is drawn as solid lines, C+ in
dashed lines.
a) unperturbed plasma, b) 3D SOL flux tube during static RMP case.

The application of the ERO code to the experimental data in LL3 was performed in the
same way as described for the unperturbed case and the stochastic finger in LL1. The pro-
files of the radial light emission from CH and C+ are an indication of the good agreement
of the modelled and experimental plasma parameters (see fig. 54). The normalised radial
profiles from the unperturbed plasma are depicted in fig. 54 (a), the ones for the 3D SOL
flux tube in (b). The modelled light emission is in good agreement for the CH light emis-
sion (solid lines) and in fair agreement for C+ (dashed lines) for both plasma scenarios,
using the parameters given in tables 5 chapter 5 and tables 7 and 8 of the current chapter.

The local deposition efficiencies modelled are 3% for the unperturbed (no RMP) case
and the 3D SOL flux tube, both. These values are in good agreement with the experi-
mentally derived efficiencies of 0.7% for the no RMP case and 0.8% for the 3D SOL flux
tube. Both modelled deposition patterns are strongly localised at the injection hole, with
a localisation for the 3D SOL flux tube stronger than for the unperturbed case as can be
seen in fig. 55. Here, the outer contours of the modelled deposition patterns are depicted
for the no RMP case in grey and the 3D SOL flux tube in black. The contour given for
the no RMP deposition resembles the detection limit given by the NRA. For the 3D SOL
flux tube, only 2 cells (cell size 3×3 mm) have a net deposition above this detection limit.
Therefore the contour is given for the deposition in those 2 cells. A direct comparison
to fig. 50 shows a good agreement of the experimental deposition and the modelled results.

Table 8:a ERO cvs version Dec. 9th 2012, including tracing of injected hydrogen
[van Hoey 13].
b Experimental uncertainties in ne ∼ 10%, Te ∼ 30% [Schmitz 07],
Ti = 1.4 Te [Huber 00].
c Tsurf did not influence model as fixed chemical erosion yields were used.
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Parameters used in ERO for the 3D SOL flux tube in LL3

Parameter Experiment EROa at intersection from
3D SOL flux tube to stochastic region

ne [1018 m−3] 4.5b (46 cm) 5.5
Te [eV] 51b (46 cm) 70
λn [mm] 40 16
λT [mm] 73 40
max. Tsurf [K] 760 ± 10% c

injection rate [s−1] 1019 1019

Er [kV/m] (TL position) ∼3-4 factor 3
TL radial position 0.46 m 0.46 m

(not LCFS) (2 cm in 3D SOL flux tube)
reflection coefficient CH+

x 0.1
reflection coefficient CHx 1
enhanced phys. erosion factor 40
ch. erosion yield [%] 2
enhanced ch. erosion factor 40
background impurity carbon[%] 2
flux cut off angle 85◦

Table 8
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Figure 55: Modelled deposition pattern for the unperturbed case (grey) and the 3D SOL
flux tube (black). The outer contours are drawn.
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As in the case of the the stochastic finger, the ERO code was used to analyse the locally
deposited material in the 3D SOL flux tube in more detail. One can see that 90% of the
injected particles comes back to the surface in the unperturbed case and 70% during the
3D SOL flux tube.
The mayor part of the particles are singly ionised when hitting the surface with >80% in
the no RMP case and ∼ 60% in the 3D SOL flux tube. Both effects, the smaller number
of impinging particles on the TL and the lower amount of singly ionised particles are
caused by the deeper positioning in the SOL with lower plasma parameters (0.5 cm away
from the LCFS in the unperturbed case and 2 cm during the 3D SOL flux tube). When
the neutrals are ionised they are farther away from the TL and have a smaller probability
to be deposited locally.
Ions which are in a higher charge state impinge the TL with less than 5% compared to
the overall particles hitting the surface.

In the ERO calculation the neutral hydrocarbons CHx are reflected at the surface and
do not contribute to the deposition pattern in their neutral state. As the majority of the
charged CHy+

x are singly ionised and have a probability of 90% to stick to the surface
(the sticking probability for carbon atoms and ions is calculated by TRIM). These singly
ionised particles are studied in more detail in fig. 56(b). Here, the species are shown
which contribute to the deposition in percentage of the injected methane. The colour
code shows the carbon ions in dark blue, CH+ in light blue, CH+

2 in green, CH+
3 in orange

and the singly ionised methane in red. In both plasma scenarios most of the impinging
particles are singly ionised methane and CH+

3 . Only ∼ 5% are carbon ions, the other
radicals add to ∼ 20% of the overall injected methane. This behaviour is similar to the
findings in the LL1 for the stochastic finger (see fig. 52(b)).
In fig. 56(c) the position of the deposited singly ionised particles are depicted. The colour
code is the same as in fig. 56(b). The main deposition can be seen around the injection
aperture (x=-15, y=0). The green contour shows the experimental profile for the outer
deposition pattern measured by NRA at the TL exposed to the 3D SOL flux tube. Fur-
ther outside the contour the signal of 13C was too small to be further evaluated. This
figure shows that there is no significant re-direction of the deposition pattern in the 3D
SOL flux tube.
Furthermore, as already discussed for the stochastic region, there is no contradiction
between a re-direction in the Er×B-field direction of the light emission in both the experi-
ment and the modelling of the 3D SOL flux tube and a unchanged predominant direction
along the magnetic field in the deposition. The ions which were observed during the
experiments represent only a small fraction of the particles hitting the test limiter, the
formation of the deposition pattern is predominately caused by CH+

4 .
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Figure 56: Results of ERO modelling regarding the 13C deposition:
(a) Ionisation state of injected particles. No RMP case blue (LL1), stochastic
finger red (LL1).
(b) Species of singly ionised particles. Ions are depicted in dark blue, CH+

light blue, CH2
+ green, CH3

+ orange, and CH4
+ red.

(c) Impact location for the singly ionised particles. Color code as in 56(b).
In green contours of the experimental deposition pattern are overlaid.

6.2.3 Local deposition as a function of the 3D SOL position

One question is whether the position of the test limiter in the 3D SOL influences the
deposition efficiency or if the deviation in the deposition efficiency of the 3D SOL flux
tube to the stochastic finger results from the plasma conditions near these limiter locks
(LL1 lower port, LL3 upper port). To investigate this issue, the 2D plasma background
from ERO code was used in the following way.

The plasma parameters from LL1 were the input parameters for the modelling, although
no deposition pattern of a 3D SOL flux tube at LL1 was determined in the experiments.
However, during the RMP sweep a 3D SOL flux tube surrounded the test limiter in LL1.
The corresponding parameters measured during this period of the sweep were then used
in the modelling. The connection length was adapted to the 3D SOL flux tube domain,
equivalent with the modelling of this domain in LL3. For a better comparison of the 3D
SOL flux tube in experiment and modelling the main differences between LL1 and LL3
are given in table 9.

The surface temperature Tsurf was found previously to be a dominant factor for the
deposition efficiency. Therefore, the deviations in Tsurf from the 3D SOL flux tube in
LL1 and LL3 were analysed. In LL1, Tsurf was 60% higher in the 3D SOL flux tube
compared to LL3. This higher surface temperature (∼ 2300 ◦C) was most likely an effect
of the sweep itself and induced due to the higher heat loads during the stochastic finger.
Therefore, the surface temperatures in LL1 can not directly be compared to the lower
value of Tsurf (∼ 900 ◦C) during the static 3D SOL flux tube in LL3.

Besides the deposition efficiency the surface temperature influences the chemical ero-
sion yields, as explained in chapter 3.1.
The presence or chemical erosion can be seen in the experiment from the light emission
in CD. This emission is radiated from chemically eroded hydrocarbon layers which are
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LL1 LL3
Experiment
position lower port upper port
RMP case sweep static
Tsurf 2000 K < 800 K
CH light emission
besides injection none visible
ERO

static static
ne [1018 m−3] 6 5.5
Te [eV] 70 70
chemical erosion yield none 2%
factor chem none 40
factor phys 20 40
distance to stochastic region 1 cm 2 cm
deposition efficiency 25 % 3%

Table 9: Parameters of 3D SOL flux tubes

formed at the edges of the test limiter from deuterium co-deposition.
The chemical erosion for the TL in LL1 is negligible for the high Tsurf as can be seen from
fig. 57. No CD light emission was observed during the experiment which means a lack of
chemical erosion. In the ERO modelling these difference was taken into account via the
adaption of the chemical erosion yields (see table 9).

The plasma parameters and their decay lengths define the flux to the limiter as well
as the physical sputtering yields in the ERO modelling. For LL1, these parameters were
experimentally derived from a comparison of the local heat flux pattern at the test limiter
surface (downstream) and the He beam data measured at the upstream position. For
LL3, no infrared camera was applied so that a heat flux pattern could not be computed.
From pyrometer measurements the absolute values of the electron temperature and den-
sity were used in combination with the decay lengths adopted from those measured at
LL1. Therefore, the main difference in the modelled parameters at the TL positions com-
pared here comes from the distance to the stochastic region. This distance was derived
from the comparison of the modelled and measured radial light emission profiles.
An other parameter which is important for the value of the deposition efficiency is the
enhancement factor for the erosion of neutral and ionised radicals. This enhancement
factor was found to be reduced from 35 to 20 in the case of the hot test limiter surface.
For the modelled 3D SOL flux tube at the LL1 TL position an enhancement factor of 20
was used as Tsurf were similarly high.

Resulting from this parameter adaption of the ERO code a deposition efficiency of 25%
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is found. Besides the large deposition efficiency, the deposition pattern found in the mod-
elling of the 3D SOL flux tube in LL1 was as localised as the deposition pattern measured
and modelled for the TL exposed in LL3 as can be seen from fig. 60.
The strong localisation for the very different deposition efficiencies and applied enhanced
erosion factors might be a characteristic feature of the 3D SOL flux tube.
However, as experimental data are not available these values have to be seen as an edu-
cated guess or preliminary result.

From a scan of the enhancement factors in LL3 no spatial enlargement of the pattern is
found. During the scan only the enhancement factor for the erosion of neutral and ionised
radicals was changed from 25 to 40. The result is presented in fig. 58.
This trend is robust within the experimental data base available with 3D fields at TEX-
TOR. However, as this were first of its kind measurements, further analysis and studies
on dependency of this trend on the RMP amplitude for instance are important.
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Figure 57: Observation of the test limiter during gas injection in λ=430 nm (CH, CD
light emission). The dashed curve indicates the test limiter surface.
(a) Limiter Lock 3 with test limiter surface temperature < 900 ◦C. CH light
from dissociated CH4 visible at the injection hole as well as CD light from
chemically eroded surface layers.
(b) Limiter Lock 1 with hot test limiter surface (up to 3000 ◦C). CH light
from dissociated CH4 visible at the injection hole, no CD light visible.
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Figure 58: Contour at 2·1017 atoms/mm2 of modelled deposition pattern during 3D SOL
flux tube in LL3 with varied enhancement factors.

6.2.4 Deposition during the sweep of the 3D structures

The local deposition efficiency at the test limiters (TL) exposed to the sweep of the 3D
structures was investigated in the same way as described for the no RMP and static RMP
cases, using the method of nuclear reaction analysis. As the deposited carbon 13C layer
was thin on both limiters exposed in LL1 and LL3, secondary ion mass spectroscopy was
not performed. Fig. 59(a) shows the local 13C deposition pattern from the test limiter
exposed in LL3, fig. 59(b) shows the pattern formed at the test limiter in LL1. The colour
code axis are similar to the unperturbed and steady state RMP at the corresponding po-
sitions of the TLs.
There are no changes in the contours of the deposition patterns visible compared to the
no RMP cases (see fig. 44). The deposition efficiency is reduced in both limiter locks
compared to the no RMP and static RMP cases with ∼0.6±0.2% in LL3 and 6±1.5% in
LL1. In table 10 the measured deposition efficiencies are composed for all test limiters
and the corresponding plasma scenarios.
For ITER, the possibility to induce a sweep of the lobes is considered. The reduced
deposition efficiency in the RMP sweep case of this study underlines the utility of such
a sweeping procedure as no net re-deposition is found and the deposition efficiency de-
creased.
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Figure 59: 13C deposition patterns of test limiters exposed to sweep of 3D structures
(a) in limiter lock 3, top of the TEXTOR vessel, (b) in limiter lock 1, bottom
of the TEXTOR vessel.
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Figure 60: Modelled deposition pattern for a static 3D SOL flux tube at the LL1 po-
sition. Color code gives the atoms per mm2. Similar to the pattern in LL3
(magenta contour) all material is deposited in 2 computational cells.

RMP cases LL1 LL3
no RMP 14±2% 0.7±0.2%

static RMP 18±2% 0.8±0.2%
sweep RMP 6 ±1.5% 0.6±0.2%

Table 10: Deposition efficiencies for the 3 plasma scenarios

Summary of the results concerning impurity deposition with ap-
plied RMPs

The experimentally observed re-direction of the deposition patterns formed by the in-
jected particles is less pronounced compared to the observed light emission which was
discussed in chapter 5. From ERO modelling it has been found that this results from
the different species observed during the light emission, namely low ionised carbon ions,
and the particles forming the deposition patterns. The ERO code shows that the pat-
tern is formed predominantly from singly ionised methane and the radical CH+

3 which are
strongly localised at the injection hole.
In the stochastic finger a re-direction close to the hole is found in the experiment as well
as in the model. For the case of a 3D SOL flux tube the deposition pattern in the exper-
iment is very localised at the injection hole. The post mortem analysis methods revealed
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no re-directions in this case. This localisation effect of the deposition pattern is repro-
duced by the ERO code and might indicate a characteristic aspect of the 3D SOL flux tube.

Additionally, a strong indication is found that a higher surface temperature leads to a
higher local deposition efficiency. In the ERO code a smaller factor for the enhanced ero-
sion is necessary to achieve this deposition efficiency the higher the surface temperature
in the experiment was. A potential explanation for this effect would be an easier chemical
binding of the injected particles to the bulk material due to the high temperature.
Nevertheless, dedicated experiments and modelling are necessary to understand the en-
hanced erosion with the underlying chemical and physical mechanisms.
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7 Formation of hydrogen containing carbon layers in the
3D scrape-off layer

One important issue in fusion devices using tritium (T) as fuel is the retention of this hy-
drogen isotope. On the one hand, tritium is radio active and as a hydrogen isotope part of
the chemical binding processes of the hydrogen chain. Hence, it undergoes a strict safety
limit in large scale arrangements like fusion experiments. Only a very limited amount is
permitted within the containment.
On the other hand, T is a beta emitter with a relatively low decay time of 12.3 years.
Therefore, it is not available from abundant source in nature. The concept so far in fusion
is to bread it from special blankets which contain Lithium 6. When bombarded with a
neutron, Li 6 decays into a helium and a T atom.
In the tritium fuel cycle only one T atom is produced per neutron and hence a very good
recovery rate is necessary to gain self-sufficient T supply in a future fusion device. If a
lot of the T in the device is retained in for instance hydrocarbon layers on the walls, the
fusion process can not be maintained with a positive energy balance.
For these two reasons, i.e. safety aspects as well as self suppliance with T, the formation
of hydrogen containing layers and the connected implementation of T is a high priority
issue in fusion physics.
Especially with carbon plasma facing wall components the deposition, implanting and
co-deposition of hydrogen in all its isotopes is found to be high. Co-deposition is the
mechanism by which hydrogen is deposited at the first wall along with carbon, forming
amorphous hydrogenated carbon (a-C:H) layers. Deuterium and tritium as hydrogen iso-
topes can be co-deposited likewise in a-C:D and a-C:T layers respectively.

One way to reduce T retention is the usage of other wall materials such as tungsten.
ITER was originally planned with a carbon divertor during the non-tritium phases. For
the tritium campaign a tungsten divertor was intended to replaced the carbon divertor.
The hydrogen retention of tungsten is less dominated by co-deposition but by implanta-
tion into the bulk material [Causey 02]. A carbon free environment was not expected in
this case, carbon deposited in remote areas of the vessel could still form a-C:D or a-C:T
layers and lead therefore mixed tritium layers and co-deposition.

The influence of resonant magnetic perturbations (RMP) on the co-deposition mecha-
nisms was not investigated so far. The analysis of the behaviour of hydrocarbon formation
and hence the T retention with applied RMPs is of relevance as it can be compared to
a broad data base of studies related to the a-C:H/ a-C:D layer formation without a 3D
boundary.
The 3D structures, the stochastic fingers and the 3D SOL flux tubes arising in the plasma
boundary can potentially change the deposition behaviour, not only locally at injection
location which is addressed in chapter 6. Effects of the RMP regarding the deposition
deeper in the scrape off layer (SOL) are possible, as well. With a heat flux decay length
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126 7 Formation of hydrogen containing carbon layers in the 3D scrape-off layer

λq in the SOL

λq =

(
1

λne
+

1

λTe

)−1

≈
(

1

18mm
+

1

50mm

)−1

= 12.5mm (32)

[Stangeby 00] areas 2 times λq(∼ 2-3 cm) behind the last closed flux surface (LCFS) are
in the following called ”far SOL”. As can be seen from fig. 61(a) and (b) this is roughly
the region of the net-deposition indicated by the colored patterns.

During the experiments considered, the plasma was fuelled with deuterium. In this
chapter the experimental findings regarding the deuterium which is co-deposited with the
plasma background carbon (12C) are given in contrast to the previous chapters, where the
deposition of injected 13C was analysed. The spherical carbon test limiters (TLs) exposed
to the unperturbed plasma are compared to those exposed to a stationary magnetically
perturbed boundary and a sweep of the 3D structures.
In fig. 61(a) and 61(b) photographs of the limiters after the experiments are shown. In the
upper part the test limiters exposed in the limiter lock 1 (LL1) at Φ=270◦ and Θ = 135◦

(bottom of the vessel) are depicted. The lower pictures show TLs exposed in limiter lock
3 (LL3) at Φ=90◦ and Θ = 22.5◦ (top of the vessel) (coordinates as given in chapter 4.1).
The limiters positioned in the unperturbed plasma are shown on the left side, the TLs
exposed to during static RMPs in the middle and during the sweep of the 3D structure
on the right.
The analysis given in chapter 5 provides substential evidence of a stochastic finger hitting
the TL in LL1 during RMP, while the limiter in LL3 was situated in a 3D SOL flux tube,
simultaneously. During the RMP sweep the 3D SOL flux tube and the stochastic finger
were moved over the limiter surface in both limiter locks.
They show diverse coloured patterns at the edges. The colour arises from the formation
of thin and transparent a-C:D layers with different thicknesses as described in chapter
4.2. As a reminder to chapter 5.3.1, all TLs were exposed to 11 discharges.
In this chapter a detailed description of the colourimetric fringe analysis [Wienhold 94]
will be given. In the second half of this chapter, NRA results will be discussed.

Figure 61: Test limiters after the exposures to the plasma in
(a) LL1 during the unperturbed magnetic boundary (left), the stochastic
finger (middle) and the sweep of the 3D structures (right).
(b) LL3 during the unperturbed magnetic boundary (left) and the 3D SOL
flux tube (middle) and the sweep of the 3D structures (right).
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128 7 Formation of hydrogen containing carbon layers in the 3D scrape-off layer

7.1 Colourimetric fringe analysis of the deposited hydrogen
containing carbon 12C layers

In fig. 62(a) and (b) drawings of the coloured fringes are shown. These drawings were
made from the examination of the test limiters as shown in fig. 61(a) and (b) to simplify
the analysis of the thickness of these layers as the angle of observation influences the
colour impression.
The acronyms B, Y, P and G represent the colours blue, yellow, purple and green. The
numbers indicate the order of the destructive interference. From both, the colour and the
number the thickness of the layer can be derived (see chapter 4.2).

Near the injection aperture fringes are not definitely identified. From the analysis in
the previous chapter this is most likely caused by a layer thickness which is too high to
allow for visible interferences.
The coloured patterns which were clearly identified were positioned at the right side of
the limiter as depicted in fig. 62(a) and (b). Therefore, the following analysis is limited
to this area.

The limiter exposed to the stochastic finger is an exception as it shows fringes on both
sides. The patterns are irregular in poloidal and toroidal direction. The usual colour trend
as seen from the tip to one end toroidally goes from thin layers to thicker and again thin
films. Poloidally small changes occur as can be seen from the other drawings. However,
at the test limiter exposed to the stochastic finger the patterns from one colour are not
connected to each other. This can be seen best for green areas labeled with G2.
One reason for this irregularity can be the substructure within the stochastic finger which
can be seen from numerical field line tracing and was found in the substructure of the
maxima in the integrated C2+ light emission.

Figure 62: Drawings of unfolded test limiter surfaces with coloured layers.
One square of the paper represents 1 cm2.
(a) Fringes after the exposure in the lower port, limiter lock 1 for the
unperturbed boundary (left), the stochastic finger (middle) and the sweep
the 3D structures (right).
(b) Fringes after the exposure in the upper port, limiter lock 3 for the
unperturbed boundary (left), the 3D SOL flux tube (middle) and the sweep
the 3D structures (right).
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130 7 Formation of hydrogen containing carbon layers in the 3D scrape-off layer

72.7 mm

Figure 63: Sketch of the surface coordinate used for the colorimetric fringe analysis.

For the colourimetric fringe analysis, and later the nuclear reaction analysis, the surface
coordinate s is introduced. Because of the curvature of the test limiter (TL) s goes from
-72.7 mm to +72.7 mm while the dimension of it in toroidal direction is 120 mm (see fig.
61(a) and 61(b)). Fig. 63 shows s sketched on top of one TL. The colourimetric fringe
analysis was performed for all TL exposed. In fig. 64(a) and 64(b) the results for the
equatorial line are given along the positive s coordinate.

In both figures the thickness derived from the TL exposed to the unperturbed plasma
are drawn in blue. The thickness from the TL in LL1, which was hit by a stochastic finger
during applied RMP, is given in red. The thickness corresponding to the TL exposed to
the 3D SOL flux tube is given in green. In all cases, the minimal layer thickness is drawn
in a dotted line, the maximal in a dashed line.
One can see that during the applied RMP the net deposition areas increase: On the TL
exposed in LL1 the first visible deposition is located s≈50 mm away from the limiter tip
during the no RMP case and starting already at s≈30 mm when the limiter was hit by
a stochastic finger. The deposition area is therefore 20 mm nearer to the tip of the TL.
The expansion of the deposition zone found at the TL exposed in LL3 is 10 mm, from
s≈35 mm in the unperturbed plasma to s≈25 mm in the 3D SOL flux tube.
While the depth of the deposited a-C:D layer (max. 300 nm) and the deposition area
did not change significantly in the LL3 from no RMP to the 3D SOL flux tube, the TLs
exposed in LL1 show huge deviations. The maximal thickness on the TL exposed in LL1
during the no RMP case is ∼ 150 nm comparing to ∼ 370 nm in the stochastic finger.
The sweeping of the 3D structures seems to lead to medium thickness and broadening of
the deposited a:C-D layer.
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7.1 Colourimetric fringe analysis of the deposited hydrogen containing carbon 12C layers131
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Figure 64: Thickness of the amorphous hydrogen containing carbon layers with n=1.6
along s (see fig. 63) for
(a) the test limiters exposed in limiter lock one for the unperturbed edge
(blue), the stochastic finger (red) and the sweep of the 3D structures (ma-
genta).
(b) the test limiters exposed in limiter lock three for the unperturbed bound-
ary, the 3D SOL flux tube (green) and the sweep of the 3D structures (ma-
genta).
Dotted lines give the minimal and dashed lines the maximal thickness of the
layers according to the thickness range of the colour fringes.

The reason for the thin film and the small deposition zone in the no RMP case in LL1
seems to lie in the high surface temperature Tsurf during the discharges [Laengner 13].
Even though the particle flux to the surface was higher in the unperturbed case (see fig. 25
(d)) the erosion rate for the a-C:D layer at temperatures above ∼ 250◦C is larger than the
deposition rate. The net-deposition is given from the difference of a temperature indepen-
dent deposition process and a temperature dependent etching process. With increasing
surface temperature and constant particle fluxes the erosion efficiency is enhanced, hence
the net deposition decreases. [von Keudell 96, Jacob 05].
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132 7 Formation of hydrogen containing carbon layers in the 3D scrape-off layer
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Figure 65: Surface temperature in ◦C on the equatorial line against time for the test
limiters in limiter lock 1, monitored via the infra red camera. Left: during
the unperturbed plasma boundary. Right: during the stochastic finger.

This surface temperature dependency of the a-C:D layers is in contrast to the deposition
efficiency of the injected 13C, where a higher Tsurf (>900 ◦C) leads to a higher deposition
efficiency, as described in the previous chapter. This is not necessarily a contradiction
as the formation and deposition of amorphous hydrogen containing carbon layers with
carbon from the plasma background in the far SOL and the deposition of injected 13C are
not equal effects.

In fig. 65 the surface temperatures of the TL in LL1 for the no RMP case (left) and
the stochastic finger (right) are shown for the equatorial line. On either side of the limiter
surface temperatures are reduced in the far SOL. The white areas are below the detection
limit of the infra red (IR) camera (∼ 300◦C).
The time line starts at the beginning of the discharge at t=0 s and ends at 8 s, approx.
2 s after the end of the discharge. The tip of the TL is at x=0 mm, the far SOL begins
approximately at x=±35 mm. During the no RMP case the far SOL was heated to
temperatures up to 1300◦C.
The TL was colder and from x=±40 mm even below the detection limit of the IR camera
in the far SOL area during the exposure with the stochastic finger. Here, a-C:D layers
can form more efficiently and the erosion rate is smaller compared to the no RMP case.

The TL exposed in LL3 were not monitored by an IR camera so 2D data are not avail-
able. Instead, pyrometers were used to observe the surface temperature, integrated over
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7.2 Deuterium retention analysed by nuclear reaction analysis 133

several mm2. The observed area was near the limiter tip. During the no RMP case the
temperature stayed below 1000◦C. With applied RMPs Tsurf reached ∼ 500◦C. The far
SOL areas of the TLs were most likely less hot. This can explain the similarities in the
deposited a-C:D layers from the unperturbed case to the 3D SOL flux tube in LL3.

One expects a higher amount of co-deposited deuterium with increasing layer thick-
ness. Therefore, the deuterium content should be approximately twice as high for the
TL exposed in the stochastic finger than in the no RMP case in LL1. The amount of
deuterium for the TLs situated in LL3 are assumed to be similar to each other based on
the colourimetry results.
To further quantify this assumptions, nuclear reaction analysis was performed to these
areas of the TL.

7.2 Deuterium retention analysed by nuclear reaction analysis

In this section the results of the investigation regarding the deuterium (D) content of the
layers formed on the test limiters (TLs) are presented to quantify the findings from the
colourimetric fringe analysis discussed in 7.1.
Fig. 66(a) shows the deuterium content in counts for the TL exposed during the no RMP
case in blue and the static RMP case where a stochastic finger hit the TL in red. The pink
data corresponds to the sweep of the 3D structures. The error bars give the experimental
uncertainties from the statistics. The systematic uncertainty for the NRA lies in the range
of 15-20% of the measured value. This contains uncertainties in the cross section (3He
with D, ∼ 5%) and the measurement of the reaction product current (Ω· D/e, ∼ 5− 10%
) [Möller 10]. The deuterium content of the analysis point can be assumed to be linear
to the counts.
It can be seen that there is two times more D deposited during the stochastic finger
compared to the limiter exposed in the same limiter lock during the unperturbed case,
supporting the findings from colourimetry. For the sweep case, the overall deuterium con-
tent was equal to the unperturbed case. From colourimetry, the thickness for the a-C:D
layers on the TL in LL3 was determined to be similar to each other (no RMP to 3D SOL
flux tube). However, NRA shows that 2.4 times more D is deposited on the TL during
the 3D SOL flux tube compared to the no RMP case. The overall D deposition during
the sweep is similar to the 3D SOL flux tube.
The reason for the discrepancy between the results from the colourimetric fringe analysis
and NRA can potentially result from the following effect when colourimetric fringe anal-
ysis is applied. If the a-C:D layer visible on the TL does not correspond to the first order
of the coloured fringes but the second, the thickness is underestimated by a factor of two.
Another reason for the discrepancy could be a deviation in the deuterium to carbon ratio
in the background plasma which leads to varying growth yields for a-C:D layers. In the
no RMP case a higher surface temperature leads to a lower D/C ratio in the deposited
layer [Federici 93].
A thicker layer in the 3D SOL flux tube as revealed by NRA is well in line with the deposi-
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134 7 Formation of hydrogen containing carbon layers in the 3D scrape-off layer

tion growth rate for the lower surface temperature during these TL exposures [Jacob 05],
assuming constant D/C ratio and layer mass density.

There is two times more D retained at the TL during the static RMP cases than during
the unperturbed plasma. There is a strong indication that the reason for this lies in the
lower surface temperatures which are measured during the RMP application compared to
the TL exposed in the unperturbed plasma. At surface temperatures above ∼ 250◦C the
erosion rate of the a-C:D (a-C:H) layer with equal incoming carbon flux is found to be
larger than the growth rate [Jacob 05].
For a better overview, table 11 shows the ratio of co-deposited deuterium in the far SOL
in the RMP cases compared to the unperturbed case in the same limiter lock.

RMP cases LL1 LL3
stochastic finger RMP/no RMP 2.1
3D SOL flux tube/ no RMP 2.4
sweep RMP/ no RMP 1 2.2

Table 11: Ratio co-deposition deuterium

The doubling of tritium retention during applied RMPs would require earlier wall clean-
ing to reduce T content in the vessel. RMPs could therefore have an adverse effect on the
performance of fusion devices regarding the retention.
The temperatures of the plasma facing components in the future fusion devices ITER
with 150 to 350◦C are way below those reached during the no RMP cases described here.
As elements will be actively cooled and presumably made of tungsten and beryllium, a
final conclusion of the deuterium and tritium retention during applied RMPs is difficult.
A clear evidence of a reduction of the hydrogen retention by RMP sweep was not found.
Further statistics are necessary. Dedicated experiments with lower surface temperatures
and varied limiter materials are required for a more substantial prediction.

A first estimate of the hydrogen co-deposition with applied RMPs in a divertor tokamak
can be derived from DIII-D. Methane was injected with a flow rate of 4·1017 to 7·1017

molecules per second through the porous plug injector (PPI) [McLean 09] situated at the
outer divertor target. As described in section 2.4 and visualised in fig. 6 the strike point
splits up and helical lobes are formed due to the resonant magnetic perturbation. Within
the experiment described in detail in [Schmitz 11], the lobes were swept over the PPI.
It is found that inside the lobes the chemical erosion yield decreases up to 50% while
the fraction of physical sputtering increases by 15-20%. The usual deposition pattern
which is observed in axis symmetric boundaries on the PPI cap, along the toroidal field
direction is not visible after the RMP experiment. Within this experiment, including
the sweeping of the lobes, the hydrogenic co-deposition seems to be reduced. This result
would be beneficial for future fusion devices, although one has to keep in mind that the
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7.2 Deuterium retention analysed by nuclear reaction analysis 135

reduced co-deposition is an integrated effect over the sweeps of the lobes above the PPI
cap. Further experiments and analysis regarding the net-deposition of impurities and
co-deposition of hydrogen are necessary for predictions regarding possible issues for the
ITER divertor arising from the RMP application. Besides further injection experiments
with methane, WF6 for tungsten and appropriate aluminum gas mixture as a proxy for
eroded beryllium could be injected and transport as well as deposition of these species
during RMPs should be investigated.
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Figure 66: Result of the deuterium content from the nuclear reaction analysis (D(He3,
p)He4 reaction) along the equatorial line of the test limiters (in the surface pa-
rameter s). (a) Test limiters exposed in limiter lock 1 during the unperturbed
plasma (blue), the stochastic finger (red) and the RMP sweep (magenta). (b)
Test limiters exposed in limiter lock 3 during the unperturbed plasma (blue),
the 3D SOL flux tube (green) and the RMP sweep (magenta).
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8 Summary and Outlook

Thermonuclear fusion is a potential method for base load power generation in a future
energy mix. For the control of the plasma boundary resonant magnetic perturbation
(RMP) fields are applied to the confining magnetic field.
The application of RMPs breaks up the 2D axis symmetry of the tokamak plasma and a
3D plasma boundary is formed. Two new domains occur: The 3D SOL flux tubes and a
domain with stochastic field lines. The 3D SOL flux tubes have short wall to wall field line
connection lengths. Here, transport parallel to the magnetic field lines prevails similar to
the scrape-off layer in the unperturbed plasma boundary. The stochastic field domains
have longer wall to wall connection lengths and diffusive, gradient driven radial transport.

In this thesis the material migration in the 3D boundary induced by RMPs was studied
for the first time by direct comparison of dedicated experiments with suited modelling
approaches. To understand the underlying basic mechanisms, dedicated experiments have
been performed at the medium sized tokamak TEXTOR. The Dynamic Ergodic Divertor
(DED) applied the RMP fields at the high field side of the vessel. In combination with
the two vacuum limiter lock systems (one launching test limiters at the bottom of the
vessel, the other from the top) this provides a unique test environment to analyse the
material migration processes, i.e. with spatial resolution of the 3D SOL flux tubes and
the stochastic zones.

Sets of spherical carbon test limiters were exposed simultaneously, each set to different
plasma scenarios without RMPs, with applied static perturbation fields and a sweep of
the 3D structures. To enlarge the erosion source, methane doped with 13C was injected
through the test limiters. The 13C as tracer isotope enables to distinguish injected parti-
cles from the bulk material and the plasma background carbon impurities. This was done
by post mortem surface analysis methods, namely nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) and
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS).
Colourimetry was used for qualitative analysis of the 2D distribution of deposited hy-
drocarbon layers on the test limiters. In both limiter lock systems several spectrometers
and 2D camera systems were employed for the in situ observation of the local particle
transport. Additionally, the plasma parameters were measured at the low field side with
spectroscopy at injected helium.

For quantitative interpretation of the experimental findings two numerical codes were
used. A field line tracing code was used for identification of the 3D SOL flux tubes and the
stochastic zones during RMPs. The 3D Monte Carlo code ERO was applied for modelling
of the impurity transport and the plasma wall interaction.

These studies have revealed four main mechanisms induced by the RMP field applied.
First, the ion transport, observed for low ionised carbon impurities (C+ and C2+), was re-
directed by 90◦ compared to the unperturbed plasma boundary. This re-direction was de-
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138 8 Summary and Outlook

tected in both 3D structures, the 3D SOL flux tube and the stochastic zone. An increased
radial electric field Er and hence an increased Er×B-drift was consistently demonstrated
by numerical field line tracing and the impurity transport and plasma wall interaction
code ERO as reason for the re-direction in the impurity transport. ERO modelling sup-
ports an increase of Er by a factor of 2-3 at the test limiter position, leading to a value of
Er ≈2-3 kV/m.
This increase in Er and the resulting Er×B-drift dominates the impurity transport com-
pared to other forces from a local increase of Er in stochastic regions or pressure driven
sonic flows in 3D SOL flux tubes.

The local deposition of the injected particles is less influenced by the increased Er×B-
drift. ERO modelling exhibits that the deposition of the methane injection is dominated
by CH+

x (x=3,4). These species are deposited next to the injection location and less af-
fected by the Er×B-drift due to their high mass. The low ionised carbon C+ and C2+

which were observed contribute with fewer than 5% to the formation of the deposition
pattern.
Possible changes in the deposition from the unperturbed boundary to the 3D SOL flux
tubes were not resolvable while in the stochastic finger next to the injection location a
re-direction was found.

While these changes are very small for TEXTOR they could be much higher in a di-
vertor machine. Here, the radial electric field from no RMP to applied RMPs were found
to alter from unperturbed boundary to applied RMPs up to ∆Er=60 kV/m were a large
database was used [Mordijck 13]. In [Stacey 11] two dedicated plasma discharges one with
one w/o RMPs were directly compared and a ∆Er=20 kV/m was measured. Both studies
were executed at the outer midplane of the DIII-D tokamak. Further measurements at
the divertor showed a change from 12 kV/m without RMPs to 18 kV/m with a perturbed
boundary [Watkins 09].
The level of radial electric field change inferred in these rare examples at DIII-D are com-
parable to the TEXTOR results. Hence, a qualitatively similar impact can be expected.
This is also supported by the deposition found in reversed field experiments in ASDEX-U
shown in [Aho-Mantila 12a]. Impurity deposition upstream the plasma flow direction was
found during these studies.
Furthermore, first studies at DIII-D regarding the plasma wall interaction show a local
decrease of the chemical erosion yield accompanied by an increase of physical sputtering
in the lobes induced by RMPs [Schmitz 11].
From these results it can be concluded that RMPs have a high potential to change the
net-deposition in the divertor region. From a sweep of the 3D structures a reduction of
the deposition was seen in the current studies as well as in the experiments performed at
DIII-D where the usual deposition pattern without RMPs was not observed [Schmitz 11].
Besides the potential changes in the divertor, the erosion rate in the main chamber of a
divertor device might be influenced as well from the changes in Er.
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A comparison of the deposited amount of 13C from the material migration studies at
hand to former methane injection experiments revealed two effects. First, the deposition
efficiency seems to be correlated to the surface temperature Tsurf of the test limiter. A
high Tsurf with 2700◦C leads to a higher deposition efficiency. Second and correlated to
the first point, the enhanced erosion factor which is necessary to reproduce the experi-
mental deposition values with the ERO code is lower the higher Tsurf . A reason for both
effects could be an easier chemical binding of the impinging atoms to the test limiter bulk
material due to open bindings at the surface. A threshold above 900◦C is suggested by
the experimental results.

Another effect influenced by the surface temperature of the test limiters is the co-
deposition of deuterium D in the far SOL. For the experimental setup the local amorphous
hydrocarbon (a:C-D) layers were found to be thicker during RMPs and the amount of
deuterium in these layers was 2-2.4 times higher than at the test limiters exposed to the
unperturbed plasma edge. The reason for the thinner layer on the test limiters exposed
to the no RMP plasmas is the higher surface temperature, hence the a-C:D layers formed
are eroded more efficiently.

While the first temperature effect at Tsurf > 900◦C seems unlikely to happen in an
actively cooled device such as ITER, the effect on the co-deposition is of high importance.
A reduction of the surface temperature which leads to a reduction of the chemical etching
of a-C:D or a-C:T layers means enhanced T retention which results in safety issues and
potential reduction of the operation time of the device.

Outlook

In this work it was shown that a higher radial electric field during applied RMPs has
a dominant effect on the impurity ion transport in TEXTOR. A (re-)deposition of the
injected material was found only for the stochastic zone in the perturbed magnetic bound-
ary. Nevertheless, comparisons of the value of Er from no RMP to RMP discharges in
divertor machines show that the net-deposition has a high potential to be affected by an
increased global radial electric field.
Furthermore,it was found that a higher surface temperature leads to a higher deposition
efficiency regarding the 13C and a lower deuterium retention.
To reduce the net-deposition and net-erosion effects a sweep of the 3D SOL structures
would be preferable for future fusion devices such as ITER.

The studies presented here are an initial assessment of the impact of 3D plasma bound-
aries formed by RMPs in tokamaks on the integrity and life time of future magnetic
confinement devices. They motivate a variety of follow up studies - some of which are
listed in the following.
Dedicated studies at divertor machines are necessary to reveal the material erosion and
migration in the main chamber as well as in the divertor with applied resonant magnetic
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140 8 Summary and Outlook

perturbations in the reference shape for ITER..
Gas injection experiments with lower injection rates (∼ 1017 molecules per second) similar
to the experiments at DIII-D [McLean 09, McLean 11] and actively controlled test limiter
temperatures up to the the sublimation of carbon are desirable to investigate the deposi-
tion efficiency and the mechanisms underlying the enhanced erosion factor. Together with
a development of a model for the understanding of the chemical binding processes and
their surface temperature dependence, the nature of the enhanced erosion effect which is
so far an arbitrary correction factor can be resolved.

Addressing these generic plasma wall interaction questions will allow for a reliable ERO
prediction on erosion, deposition and near surface material migration. However, coupling
of the ERO code to a 3D background plasma is necessary for a complete and detailed un-
derstanding of the long range processes in large scale machines as ITER and Wendelstein
7-X.
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